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PREFACE

In August and September of 1975, two Viking

spacecraft were launched and subsequently cruised

almost 500 million miles to Mars. A Viking Lander

then separated from each spacecraft, soft landed

on Mars in July and September of 1976, and

conducted a number of scientific experiments. This

report describes the system and subsystem

performance of these Landers during the mission

phases.
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On the cover:

The Mars photograph on the front and back covers was
taken by Viking Lander 2 on September 26, 1976. It is a

partial color panorama of the landing site. The colors
accurately depict the Martian surface and sky, as indicated
by the vivid colors of the United States flag. The high-gain
antenna is shown in the uDper center of the front cover; the
radioisotope thermoelectric generator cover/s shown on the
back cover. The horizon is approximately 2 miles from the

Lander.
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The scars on the Martian surface at the extreme left

resulted from trenches dLJg by the surface sampler shown

protruding from Lander 1 on the right. The magnet

cleaning brush is shown in the lower left portion of this

photograph.





I. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

This report summarizes Viking Lander hard-

ware performance during launch, interplanetary

cruise, Mars orbit insertion, preseparation, separa-

tion through landing, and the primary landed mis-

sion. The primary emphasis is on Lander engineer-

ing and science hardware operations, not the re-

suits of the scientific investigations conducted dur-

ing the mission phases. The Viking Lander science
results are reported in the June 1977 issue of The

Journal of Geophysical Research. Detailed infor-

mation concerning Lander hardware operation

from separation through landing may be found in
Entr3, Data Analysis for Viking Landers I and 2

(TN-37702181, Martin Marietta Corporation, De-
cember 1976.

This report is divided into two primary parts.

Chapter II contains a fmrly detailed description of

the "as-flown" mission, particularly with respect to

Lander system performance and anomalies. Chap-

ters III through VI detail the Lander subsystem
hardware performance during the various mission
phases. The casual reader should find sufficient in-

formation in Chapter II. More detailed perfor-

mance data may be found in the remaining chap-

ters. Chapter VII is a brief description of the ex-

tended mission and predicted Lander performance.

The remmnder of this introduction describes

the Viking goals, mission plan, and Lander physical
description and subsystem definition. This allows

the reader to better understand mission perfor-

mance without referencing other documents. De-

tailed information concerning the Lander design

and capabilities may be found in Viking Lander

"As-Built" Performance Capabilities, and Space-
craft Operations Handbook {HB-3720311 ).

The following personnel contributed directly

to the preparation of this report:

R. Bender C. Green D. Rushneck

J. Berry T. Knight C. Seese
A. Castro H. Kowitz W. Smeton

K. Farley O. Moore d. Speicher
R. Frank C. Rea P. Stafford
M. Griffin

In addition to data returned from the Orbiters

and Landers, data were extracted from the follow-

mg documents to prepare this report:

Viking Lander As-Built Performance Capabilities.
Martin Marietta Corporation, 1976.

"From Separation to Touchdown: The Perfor-

mance of Lander Capsules." AIAA presentation,
John D. Goodlette, 1977.

l/iking 1 Early Results. NASA SP-408. 1976.

Entry, Data Analysis for Viking Landers 1 and 2.

TN-3770218. Martin Marietta Corporation, 1976.

Viking 75 Project Summar3, of Primary' Mission

Surface Sampler Operations. NASA-VFT-019.
1977.

A. PROGRAM GOALS

The objective of the Viking mission is to ad-

vance significantly the " . . . knowledge of the

planet Mars by means of observations from Martian

orbit and direct measurements in the atmosphere

and on the surface. Particular emphasis (is to) be
placed on obtaining biologncal, chemical, and en-
vironmental data relevant to the existence of life

on the planet at this time or at some time in the

past, or the possibility of life existing at a future
date."

By observing the physical and chemical compo-
sition of the atmosphere; the daily and seasonal

changes in wind, temperature, pressure, and water

vapor content near the surface; and the texture of

surface materials, their organic and inorganic com-

position, and some of their physical properties, the

Viking mission is enabling scientists to define the

present conditions under which any Martian bio-
logical processes would have to take place. In addi-
tion, both Landers have collected and will continue

to collect direct evidence as to whether biological
processes are now occurring.

The Viking mission is providing information

that will lead toward an eventual understanding of

the history of Mars. Visual imagery and infrared
observations of the surface from orbit are revealing

the geologic processes that have shaped the planet's

surface features. They can also indicate past altera-

tions in the composition of the atmosphere and the

surface materials. Such information is, of course,

relevant to the questions of Mars' evolution as a

planet, as well as to bio-organic evolution. This in-

formation is also pertinent to the development of

I-1



ourunderstandingof Earth'splacein thehistoryof
thesolarsystem.

Unlike earlier ventures in planetary exploration,

Viking offers investigators the new dimension of
simultaneous Orbiter and Lander observation. The

added value is immense. Simultaneity gives a

chance to relate observations on a global scale with

findings tied to a spot on the surface. The view-

point and scale are so different as to stretch the

investigators' imaginations. Infrared temperature

measurements from the Orbiters indicate a freezing

of part of the atmosphere onto the South Polar

Cap; and at the same time, a sensor on Lander I at

Chryse Planitia feels the reduction of atmospheric

mass. Sometimes the viewpoints are so far apart

they are hard to reconcile. The Orbiters see places

where low lying fogbanks of water ice "appear m_d

dissipate daily, while the Lander's biology instru-

ment sees surface particles that react almost vio-

lently to a whiff of water vapor. Plainly Mars is

nonuniform; it will take many, many hours of anal-

ysis and thought to understand the millions of bits
of data returned from Mars.

B. VIKING MISSION PLAN

Two identical Viking spacecraft, each consist-

ing of an Orbiter and a Lander, were launched

from Kennedy Space Center on a Titan IIl/Centaur

from Launch Complex 41. Viking 1 (Orbiter 1/

Lander 11 was launched August 20, 1975 and Vik-

ing 2 (Orbiter 2/Lander 2) was launched Septem-

ber 9, 1975. With a second firing of the Centaur

engine the Viking spacecraft were injected into

trans-Mars trajectories. Just after the cruise to Mars

began, the spacecraft separated from the Centaur,
and the Orbiters then deployed antennas and solar

panels and acquired the sun and the bright star
Canopus for navigation. During cruise, the Orbiters

were the primary operating portions of the space-

craft, supplying power to the Landers, maintaining

proper attitude for communication to Earth and
thermal balance, cdmmanding Lander checkouts

and operations, and relaying Lander data to Earth

for analysis of Lander hardware status. The Or-

biters also performed mideourse maneuvers to in-

sure that the spacecraft arrived at Mars at the right

time and the right place.

,i

I

Viking 1 Launch from Kennedy Space Center, August 20, 1975
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Bioshield cap was

jettisoned shortly
after launch.

Cruise

11 Months

Throughout the Viking mission, the commands

to the spacecraft and data from them were handled

through tracking stations at Goldstone, California;

Canberra, Australia; and Madrid, Spain--at least
one of which was in communication with the

spacecraft at all times. The Space Flight Operations

Facility at Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,

California, provided the interface with the three

tracking stations. Viking flight team personnel re-

sponsible for data analysis and operation of the

spacecraft during the Viking mission were also lo-
cated there.

During the long (10 to 11 months) cruise, the

spacecraft circled more than 180 degrees around
the sun to encounter Mars. For the most part, both

Landers were inactive during this time. However,

during cruise both Landers were checked out to
better understand Lander hardware status, the

Lander batteries were conditioned in preparation

for the primary mission, and the guidance control

and sequencing computers (GCSC) were loaded
with the preplanned landed missions.

On arrival at Mars, Viking 1 injected itself into

Mars orbit by means of prolonged operation of its
rocket engine on June 19, 1976. Based upon Earth

radar data and Orbiter imaging data, a landing site

was eventually selected that was believed to be safe

for landing and scientifically interesting for Lander

1. Final updates were made to the Lander com-
puter, a detailed subsystem checkout was per-

formed, the Lander batteries were completely

charged, and Lander 1 was then separated from

Orbiter 1. Lander 1 then performed the necessary

deorbit, coast, and entry operations and landed

safely on Mars at 5:12 a.m. PDT, July 20, 1976. A

general Lander sequence is given in Figure I-1.

Lander 2 followed a similar sequence. Orbiter 2
performed its Mars orbit injection on August 7,

1976. A suitable landing site was selected, presepa-

ration and separation actiy!ties occurred exactly as
scheduled, and Lander 2 larided safely on Mars at

Mars Orbit

Insertion (MOI)

d27Descent

Capsule

Separat ion

Deorbit

Entry _
800,000 ft

Parachute

Deceleration

19,000 ft

/
Note: Entire entry-to-landing I

sequence takes about I10 minutes,
_Aeroshell

Jettison

Terminal __L

Desoent

4,600 ft

Landed _'--L_. _._[_....

Operations __

Figure I-1 Typical Lander Mission Sequence
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3:58 p.m. PDT on September 3, 1976. Figure I-2
shows the location of the lm_ding sites of both

Landers.

Viking 2 Landing Site

47.96 deg N

225.77 deg W

The primary landed missions of both Landers

were completed with outstanding success, return-

ing data of excellent quality and quantity. On No-
vember 25, 1976, Mars and Earth were in conjunc-

tion-lined up on opposite sides of the sun. This
caused communication between Earth and the

spacecraft to be interrupted for about 30 days and

signaled the end of the primary landed missions.
Both Landers and Orbiters were supplied with suf-
ficient information to continue without Earth.

communications during this time at a reduced ac-

tivity level. All spacecraft sur_nved this blackout in

satisfactory condition and will continue with ex-

tended mission operations for approximately 18
months.

, Valles

Marineris

Chryse

Planitia

150 ° 120 ° 90 ° 60 ° 30 ° 0 ° 330 ° 300 ° 270 ° 240 ° 210 ° 180 °

60 ° 60°

30 ° 30 °

0 c'

-30_

-60 c

0 °

-30 °

-60 _

Figure I-2 Lander 1 and 2 Locations on Mars
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C. VIKING LANDERCONFIGURATION

FigureI-3 is an explodedview of the Viking
Landercapsule. The Lander is doubly encapsulated

within the bioshield and the descent capsule. The
bioshield, the two-piece outer capsule, consists of a

base and cap which protects the sterilized descent

capsule from biological, chemical, and particulate

contamination before and during launch. The bio-

shield cap was jettisoned shortly after launch. In

Mars orbit, the descent capsule separates from the
bioshield base.

The descent capsule consists of the aeroshell,
base cover, and Lander. This section describes the

contents of each Lander subsystem and the pri-

mary functions of each subsystem. The location of

these subsystem components and a more detailed

physical configuration is shown in Figures 1-4

through I-8. The functional relationship of the

Lander subsystems is shown in Figure I-9.

1. Guidance and Control (G&C) Subsystem

The G&C subsystem consists of the guidance

control and sequencing computer (GCSC), flight

software, inertial reference unit (IRU), radar altim-

eters (RA), terminal descent and landing radar

(TDLR), and valve drive amplifier (VDA). All com-

ponents are mounted external to the Lander body
except for the GCSC. The GCSC and resident flight

software receive all G&C sensor data, process the

data, and issue all control commands including
those to the VDA for propulsion control.

The inertial reference unit (IRU) is a strap-

down sensor system with three principal gyros and
accelerometers. There is a redundant fourth gyro

skewed equally with respect to the principal axes,
and a redundant fourth accelerometer in the criti-

cal X-axis. Of these, three gyros and three acceler-

ometers are selected for descent and entry by the

flight team from the preseparation checkout data.

These sensors provide data to software algorithms
in the GCSC to calculate vehicle attitude, attitude

rates, velocity, and altitude. Immediately after
landing, the IRU provides Lander orientation data
and is then shut down for the remainder of the

mission.

There are two redundant sets of radar altimeter

(RA) electronics: each is connected through a radio

frequency switch to one antenna located on the

aeroshell and one located on the Lander body. The
RA uses four modes to determine altitude from

Bioshield Cap

Base Cover Parachute

Descent

Capsule

Legs in

"_-.- Stowed

oo

Bioshield Base

Bioshield C_

Bas

Separation Point
Aeroshell Heat Shield

Bioshield Base

Figure I-3 Viking Lander Capsule
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Deorbit

Propellant
Tank

12 Places)

138 in.

Lander

Adapter
20 deg

Typical

Bioshield

Staging
Connector Sensor

Rail

(3 Places)

Leg 3

Engine
Module

Altimeter Antenna

Stag Temperature
Probe

Figure I-4 Lander Aeroshel/

Leg 1
-Z

Aeroshell

RCS Engine
Ports

(4 Places)

-y

\

\

Leg 3

\

Leg 1

-Z

\
\

+Z

HGA Fairing

Pressure Port

(4 Places)

UAMS

- Base Cov_r

Seal

38 deg

60.00 R

Pyro Valve
Module

Lander
F Interface

Shear Pins

(6 Places)

+Y

30 deg

Typical

Leg 2

Lander

Staging

Connectors

(3 Places)

Aeroshell

/

\

\

Mortar '

Pyro
Unit
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450,000 ft to 135 ft. The RA is turned on at the

entry point of 800,000 ft and turned off after

landing. The RA data are required to null navigator

altitude errors due to varying terrain heights along
the flight path.

The terminal descent and landing radar

(TDLR) is a velocity radar with four independent

Doppler radars integrated in one unit. The radars

measure the respective beam velocity relative to

the planet's surface. GCSC software algorithms

convert these data to principal-axis velocities
smoothed with IRU data. The TDLR is turned on

subsequent to aeroshell separation and provides
data through touchdown. There are two modes of

operation dictated by altitude region. Any three of
the four radar channels are sufficient to determine
principal-axis velocity.

The valve drive amplifier (VDA) decodes and
implements GCSC commands for the reaction con-

trol engines, terminal descent engines, and terminal

roll thrusters. The VDA circuitry is redundant

(quadruply redundant in some cases) and internally

partitioned so portions of the component are
powered on from separation through touchdown.

The GCSC is a block redundant, random ac-

cess, customized, general-purpose computer. The
GCSC interfaces with all Lander subsystems and its

functional tasks are: (1) power management of all

Lander components; (2) command and sequencing

for science, communications, and data handling;

(3) uplink command decoding and subsequent
processing; (4) guidance, steering, and control of

the Lander from separation to landing; and (5)

computation of the Lander orientation and S-band

antenna pointing after landing. Each GCSC has two

strings {referred to as side A and side B) with each

strmg containing a 18,432 word memory, proc-

essor, input/output circuitry, and power supply.
One side is selected prior to separation and used

through landing. After landing, circuitry is enabled

that automatically allows switchover to the other
GCSC side if certain malfunctions occur.
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The GCSC memory contains the software

{flight program} that provides the capability to

control Lander functions from prelaunch through
the duration of the landed mission. The flight pro-

gram consists of an operating system known as the

flight executive and a set of user application pro-

grams to control specific mission phases/opera-

tions. The flight program is redtmdant in that it
resides in both sides of the GCSC. However, these

sides are independent of each other and there is no

computer-to-computer communication. Before sep-
aration from the Orbiter, the sequences in the

flight program to perform battery conditioning,
Lander checkout and calibration, flight program

updates, and separation from the Orbiter are ini-
tiated by commands from the flight team via the

Orbiter. On separation from the Orbiter, naviga-

tion, guidance, steering, and control are performed

by the flight program. Using sensor data, the pro-

pulsion outputs necessary for deorbit, entry, ter-
minal descent, and landing are calculated and com-

manded. During descent, the flight program also
controls all other Lander functions including

science experiments, telemetry operations, and
pyrotechnic operations. At landing, the flight pro-

gram initiates landed operations through use of a

prestored mission. The flight team controls the
Lander functions by updating events in this mis-

sion and their associated control parameters. These

scheduled events include landed science experi-

ments, relay communications, and direct communi-
cation s.

2. Power Subsystem

The power subsystem consists of the bioshield

power assembly (BPA), the power conditioning
and distribution assembly (PCDA), batteries, radio-

isotope thermoelectric generators (RTG), and two
load banks.

The BPA is located on the bioshield base and is

internally block redundant. This unit serves three

purposes: to regulate and distribute Orbiter-
supplied power used by Lander components during

cruise and Mars orbit; to charge the Lander bat-

teries; and to provide interface circuitry for
Orbiter-to-Lander commands, data, and control be-

fore separation.

The PCDA pro_ddes several functions and is in-

ternally block redundant. The PCDA decodes
GCSC commands and in turn switches the 114

electrical loads on and off. The RTG energy, de-
livered at 8.8 volts, is converted to a nominal 28

volts by the PCDA. The RTGs are switched by the
PCDA either to load bank resistors, Lander loads,

or battery charging. Redundant sentry timers m
the PCDA are clocks that are reset by the GCSC

every 60 see and are used to determine that a com-

puter may have failed and signals for a switchover

to the other computer in the absence of a 60-see

reset. The PCDA contains redundant undervoltage

sensors to preclude complete discharge of the bat-

teries by initiating an emergency sequence to de-
crease the bus load. These capabilities are enabled

only after landing. There are four 24-cell nickel-

cadmium batteries, each with a storage capacity of

approximately 8 A-hr.

The two RTGs are located on top of the

Lander under protective wind covers. The RTGs

serve both as an electrical and thermal energy
source for the Lander. As an electrical source, they

provide at least 60 watts at the PCDA equipment

bus through the end of mission at 28 volts (they

presently are providing approximately 70 watts

with very slow degradation); as a thermal source,
they can deliver up to 120 watts of heat to the

Lander body interior through the thermal switches.

3. Telemetry Subsystem

The telemetry subsystem acquires, processes,

stores, and modulates all Lander science and engi-

neering data for transmission during launch, cruise,

preseparation, deorbit, entry, descent, and landed

activities. The telemetry subsystem contains a data

acquisition and processing unit (DAPU), tape re-

corder (TR), and data storage memory. (DSM). The

telemetry interface is to the GCSC, science instru-
ments, communications, hardline to the Orbiter

(during cruise}, and with almost all Lander engi-

neering hardware to allow acquisition of Lander

engineering data.

The DAPU has the capability of being com-

manded by the GCSC into over 200 modes. Data

are received at 0.25-, 0.5-, 1-, 2-, 4-, and 16-kbps

rates. These data can be stored in the DSM or tape

recorder or routed directly to the communications
subsystem. The DAPU acquires and formats data

from 120 low-level (0 to 40 mV) analog channels,

64 high-level _0 to 5 V) analog channels, 48 bilevel

(0 or 5 V) channels, and 15 serial digital sources.

In addition to acquisition and direct transmis-

sion or storage of GCSC and science data, the
DAPU uses seven basic data formats:
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1) Format 1--Usedfor engineeringdata during
cruise.

2) Format 2--Collectsengineering,science,and
GCSCdata from separationthroughdeorbit
burn and sensingof 0.05g plus 7 secto para-
chutedeploymentphas6.5 sec.Dataaxetrans-
mitted in real time and interleavedwith data
storedin theDSMfor 60sec.

3) Format2A--Real-timeengineering,GCSC,and
sciencedata from completionof deorbitburn
to sensingof 0.05gplus7 sec.

4) Format 2P--Usedduringpreseparationcheck-
out and is identical to Format 2 except for
GCSCcontent.

5) Format 3--Engineering, GCSC, and science

data from parachute deployment plus 6.5 sec

to landing.

6) Format 4--Used for periodic collection and

storage of engineering and science data during
the landed phase.

?) Format 5--Real-time engineering and science

data collected during the landed phase.

The tape recorder has a storage capacity of 10

million bits on each of four tracks. The tape mate-

rial is a phosphor-bronze base coated with nickel

cobalt and is 1-mil thick and 700-ft long. Record-

ing speeds are 4 and 16 kbps and playback rates are

0.25, 0.5, 1.4, and 16 kbps. The DSM is a plated

wire memory with a storage capacity of 8192
24-bit words.

4. Communications Subsystem

The communications subsystem consists of the

UHF relay communications equipment (RCE) and

the S-band direct'communications system (DCS).

The operation of these systems is illustrated in Fig-

ure 1-10. The RCE consists of a three-power level

solid-state transmitter and a low-gain turnstile over

Earth
Orbiter-to-Earth Two-Way Link:

-Orbiter Science Data

-Lander Relay Data

- Engineering Telemetry

-Doppler and Range Signals

:ommands

Lander-to-Earth Two-Way

-Downlink Engineering

-Downlink Science Data

--Uplink Commands

--Doppler and Range Signals

Orbiter

Lander-to.Orbiter One-Way Relay Link:

-Lander Science Data

-Engineering Telemetry

Figure 1-10 Lander Communication Links Lander on Mars
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grid-reflectorantenna.The relay link is usedto
dovmlinkdatato Earthvia theOrbiter.UHFcom-
municationsare usedto transmitengineeringand
sciencedata during deorbit, entry, terminal de-
scent,and landedoperations.Thetransmitterhas
threemodes:1, 10, and 30 watts.Transmission
ratesare 4 or 16 kbps. Thissystemis not block
redundm_t,but is redundantto thedownlinkfunc-
tionof thedirectlink.

The DCSconsistsof two commandreceivers,
oneusinga low-gainantennaandtheotherusinga
steerable,parabolicdishhigh-gainantenna(HGA).
The commandreceiversprovidethe uplink com-
mand subearriersto two commanddetector/de-
coders.Eachdetector/decoderprovidesa parallel
single-errorcorrectedbit streamto the GCSCfor
updatingLandersequences.Thereceiversprovidea
coherentdrive signalto two modulator/exeiters,
only oneof which ispowered.Theoperatingmod-
ulator/exciterprovidesthe radio frequencyinput
drive signal to two traveling-wave-tube-amplifiers
(TWTAs),only one of whichis powered.Theout-
put signalfrom the operatingTWTAis connected
to the HGA viaa radio frequencyswitch.In addi-
tion, the receiverthat isconnectedto theHGAhas
the capabilityto detecta widebandcodedsignal
which is retransmittedto Earth to provideslant
rangeinformation.

To usethe inherentredundancyof theDCS,it
is crossstrappedautomaticallyand/or via Earth
commands. Coherent drive selection for the modu-

lator/exciters and command subcarrier input selec-
tion for the detectors/decoders are achieved auto-

matically. The modulator/exciter and TWTA selec-

tion is accomplished by GCSC preprogrammed se-
quences which can be altered by Earth commands.

The data rates for the DCS are:

1) 8-1/3 bps for real-time engineering data;

2) 250, 500, or 1000 bps for science or non-real-

time engineering data, coded to minimize trans-
mission errors;

3) 4 bps for uplink commands.

Downlink transmission durations are con-

strained to below approximately 80 minutes per

day by thermal and power limitations. Uplink com-
mand transmission durations are constrained to en-

compass the time required for receiver acquisition,

command load, dovmlink, and specified command

contingency.

5. Propulsion Subsystem

The propulsion subsystem consists of a reac-

tion control deorbit system (RCS) that provides

impulse for deorbit and attitude control through

entry, and a terminal descent (TD) system that

provides velocity and attitude control during ter-

minal descent. The RCS consists of four engine
modules located on the base cover and two fuel

tanks located inside the base cover and mounted

on the aeroshell. The TD system consists of three

engines, four roll thrusters, and two fuel tanks, all

located on the Lander body.

Each RCS engine module consists of three

thrusters: a pitch/yaw pair, and a roll thruster. The

thrusters are spontaneous catalytic monopropellant
engines with specific impulse greater than 160

lb-sec/lbm. Redundancy is provided so that the

mission can be performed without degradation if

any one valve fails open or closed or a symmetrical
pair of valves fails closed.

The RCS and the TD systems are both blow-

down-pressure fed, hydrazme monopropellant pro-

pulsion systems. The fuel tanks are titanium

spheres containing propellant and nitrogen pressur-
ant.

There are three 600-1b-thrust spontaneous cata-

lytic monopropellant terminal descent engines

equally spaced around the Lander body. Thrust is
controlled by metering hydrazine with a throttle

valve. Eighteen nozzles per engine disperse the

plume to reduce surface pressure, minimizing land-

ing site alteration. The terminal descent roll en-

gines are identical to the RCS thrusters and provide
redundancy in the event a valve fails closed.

6. Pyrotechnic Subsystem

The pyrotechnic subsystem provides the pyro-
technic control circuitry, pyrotechnics, and pyro-

mechanical devices required to perform various

Lander functions. These components are fired on

command from the Orbiter and GCSC. This subsys-

tem contains the Lander pyrotechnic control

assembly (LPCA), pyrotechnics (initiators, pressure

cartridges, and parachute mortar cartridges), and

pyromechanical devices (separation nuts, pin
pullers, cutters, and valves).

The LPCA performs arm, fire, and safe func-

tions for all pyrotechnics on the Lander. Capacitor
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energystorageis usedwith firing circuitsthat are
isolatedfrom all otherLanderpowercircuits.The
LPCAacceptsdiscretecommandsfrom theOrbiter
anddigital commandsfrom the GCSC.Theenergy
requiredto fire thepyrotechnicsisstoredin capac-

itor banks in the LPCA. Energy storage is compat-

ible with the Viking standard mitiator--a 1 amp, 1
watt, no-fire initiator. Two LPCAs are used on

each Lander. Each LPCA fires one bridgewire of

each pyrotechnic device so that failure of one
LPCA does not affect the mission. Both LPCAs are

mounted external to the Lander body near leg 1.

7. Thermal Control Subsystem

The thermal control subsystem provides an ac-

ceptable temperature environment for all Lander

components and structures. Thermal control is

achieved for all mission phases by using a combina-

tion of passive and active elements.

Passive thermal control is accomplished
through geometrical considerations and selection

of materials that have the desired surface optical

properties. In addition, optimization of equipment
location and material selection are used to achieve

the required thermal balance. Radioisotope ther-
moelectric generator (RTG) wind covers are used

to isolate the RTGs from the wind, thus preventing

excessive cooling. The covers also allow adequate

heat loss by radiation to prevent overheating in the

cruise vacuum environment. Surface coatings with

the desired infrared emittance and solar absorp-

tance optical properties are used to provide the
required thermal radiation characteristics on all

surfaces. Two types of thermal insulation are used

to control heat flow between equipment and the

environment: (1) multilayer radiation shield insula-
tion for use in vacuum; and (2) bulk fibrous insula-
tion for use in both vacuum and the Martian at-

mosphere.

Active thermal control techniques include elec-
trical heaters and variable thermal resistance de-

vices {thermal switches). The heaters are controlled

by software and thermostats, many of which are

redundant. Cycling of the RCS thrusters during de-

orbit coast also provides a source of heat for tem-

perature-sensitive valves. Thermal switches are used

to maintain internal Lander body temperatures by

directing waste heat from the RTGs to the equip-

ment mounting plate as internal temperatures de-
crease.

8. Structures and Mechanism Subsystem

The more important elements of this subsys-
tem are: bioshield: aerodecelerator laeroshell/base

cover/parachute); Lander body; landing legs: and
high-gain antenna deployment mechanism.

Bioshield--The bioshield prevents recontamina-

tion of the sterilized Lander with Earth organisms

by completely encapsulating it during and after

sterilization. It is composed of three major sub-

assemblies: equipment module, bioshield cap, and
bioshield base. The equipment module, located in

the center of the bioshield cap, separates with the

cap by three ejector devices shortly after launch.
The equipment module provides a bulkhead for in-

terfacing electrical and instrumentation harnesses

and propellant and pressurization lines before

launch. Both the cap and base are fabric assemblies

supported by aluminum tube. The base also pro-
vides the structural and electrical interface with the
Orbiter.

Aerodecelerator--The aerodecelerator consists

of the aeroshell, disc-gap-band parachute, para-
chute mortar, mortar support truss, and the base

cover. The aeroshell is used during atmospheric

entry and the parachute is deployed and used from
approximately 19,000 ft to 4,600 ft.

The aeroshell is a blunted cone with an offset

center of gravity that provides a lifting body con-

figuration during entry. Entry heat is dissipated by

an ablative coating on the exterior surface. This

heat shield is a phenolic honeycomb, filled with

ablative material, and attached to the aeroshell

structure, which is aluminum ring frames, skin

panels, and longerons. Three spring-loaded guide

rails are used to achieve a positive and controlled

separation from the Lander body. The rails pass

through rollers on the Lander body.

The base cover protects the back of the entry
capsule from the flow of hot gases off the aeroshell

during entry. The base cover is constructed of an

inner cone of laminated glass fabric and phenolic

resin, which is transparent to UHF radio fre-

quencies, and an outer cone of aluminum alloy.

The base cover is integral with and supported by

the mortar support structure. The base cover sepa-
rates with the parachute and uses rails and rollers
similar to the aeroshell.

The parachute is a 53-ft disc-gap-band type and

is deployed through the base cover by a pyro-
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technically energizedmortar at an altitude of
19,000ft. Theparachutereducesthe Landerveloc-
ity and reducesthe flight pathangleto 20degor
lessfrom the local verticalbeforethe Landerde-
scendsto analtitude of 4,600ft. The dragfrom
the parachutealso assistsin aeroshellseparation
and carriesthe parachute/basecovercombination
away from the Landerafter terminalengineigni-
tion.

Lander Body--The Lander body provides
proper thermal environmentand structural in-
tegrity for all equipmentrequiredduringterminal
descentandlandedoperations..a21power,commu-
nication, telemetry, guidanceand control, and
sciencecomponentsrequired to perform these
operationsarelocatedon or in the Landerbody.
The body is an aluminumand titaniumtriangular
shapedassemblywith the landinglegslocatedon
eachapex.Theinternalcomponents,mountedon
anequipmentplatelocatedat thetop of thebody,
arethermallyisolatedfrom therestof thebody.

Landing Legs--TheLanderhas three landing
legsthat aredesignedto accomplishthe following:
1) Providea stable {upright) landing on the Mar-

tian surface;

2) Provide for energy absorption that minimizes

landing shock;

3) Actuate the terminal engine shutdown switch

at first leg contact;

4} Support the Lander during landed operations
in a manner that satisfies the transmissibility

requirements imposed by the seismometer and

stiffness requirements imposed by the Lander

cameras and high-gain antenna.

Each leg consists of a main strut assembly and

an A-frame that includes the footpad. The legs are

released by pyrotechnics and deployed by springs 7
sec after aeroshell separation and locked in an ex-

tended position. Load attenuators and bonded

crushable aluminum honeycomb are used in the

main struts for load attenuation and energy absorb-

tion during landing.

High Gain Antenna Deployment Mechanism--

This mechanism provides structural support for the

high-gain antenna (HGA) in the stowed position

during the mission through landing. After landing
it releases, erects, locks in place, and supports the

HGA in its deployed position. On GCSC command

after landing, a pyrotechnically-actuated pin puller

is actuated and deployment is initiated through a

rotational spring. A governor regulates the deploy-
ment motion to limit acceleration and shock on

the antenna. The antenna location and deployment

mechanism is designed to provide an unobstructed

line of sight to the Martian local horizon.

D. VIKING LANDER SCIENCE

The Viking Lander science instruments are
listed in Table I-1. This table lists the science inves-

tigations required to satisfy the program goals with

the specific Lander hardware used to perform these

investigations.

Table I-1 Viking Lander Science Experiments

Investigations Instruments

Entry Atmospheric

Composition

Landed

Radio

Atmospheric
Structure

Imaging

Biology

Molecular Analy-

sis IOrganic and

At mospheric)

Inorganic

Chemical Analy-
sis

Meteorology

Seismology

Magnetic

Properties

Physical

Properties

Orbiter/Lander
Location, Atmos-

pheric and

Planetary Data,

Interplanetary
Medium

Mass Spectrometer, Retarding

Potential Analyzer, Pressure and

Temperature

Sensors, Accelerometers and
Radar Altimeter

Two Facsimile Cameras, Color/

Stereo Capability

Three Analyses for Photosyn-

thesis, Metabolism and Growth;
Samples Delivered by Surface

Sampler

Gas Chromatograph Mass Spec-

trometer (GCMS): Samples

Delivered by Surface Sampler

X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrom-

eter (XRFS); Samples Delivered

by Surface Sampler

Pressure, Temperature, Wind
Velocity, and Wind Direction

Sensors

Three-Ares Seismometer

Magnet Array on Surface

Sampler, and Reference Test
Charts, Cameras Used for

Visual Study of Particles

Analysis of Visual and Engi-

neering Data from Applicable

Instruments and E xperiments:

Cameras--Visual Study of

Surface Characteristics

(e.g., clumping, grain
size, cohesion, adhesion,

etc }

Surface Sampler-(with

Cameras} Trenches, En-

gineering Force Measure-

ments, Porosity, Bearing

Strength

Orbiter/Lander Radio and

Radar Systems
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1. EntryScience Investigations

As the Lander descends through the Martian

atmosphere and performs the functions necessary
for landing, instruments aboard the Lander and

aeroshell take measurements of the physical and

chemical properties of the ionosphere and atmos-
phere.

The upper atmospheric mass spectrometer
(UAMS) is mounted on the aeroshell and measures

the amounts and types of gases in the upper atmos-
phere. The data are gathered from approximately
23,000,000 ft to 330,000 ft altitude. The UAMS

also helps define the biological environment by de-

termining whether life-supporting atmospheric
components are present.

The retarding potential analyzer (RPA) is
mounted on the aeroshell and measures ion and

electron densities and energies in the upper atmos-

phere. Using these data, ion and electron tempera-
ture profiles, and ion type and concentrations can
be determined. The instrument can also detect the

bow shock wave caused by the effects of the Mar-

tian atmosphere on the solar wind. The RPA is

turned on shortly after deorbit burn, operates

every few minutes during the initial part of the
descent, and then continuously over the altitude

range covered by the UAMS.

Aeroshell stagnation pressure and the recovery

temperature instruments gather data during the
aeroshell and parachute phases of the mission.

Temperature and pressure sensors mounted on the

Lander record the temperature and pressure of the

atmosphere during terminal descent subsequent to
aeroshell staging and also provide data after land-

ing. The data from these instruments are combined

with accelerometer data to reveal density, tempera-
ture, and pressure profiles of the Martian atmos-
phere.

2. Surface Investigations

Following touchdown, the Landers began
scientific exploration of the surface of Mars. This

begins with imaging sequences and continues with
the use of all landed science instruments.

The Lander imagery system uses two cameras

that provide the capability to view the entire cir-

cumference of the landing site from the Lander

footpads to 40 deg above,the horizontal. This per-

mits images of test targets on the Lander body,

closeup shots of the Martian surface, and pano-

ramas of the landing site. Images are available in

high resolution, survey, color, stereo, and infrared.

Photographs aid in understanding the composition

and evolution of the Martian surface bystudying
its surface characteristics. The cameras also investi-

gate the landing area for likely areas for soil sam-

pling, for verification of sample acquisition, and

for support of the physical and magnetic properties
experiments.

The biology instrument conducts three experi-

ments that search Martian surface samples for

living microorganisms. The labeled-release experi-

ment looks for signs of metabolism by measuring
the amount of radioactive gas evolved from Mar-
tian sample material following injection of labeled

nutrients. The pyrolytic release experiment looks

for microorganisms by measuring the ability of the

Martian_ sample material to incorporate labeled

gases (CO and CO2 ) into organic material. The gas-

exchange experiment looks for microorganisms

measuring changes in the gases in a closed environ-
ment following injection of a wet nutrient.

The gas chromatograph mass spectrometer
(GCMS) performs organic chemical analyses of the

Martian soil and analyzes the components of the

Martian atmosphere at the surface. The surface

sampler delivers samples from the Martian surface

to the GCMS. These 100-milligram samples are

heated to various temperatures to vaporize dif-

ferent organic compounds in the sample. The

vapors are swept off to the gas chromatograph and

mass spectrometer by hydrogen carrier gas. This
investigation can reveal chemicals indicative of past
or present life on the planet, but cannot detect life

per se.

The X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (XRFS) is

used to perform inorganic chemical investigations.

The XRFS analyzes samples from the Martian sur-

face (delivered by the surface sampler} for chemi-
cal elements. The instrument can detect most ele-

ments known to exist in the solar system.

The meteorology instrument is a package of

sensors located on a boom near leg 2, which is

deployed and locked in place shortly after landing.

These instruments measure atmospheric tempera-
ture, wind speed, and wind direction. These Lander

data along with Lander pressure measurements are
correlated with Orbiter data to understand Martian

atmosphere and weather.
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The seismologyinvestigationusesa three-axis
seismometer.This instrumentanalyzesdataonvol-
canicactivity, planetstructuralshift,andmeteorite
impacton Marssurface.Thesedatacanrevealthe
mechanicalstructureof Mars.

The surfacesamplercontainsa 10-ft furlable
tubeboomcapableof acquiringsurfacesamplesin

anapproximate130-sq-ftareagenerallyin front of
and betweenlegs2 and3. Surfacesamplesarepro-
vided to the biologyinstrument,the GCMS,and
the XRFS.Thesurfacesampleralsosupportsthe
physical/magneticpropertiesinvestigationsthrough
physicaloperationsanduseof mirrorsandmagnets
on theboomitself.
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This photograph, taken from Lander 1 on July 23, 1976,
shows the United States flag, Bicentennial symbol, and "
student emblem on the RTG cover• The view is toward the
west and the large hill in the center may be part of a crater
rim.
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II. MISSION DESCRIPTION

This chapter describes the Lander performance

at the system level throughout the primary, mission
and identifies the significant Lander anomalies and

corrective action in the phase where they occurred.

A more detailed description that includes sub-

-system performance may be found in Chapters III
through VI. Because this is an engineering perfor-

mance report, considerable text is devoted to the
description of anomalies. These anomalies did not

detract from the proven reliability of the Landers

and overall success of the Viking mission. The
Landers were designed to contain redundancies and

other features to overcome such problems and it is

evident that sufficient margnn was available.

A. LAUNCH AND INTERPLANETARY CRUISE

Immediately following nominal launches, a

number of spacecraft events occurred that pre-

pared the spacecraft for the cruise activity. The
major Lander event was separation of the bioshield

cap which was successfully implemented by Or-
biter command approximately 2 hr after launch.

The Landers relayed engineering data through their
respective Orbiters and all parameters were nomi-

nal except for a decrease in RTG 1 pressure on
Lander 1. This was determined to have been caused

by a leak in the pressure transducer reference

cavity and all RTG operation continued as pre-
dicted.

The day after both launches, ground com-
mands were issued to power up GCSC A and B on

both Landers and to perform memory readouts.

Analysis of these data indicated perfect system

operation and no memory discrepancies.

During the cruise phase, there was a require-
ment to periodically exercise the Lander tape re-

corders. This activity began 15 days after each

launch and was performed approximately every 30

days thereafter. During this maintenance activity,

Lander format 5 data were eventually recorded on
all four tracks on each Lander. These data were

then partially played back during the maintenance

activity. Analysis showed no anomalies.

Thermally, the Landers' temperatures stabi-
lized at approximately 70°F inside the Lander

body after about 8 days..All Lander temperatures

were similar to flight article test data obtained in
previous thermal vacuum tests.

The major operation on both Landers during

cruise was to perform a cruise checkout that pro-

vided more detailed information on Lander subsys-
tem health. Specifically, the cruise checkouts ac-

complished the following objectives:

1) Provided detailed postlaunch Lander subsystem
status;

2) Validated in-flight IRU calibration and verified

ability to process data through ground soft-"

ware;

Established a good set of baseline data that

could be used for reviewing preseparation
checkout data;.

Trained flight personnel for preseparation

operations.

3) ¸

4)

In preparation for cruise checkout, the bat-

teries on both Landers were charged to support the
checkout loads. The batteries on Lander 1 were

charged and all operations were nominal. Each of

the four batteries was separately charged for about

24 hr. Temperature increases were well under pre-

dictions and battery charging was terminated by

the PCDA after the proper voltage/temperature

combination was achieved. On Lander 2, attempts

to charge the batteries with BPA charger A were
unsuccessful. Analysis and further testing con-
cluded that the failure was in a bias circuit in the

BPA charger A that controls the output current.

Transfer was made to BPA charger B and all four

Lander 2 batteries were successfully charged _4th-
out further anomalies. However, a decision was

made to maintain at least one charged battery on
each Lander through the cruise phase. Battery B

remained charged and no further battery charger
anomalies were observed.

Both cruise checkouts were conducted as

scheduled (Lander 1 on November 12, 1975 and

Lander 2 on November 21, 1975} and results were

excellent. All hardware operations were nominal.

IRU calibration ground software worked much bet-

ter than could normally have been expected for

first usage. Also, complete data were acquired from

both Landers for comparison during preseparation
checkout. The cruise checkouts were so nominal

and successful that the second checkouts scheduled

for January 1976 were cancelled.

Subsequent to the cruise checkouts, a number
of GCMS operations were conducted on each
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Lander.Theseoperations:(1) ventedportionsof
the GCMSto space,therebyreducingthelevelof
the trappedterrestrialgases;(2) performedbake-
outs to reduceinstrumentcontaminants;and (3}
characterizedsampleovensto beusedfor analyses
of first surfacesamples.Afteranalysisof thesedata
and prelaunchdata. it wasconcludedthat oven3
on Lander1 and oven I on Lander2 werenot
operable.Therefore the landedmissionwasde-
signedso that organicanalysesusingtheremaining
two good ovenswerescheduledfor the GCMSon
eachLander.Thetestson Lander2 alsoindicated
that thesoil carriagepositionindicatorhadfailed.
This functionis not critical in that operationscan
be designedbasedon pastknowledgeof carriage
location.Thisdid not affectlandedGCMSopera-
tions.No furtheranomalieswereobserved.

After GCMSoperations,the Landerbatteries
werenot requiredfor further operationsuntil pre-
separation.Therefore, three batteries on each
Landerweredischarged.BatteryBoneachLander
wasleft on low rate chargeto assuretransferto
internal Lander power in caseof further BPA

chargeranomalies.To condition the batteriesfor
usein separationthroughtheremainderof the mis-
sion, the batteriesweresubjectedto a seriesof
charge/dischargecyclesin MaythroughJune1976.
Thisconditioningensuredthat all batterieswould
accepta full charge.Theseactivitiesoccurredas
scheduledand all operationswere completely
nominal.At the completionof this activity, the
batterieswere left on float charge(in a charged
state}in preparationfor separationactivities.Dur-
ing this sameperiod,bothsidesof bothcomputers
wereloadedwith thesoftwarerequiredto perform
a preprogrammedmissionin the eventno uplinks
wereacquiredafter touchdown.Theseinitial com-

puter loads required several hours of operation on
each Lander and were successfully performed with

no memory "miscompares."

Tape recorder maintenance also continued dur-

ing the first half of 1976. Lander meteorology tests

were conducted in conjunction with the tape re-
corder maintenance. This provided data to the me-

teorology science team for determining instrument
biases. All operations were nominal.
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B. MARS ORBIT INSERTION TO SEPARA-
TION

In preparationfor Marsorbit insertion(MOI),
finalcoursecorrectionswereplannedfor thespace-
craft. Thismaneuverwasplannedfor Viking 1 on
June 9, 1976--tendaysbeforeMOI.Just prior to
the maneuver,a small leak wasdiscoveredin the
Orbiter propulsionsystem'spressurizationsupply.
Operationalalternativeswereplannedand imple-
mented that resulted in two Orbiter approach
burnsthat permittedMOI to occuressentiallyas
plannedon June 19. Theseactivitieswerecom-
pletely successfuland did not compromisethe
Viking I mission.However,in studyingvariousal-
ternativesananalysiswasperformedto determine
if the Landercouldbeseparatedfrom the Orbiter
andperforma directentry insteadof anentry and
descentfrom Marsorbit. This study determined
that a Landerdirect entl'y waspossibleand the
probability was good that a successfullanding
could beachieved.Nevertheless,Vikingperformed
its approachmaneuversin an uneventfulmanner
and MOI wassuccessfullyachievedon June 19,
1976,for Viking 1 andAugust7, 1976,for Viking
2.

Oncein Marsorbit, Viking 1 beganits search
for a safeand a scientificallyinterestinglanding
site.Thepreselectedsitewasdeterminedto beun-
safe,thusdelayingtheplannedlandingdateof July
4. A new site waseventuallyselectedbasedon
Orbiterand Earth-basedradardataand alanding
wasplannedfor July 20. In preparationfor this,
the Lander batterieswere removedfrom float
chargeon 12 July to allowthe Landerto cool in
preparationfor preseparationcheckout.A final de-
scenttrajectorywaschosenand the programmed
missionin the selectedGCSCside {side A) was
updatedat approximatelyseparationminus39 hr

(S - 39 hr). Thissameupdatewastransmittedto
the LanderSupport Office in Denver,Colorado,
and independentlyverified by computersimula-
tion. TheOrbiteractivatedtheLanderat S- 30hr
and the Landerperformeda preseparationcheck-
out for approximately5 hr. This checkoutpro-
videda detailedstatusof the Landersubsystems.
All hardwareoperationwascompletelynominal.It
wasdeterminedthat an updatecould be made to

the GCSC software to improve the landed XRFS

instrument data and this change was sent (up-
linked) to the Lander at S- 9.5 hr.

After preseparation checkout, all four Lander
batteries were recharged to a fult state in prepara-

tion for separation. At S - 3.5 hr, the final separa-

tion sequence began. During this final period the

Lander IRU was warmed up and a final review of

Lander status was performed.._1 Lander elements

were "go." At S - 1 hr the flight team at JPL

transmitted the "go" command that allowed the

Lander to continue to separation.._ll events occur-

red exactly as planned and Lander 1 separated

from Orbiter 1 at 1:51 a.m. PDT, July 20, 1976.

The operations concerning Lander 2 were

equally successful. After MOI, the landing site se-
lection for Lander 2 continued. A site was even-

tually selected that promised more water, was at a

more northern latitude, and almost 180 deg around

the planet from Lander 1. During preseparation

checkout, one of the four TDLR beams (channel

2) indicated anomalous tracker acquisitions. A de-

cision was made to exercise a preplanned GCSC

software option to ignore the channel 2 data dur-

ing descent. This option was enabled at the S - 9.5

hr uplink opportunity. No further anomalies were

observed and separation occurred exactly on sched-

ule at 12:40 p.m. PDT on September 3, 1976.
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C. SEPARATIONTHROUGHLANDING

The major Lander events from separation
throughlandingareshownin TableII-1. A com-
parisonof whentheseeventsactuallyoccurredver-
susplannedtimesisalsoprovided.

FiguresII-1 andII-2 providea graphicillustra-
tion of theeventsduringthismissionphase.

Separationfrom the Orbiterswaspyrotechni-
cally initiatedandspringsimpartedasmallrelative
velocity.Theseparationof both Landerswasvery
nominal.TheLanderUHFrelaylink wasinitialized
(turned on) just before separation and Lander en-

gineering and science data acquired during separa-

tion through initial landed operations was relayed

by the Orbiter to Earth m real time. This allowed

near-real-time observation of the Lander perfor-

mance. This relay operation worked perfectly for

Lander 1. Shortly after Lander 2 separated, Lander

telemetry suddenly ceased. The problem was even-

tually isolated to an Orbiter [RU power failure that
had caused the Orbiter to point its high-gain an-

tenna away from Earth. The problem was com-

pletely corrected but not until several hours after
Lander 2 had successfully landed. Therefore,

Table II. 1 Major Lander Separation through Landing
Events

Lander 1 Time
Lander

Event Actual Planned

Separation

Start De-

orbit Burn

Orientation,

sec

Start De-

orbit Burn.

sec

End De-

orbit Burn,

sec

Start Entry

Orientation,

sec

S=art

Atmospheric
Entry, sec

Deploy

Parachute

(Mortar

Fire), sec

Ignite
Terminal

Engines, se¢

Landing,
SSC

S-O

IS + 241

S + 421

S + 1,759.8

S + 10,973

S + 11,513

S + 11,942

S + 12,004

S + 12,050

S + 241

S + 421

S + 1.757

S + 10,973

S + 11,513

S + 11.932

S + 11,992

S + 12,035

Lander 2 Time

Actual Planned

S-0

S + 241 S + 241

$ + 421 S + 421

S+ 1,757.1 S+ 1,757

S + 10,997 S + 10,997

S+ 11,357 S+ 11,357

S+11,79! S+ 11,767

S+11,855 S+11,826

S+ 11,901 S+11,869

I

Lander engineering and science data were not re-
ceived on Earth for several hours after landing. The

Orbiter 2 low-gain link was remitialized about 1 hr

after separation and this permitted analysis of real-

time received signal strength of the Orbiter relay

radio indicating the Lander had gone through the

necessary events and had achieved a successful

landing.

Maneuver for Deorbat -_

Ro I1180 c,__\ D_

Maneuver / _'/_

,or /_/\

OrbiterEn/t_\J _ /h= 5140 km

Orbiter £V---Entry "l \ + _ _

Figure II. 1 Lander Separation-to-Entry Sequence

"0 Entry (t =0)_ / 0 30 60 90 / 120 J

° [Pit:.,o No";+na,\ T_ Lsepara,_
_._ _Angle of Attack _ ' Chute/

i 200_-- _ Pitch Proqram -- _1_ t
I _, tO Maintain _ I

= ;6o_- \ Nomi..,A_le _ I

+ - "%+ .+_ I/
" %o;,°,oy

n _ 1 1 km/sec / ( _L-._Touchdown+_

+- I __"l_J1 _.t,=.s4m I:!
o 2oo ,oo 6oo 8ooI_1ooo12oo _4oo

Downrange Oisla'n¢_km_ + _"

Figure 11.2 Lander Entr V Sequence



During the 4 minutes following separation, the
Lander accelerometers were calibrated. The atti-

tude control system was activated and the Lander
oriented for deorbit burn. The deorbit burns

started at S + 7 mm and lasted on both Landers for

approximately 22.5 rain. Attitude rates were above

those predicted, but _esulted in no adverse effects.

All other operation was nominal.

After deorbit burn, the Landers were reori-

ented for RPA operation and deorbit coast began.
During this period, RPA and engineering data were

relayed to the Orbiter for about 70 sec every 6.5

rain. The deorbit coast phase continued for ap-

proximately 2.5 hr on each Lander. All operations

were nominal except for the attitude rates that ex-

ceeded those predicted; however these higher rates
caused no problems.

Approximately 3 hr after separation, the

Landers were oriented for entry, and entry sub-

systems activated. The remainder of the entry

science instruments also began their operation.

During atmospheric entry, both Landers experi-
enced higher lift-to-drag ratios than predicted, but

this was beneficial in reducing entry velocity. No
communications blackout occurred on either

Lander during entry.

Following entry, the parachute was deployed
at 19,273 ft for Lander 1 and 19,244 ft for Lander

2 and inflation occurred less than 2 sec later. Seven

seconds later the aeroshells were pyrotechnically

separated. The landing legs were deployed and

locked in place and a roll maneuver accomplished
to align the Lander with the azimuth desired after

landing to assure proper lighting of the,surface
sample area for subsequent imaging activity.

At 4787 ft for Lander 1 and 4718 ft for

Lander 2 (4798 -+ 300 desired), the terminal en-

gines were ignited. Two seconds later, the para-

chute and base cover were separated. The Landers

then began terminal descent maneuvers that

changed the flight path to a vertical degcent. Con-

stant velocity descent began at 63 ft for both

Landers (55 ft planned). The landing legs then

sensed touchdown and a pyrotechnically operated
valve shut down the engines. During the last 0.5 sec

of descent, both Landers exhibited a momentary

increase in throttle setting for one or more of the

terminal descent engines. This has been attributed

to the sensing by the TDLR of dust blown up from

the surface in the last few feet of the descent but,

again, this caused no problems. The axial velocity

of the Landers was 8.1 and 8.2 f_/sec with a design

capability of 8.0 ± 3.0 ft/sec. The final landing

positions are summarized in Figures II-3 and II-4..

Lander 1 touched down successfully at 5:12

a.m. PDT on July 20, 1976, and Lander 2 at 3:38

p.m. on September 3, 1976. As can be seetl from

the preceding data, all operations were incredibly

nominal and exceeded all performance expecta-
tions.

Immediately follo_dng landing, the HGA,

meteorology boom, and biology processing and dis-
tribution assembly cover were pyrotechnically de-

ployed. Camera 2 on both Landers first imaged

foot pad 3 and then provided a wide angle panora-

ma of the landing site. These pictures and Lander

engineering data were relayed to the Orbiters as

they passed overhead and then relayed to Earth.

These data showed perfect Lander operations and

the pictures were very clear {Figures II-5 through
II-8).
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_X Leg 1 Azimuth _/
321.6 deg (320

deg,x Targeted) t

Leg_l _ Leg 2

Lander 1 Location:

Elevation below Mean Surface Level, -4600 ft

Latitude, 22.46 deg N (22.4 Targeted)

Longitude, 48.01 deg W (47.5 Targeted)

Figure 11-3 Lander 1 Position on Mars

Leg 2

RTG
Cover

©
Camera 1

Camera 2 &

+
RTG
Cover

Surface

Sampler

Leg 3

Leg 1

"X_ Tilt Up 8.2 deg
Azimuth 140.7 deg

Leg 1 Azimuth
209.1 deg
(210 deg Targeted)

Lander 2 Location:

Elevation below Mean Surface Level,
"-8860 ft

Latitude, 47.96 deg N (47.9 Targeted)

Longitude, 226.77 deg W (225.8 Targeted)

Figure 11-4 Lander 2 Position on Mars

Figure 11-5 First Image Taken on Surface of Mars, Lander 1, Footpad 3

Figure 11-6 First Panorama from Lander I
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Figure 11-7 First Image from Lander 2 Showing Footpad 3

o. .;

Figure 11-8 First Panorama from Lander

D. LANDED OPERATIONS

After completion of the initial landed relay

link, Lander 1 began its primary landed mission.

This consisted of operating the various science ex-

periments to achieve the landed science investiga-

tions of biology, molecular analysis, atmospheric

analysis, imaging, inorganic chemical analysis, me-

teorology, seismology, physical and magnetic prop-
erties, and radio science. Many of these investiga-
tions were coordinated with and conducted in con-

junction with complementary Orbiter science in-

vestigations. As Lander surface operations and
Mars' surface characteristics were better under-

stood, the landed mission contained in the GCSC

software was updated through uplinks approxi-

mately every other sol. (A sol is one Martian day

and is equivalent to approximately 24.6 hr.) Typi-

cally, the Lander engineering and science data were
returned to Earth by a relay and direct link each

sol. The Lander I primary landed mission was ac-

complished in the first 43 sols of operation. Lander
2 was then commanded to a reduced operational

level during the Lander 2 separation, entry, de-

scent, and primary landed mission. Lander 2 then

conducted a very similar primary landed mission

for 61 sols. Both Landers were reduced to limited

operations during the communications blackout

that occurred during solar conjunction. Limited

science and engineering data were stored on the

Landers' tape recorders during conjunction and

then transmitted back to Earth following conjunc-
tion.

Lander 1 performance during the primary mis-

sion was excellent, but not without some anoma-

lies. The seismometer refused to uncage its sensing

coils upon command. Additional attempts were

made at uacagmg but the instrument is still inoper-
able. Lander 1 S-band receiver 1, which is used as a

backup for the primary high-gain receiver 2, failed

to lock up (establish communication with Earth)
after the first sol. Later in the mission it was

locked up occasionally and appeared to be tem-

perature sensitive. The exact cause of the problem
has not been determined but the high-gain system

has performed perfectly and the low-gain backup
has not been required. Another relay link com-

munication problem occurred on sol 2. The relay
link transmitter selected a 1-watt transmission

mode instead of the planned 30-watt mode. How-

ever, the relay link performance was excellent and

,[. ,
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no data werelost. Onsols2 and3 the relay links
werem the 1-wattmode.Beginningwith sol4, the
correct 30-wattmodewasselectedby Lander1.
Thiswasassumedto beanelectricalnoiseproblem.
Commandswereuplinkedto reducesuchnoisesus-
ceptibility during the relaylink. Theproblemdid
notrecur.

Thesurfacesampleron Lander1 providedthe
flight team with a number of challenges, all of

which were overcome. On sol 2 a boom "no-go"
occurred because the boom was not commanded to

extend far enough and a locking pin did not drop

free. On sol 5, new commands were issued, the

boom extended far enough, and the pin fell free.

Samples were then delivered on sol 8 to the biolo-

gy, gas chromatograph mass spectrometer (GCMS),

and X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (XRFS)in-
struments. After the soil delivery, the GCMS did

not indicate it had received a full sample. The

GCMS soil analysis was automatically delayed by
the GCSC. It was decided to have the boom ac-

quire a new sample and deliver this to the GCMS.

After collecting the sample, another boom "no-go"

occurred prior to GCMS delivery. By this time it
was believed that the GCMS had received some soil

in the first delivery and the GCMS soil analysis was

started without waiting for another sample. Results
indicated there was soil in the GCMS and the

sample analysis was successful. Further analysis

and tests determined the last boom "no-go" was

caused by commanding two successive retract se-

quences. The boom was then subsequently exer-

cised in extension and continued operations with-
out further problems. The timely resolution of

these surface sampler anomalies pointed out early

in the mission the flexibility and adaptability of
the Lander design.

As a result of the above problems, some

changes were made to the Lander 2 mission prior

to landing and the operational problems of Lander

1 were not encountered. Lander 2 also experienced
fewer hardware anomalies. The seismometer un-

caged and operated perfectly. S-band receiver :1
locked up during all direct links. The surface sam-

pler continued to be a challenge for the flight

team. On sol 8 of Lander 2 operation, a boom

"no-go" occurred after sample delivery to the bi-
ology experiment and before delivery to the

XRFS. Analysis and further tests concluded that a

sw_tch sensing collector head rotation had malfunc-

tioned. Further boom sequences were modified to

preclude the need for this signal. No further sur-

face sampler anomalies occurred and all deliveries

were accomplished as scheduled. On sol 39 of
Lander 2, the direct downlink was not received.

After considerable analysis, it was determined that

the most probable cause was a failure of traveling

wave tube amplifier (TWTA) 1. TWTA 2 was com-

manded on and no further downlink problems oc-
curred.

As conjunction approached, both Landers were

commanded to reduced operating modes to await

the end of the communications blackout caused by

the sun passing between Earth and Mars. Both

Landers entered this mission phase in excellent
health.
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III. LAUNCH AND INTERPLANETARY CRUISE PHASE

A. Lander Subsystems' Cruise Mode Performance

B. Battery Charging and Conditioning

C. Cruise Checkout

D. GCMS Vent, Bakeout, and Oven Characterization

This dramatic photograph was returned from Lander 1 on
August 20, 1976. The image scan was started just after the
sun had set on the Martian horizon,
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Ill. LAUNCH AND INTERPLANETARY

CRUISE PHASE

The following sections provide more detailed

Lander subsystem performance during the major

mission phases. During most of the 10- to 11-
month cruise phase to M&rs, the Landers were in an

inactive state with every limited subsystem opera-
tion. This limited-operation cruise mode is de-

scribed in Section A. The shorter periods of high

level Lander activity during the cruise phase that
included battery operations, cruise checkouts,

meteorology checkouts, and GCMS activities are

depicted in Figure III-1 and detailed in Sections B,

C, and D of this chapter.

A. LANDER SUBSYSTEMs' CRUISE MODE

PERFORMANCE

1. Guidance and Control Subsystem

The entire guidance and control subsystem was

inactive for the majority of the cruise phase. Dur-
ing Lander activities requiring internal control, the

appropriate guidance control and sequencing com-
puter (GCSC) was activated and used to control all

Lander activities. The GCSC performed a self test
each time it was turned on and a portion of its

memory was relayed to the ground for analysis. All

self tests occurred without an anomaly of any

type. The memory readouts were compared to

planned content and no "miscompares" were

found. The GCSC memories were updated numer-

ous times to enable specific cruise operations and

to provide an updated program for separation
through landed operations. These updated software

programs for the landed missions were referred to

as initial computor loads, All memory updates
were performed without anomalies.

2. Power Subsystem

Power for the Lander cruise mode was supplied

by the Orbiter to the bioshield power assembly
(BPA). The BPA regulated and distributed this

power to the few Lander components active in

cruise, primarily telemetry and thermal heaters.

The batteries were maintained in a discharge state
except when required for cruise checkout, GCMS

operations, and conditioning just before Mars orbit

insertion (MOI). All power subsystem cruise mode

operations were nominal and are summarized in

the following paragraphs.

The RTGs were shorted to minimize degrada-

tion. Fin root temperatures stabilized at 350 to
360°F and hot junction temperatures were be-

tween 900 and 930°F, slowly increasing 10 to
15°F during the long cruise. RTG pressures were

nominal at 15 to 19 psia. The batteries were dis-

charged before launch to about 1.2 volts per cell.
Voltage decreased during the first days of cruise as

a result of telemetry load resistor energy drain.
Table IIl-1 tabulates the Lander 1 battery dis-

charges after launch.

Table III- 1 Lander 1 Battery Discharge Voltage

Folio wing Launch

Days from ] Battery Battery

Launch I A B
0 _ 29.8 29.8

10 29.5 29.5

20 27.0 24.8

30 15.4 13.1

40 11.0 10.7

50 6.3 5.4

Battery Battery
C D

29.8 29.8

29.2 29.2

22.3 19.5

12.6 10.7

7.2 6.9

4.7 4.7

Launch
(August and
September 1975)

Initial Battery
Charging

Cruise Checkouts

GCMS Operations

Meteorology Checkouts
(Monthly}

Battery Discharge

Final Battery Conditioning
and initial Computer Loads

Mars Orbit Insertion

(June and August 1976)

l
!_ 10 to 11 Months =!

Figure II1-1 Lander Interplanetary Cruise Phase Activities
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Lander2 batteriesperformedin a verysimilar
mannerexceptbatteriesC and D were initially 10
to 15 volts lower than A and B because of recharg-

ing for additional prelaunch checkouts.

Orbiter power was supplied to the BPA at

about 44 volts. The BPA regulated this to 33 volts

+-5% with a power limitation of 150 watts. This

power was used for all cruise mode activities. The
BPA converters worked perfectly for the 10- to

11-month cruise.

Lander loads powered by the BPA during

cruise included the propulsion system thermal

heaters and data acquisition and processing unit

(DAPU). Input power varied from 34 to 71 watts

as six propulsion heaters cycled continuously. The

feedline heaters cycled at 30- to 100-minute inter-

vals and the tank heaters cycled over a 2- to 3-day

period. During the periodic tape recorder mainten-

ance, the BPA also supplied power to the GCSC,

power conditioning and distribution assembly
(PCDA), and tape recorder. The tape recorder

maintenance activities required bus peak power in-

puts of 109 watts.

3. Telemetry Subsystem

The DAPU was the most active Lander compo-

nent during the cruise mode. DAPU side A was on
continuously on both Landers for the entire cruise

phase. It constantly monitored 65 channels of vari-
ous engineering data, formatted these data, and re-

layed the data to the Orbiter for inclusion in other
Orbiter data and transmission to Earth. These

cruise mode data were referred to as format I data,

The data storage memoD" (DSM) was not used. The

tape recorder was periodically activated and format

5 (landed science and engineering data) eventually
recorded on all four tracks and partially played

back. This operation of the tape recorder pre-
vented stiction of the tape to the head, insured
even distmbution of the bearin_ lubricants, and

would have allowed lead time to plan workarounds

if malfunctions had occurred. 'All telemetry subsys-

tem functions were nominal.

4. Communications Subsystem

The communications subsystem was not active

during the cruise mode. However, the command
detectors were turned on and used for all GCSC

updates and no anomalies were observed.

5. Propulsion Subsystem

The propulsion subsystem remained inactive

during the cruise mode. Format 1 provided data on
the status of the pressurized propellant tanks. All
tanks remained stable with the deorbit tanks at

approximately 76°F and 352 psi and the terminal

descent tanks at 80 ° F and 532 psi.

6. Pyrotechnics Subsystem

The pyrotechnics subsystem was not active

during the cruise mode.

7. Thermal Control Subsystem

During cruise, Lander thermal control was

achieved primarily by passive means. Except during
the brief Orbiter maneuvers, the Orbiter shaded the

Lander and most of the RTG thermal energy radi-

ated to deep space via the base cover. Thermo-

statically controlled heaters were located on the

IRU, deorbit engine feedlines, and terminal and de-

orbit propellant tanks. These heaters were supplied

power from the Orbiter. Component temperatures
were maintained within flight acceptance test
limits at all times. Actual cruise data correlated

well with prelaunch test data and provided verifica-
tion of the software thermal model (LTEMP) used

for mission thermal predictions. The Lander

steady-state temperatures at various times during
cruise are shown in Table III-2.

During launch, the thermal transient was as ex-

pected. Internal temperatures increased for the
first few hours because of increased equipment ac-

tivity and the absence of the RTG water coolant

used during prelaunch. Once in the deep space
vacuum environment, temperatures cooled to pre-

dicted levels. About 8 days after launch, the aver-

age Lander equipment plate temperatures stabil-
ized at 71°F for Lander 1 and 73°F for Lander 2.

The launch transient temperature profiles are

shown in Figures III-2 and III-3.

During the cruise phase, Lander temperatures

were as predicted with Lander 2 internal tempera-

tures remaining about 2° F warmer than Lander 1,
which was consistent with prelaunch data. Ther-

mally the Lander was designed to be almost inde-

pendent of solar flux during cruise, and only about

4°F decrease was observed on the equipment

plates. The IRU cover heater was on continuously

except during the first Orbiter midcourse maneuver
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Table 111-2 Cruise Coast Temperatures (°F)

item

Average Equipment Plate

DAPU

Tape Recorder

Batteries

IRU

Deorbit Engines 1 8_ 4

Deorbit Engines 2 & 3

Terminal Tanks

Deorbit Tanks

RTG 11' Fin Root

RTG 22 . Fin Root

September 1975

Lander 1 Lander 2

71 73

t 80 83
71 74

69 72

30 32

_8 ='27

--<19 -48

75 to 83 73 to 82

72 to 80" 72 to 80

363 358

359 353

January 1976

Lander 2

June 1976"

Lander 1

67

77

68

66

27

-32

-51

69

81

71

69

28

-31

-50

73 to 82

72 to 80

358

353

Lander 1'

76

85

73

80

26

-32

-51

Lander 2

78

89

76

83

27

-31

-5O

73 to 82

72 to 80

356

353

Separation-40 hr

Lander1

66

75 to 83

72 to 80

363

359

75 to 83

72 to 80

363

357

77

66

65

24

-32

-51

75 to 83

72 to 80

363

357

Lander 2

69

80

69

68

27

--31

-50

73 to 82

72 to 80

356

353

*Batteries on float charge. c,

tTelemetry data-average fin root temperature 14 Fless.
c

.T_Telemetry data-average fin root temperature 9 F less.

9O

Lander 1 Lander 2 "

V _ Tape Recorder

• O Equipment Plate Average

• _ DAPU

Z

70
0

Figure 111-2

8oI
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40
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o

_. o
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p-
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-40

-60
0

Figure 111-3
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Days from Launch

Lander Launch Transient Internal Temperatures

m

I
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Days from Launch
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6 7 8
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and the Orbiter controlled tape recorder mainten-

ance periods. The propulsion tank heaters worked

normally. There was no temperature measurement

on the thermostatically controlled deorbit propul-
sion feedlines, so nominal operation had to be de-

rived from the Orbiter supplied current. These

heaters worked as designed on both Landers; how-
ever, on Lander I one thermostat was believed to

have failed in the closed position. This caused no

problems since a series-redundant thermostat was

provided and overall operation remained nominal.

The Orbiter performed several short-duration

maneuvers (less than 2 hr off of sun reference)

during cruise. Because of the large Lander thermal

time constant, these maneuvers did not have any

significant thermal effect.

The temperature transients during battery

charging and conditioning sequences were quite

small and posed no thermal problems. Proper spac-
ing of the sequences was required to avoid a cumu-

lative effect of heating without allowing adequate
cooldown periods. Data from the initial condition-

ing cycles were used to update LTEMP and subse-

quent predictions were satisfactory. A typical bat-

tery charging temperature profiie is shown in Fig-
ure IIl-4.

The thermal subsystem again performed nomi-

nally during the numerous GCMS and tape re-

corder maintenance activities. Typical temperature

profiles for these operations are given m Figures
III-5 and [II-6.

8. Science Subsystem

Near the end of the cruise phase, the Lander

batteries were placed on float charge. The charge

losses caused the Lander internal temperatures to
increase about 9°F while battery temperatures in-

creased 15 ° F. This was consistent with predictions.

All science instruments were inactive when the

Landers were in the cruise mode. Power was sup-

plied to the UAMS and GCMS ion pumps by the

BPA to insure vacuum conditions during cruise and

proper operation dunng entry and the landed mis-
sion.

9O

7O

Batten/' A

Battery B

.... Battery C

.... Battery D

_'- Battery C --I

I Charge I
I--Battery B--I I--Battery D---I

I Ch,rge I Charge I
0 1 2 3 4 5

Days from Start of Sequence

I I I
6 7 8

Figure 111-4 Typical Lander Internal Temperatures for Battery Charging
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9O

7O

/

--o"

1 I I 1 I I ] I
2 4 6 8

Hours from Start of Sequence

Actual Predicted

O Compartment 4 (Near GCMS)

• O Equipment Plate Average

• [] DAPU

Figure 111.5 Typical Lander Interna/ Temperatures for GCMS Bakeout

I
10

8O

°=L

=-

I--

7C

b

- ........ _ .... _.. _ _-O-- ---El

.... .........

e2 ! I
0 1 2

Actual Predicted

• _ Tape Recorder

t O Equipment Plate Average

• 0 DAPU

Hours from Start of Sequence

Figure 111-6 Typical Lander Interna/ Temperatures for Tape Recorder Maintenance
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B. BATTERY CONDITIONING AND

CHARGING

The majority of the cruise phase was accom-

plished with the batteries fully discharged and the

RTGs shorted. In this configuration, power for

Lander loads was supplied by the BPA from the

Orbiter. During the cruise checkouts and some

GCMS operations, Lander loads exceeded the BPA

output capabilities. To support these tests, the bat-

teries were charged, the Lander tests conducted,
and the batteries then discharged. At the end of

the cruise phase, the batteries were conditioned for

the separation through landed phases.

To charge each of the four Lander batteries,

the GCSC and power control logic in the PCDA

was powered on and one battery at a time was

connected to the charge bus. The .charge enable

relays were then closed and the BPA charger com-
manded on at a constant 0.5 amp high-rate charge

mode. Battery charge voltage and temperature

were monitored by the charge control logac to stop

charging after a full charge was achieved. In addi-

tion, the GCSC was programmed to disconnect the

battery from the charge bus after 24 hr. Table III-3

provides a summary of charge data for Lander 1.

Table 111-3 Lander 1 Initial Battery Charge

Battery

on

Charge

A

B

C

D

Charge Time Input

21hr 41 min 11.6 A-hr

392 W-hr

21 hr 50 rain 11.6 A-hr
396 W-hr

22 hr 20 min 11.9 A-hr

405 W-hr

22 hr 49 rain 12.2 A-hr
413 W-hr

Final Temper-

Temper- ature
ature, Increase, Cutoff

°F / °F Voltage

72.3 5.4 34.6

79.0 ;4.0 34.6

81.0 2.8 34.6

' 34.5
84.5 I 3.1

Figure III-7 shows the battery voltage and

temperature levels used by the charge logic to de-

termine a fully charged battery. Shown are the

nominal design cutoff curve and -+1% curves that

are estimated equipment and telemetry operating
tolerances experienced on the Landers. These data
indicate that the Lander 1 and 2 cutoffs were with-

in the expected tolerances and the batteries were

fully charged.

With the batteries fully charged, the Lander

power subsystem supported the cruise operations

that required power in excess of the 150 watt BPA

capability. During these operations of from 2- to

25-hr duration, the Lander was transferred to the

internal or landed power configuration. In this con-

figuration, the RTGs were unshorted and powered

the bus, the batteries were connected to the bus,

and the BPA power input was disconnected. Figure

II1-8 provides data typical of RTG power and ther-

mal changes when the RTGs were powered up and
then returned to the shorted cruise configuration.

In the landed power configuration, bus voltage was

no longer regulated at 33 Vdc, but varied as a func-
tion of bus current. At bus currents of less than 2.2

amp, the bus power required was less than the

RTG constant power output and the bus voltage
rose to turn on the shunt regulators at 36 Vdc.

With bus currents greater than 2.2 amp, the power

exceeded the RTG output and the bus voltage

dropped to the level where the batteries supplied

the excess power required. Periodic battery re-

charge periods were required because the normal
landed charge routine was not enabled.

During the initial charging of battery A on

Lander 2 by the BPA battery charger, charging was

stopped shortly after initiation by Earth command

when the very slow voltage increase indicated an

unsatisfactory charge condition. A decision was

made to resume charging using the redundant BPA

charger B as a power source. Battery B was charged

first and ground command was used to terminate

charge. Batteries A and B were successfully charged
in this manner. These data and further analysis iso-

lated the failure to BPA charger A; batteries C and

D were then successfully charged using the charge

control logic to terminate charge. Charger B was

then used for all future charging and no further

anomalies were observed. Table III-4 provides the

initial Lander 2 battery charging data.

Table/11-4 Lander 2 Initial Battery Charge

Battery

on

Charge

i

Charge Time Input

22 hr 34 rain 12 A-hr
207 W-hr

23 hr 2 min "12.2 A-hr

415 W-hr

23 hr 2 rain 12.2 A-hr

41 5 W-hr

23 hr 2 min 12.2 A-hr
415 W-hr

I

Final Temper-

Temper- ature

ature. Increase,
o F ° F

83.1 4.9

85.0 3.6

88.2 13.5

91.2 3.3

Cutoff

Voltage

34.7

34.7

34.6

34.4

As a result of the BPA charger A failure on

Lander 2, the normal cruise configuration on both

Landers was modified to keep battery B charged.
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Batteries A, C, and D were discharged after the

cruise tests by the charge bus discharge load banks.

These batteries were sequentially discharged down

to the PCDA discharge sensor level of 27.3 Vdc.

Discharge power exceeded that predicted by about.

89 W-hr, indicating actual storage levels and system
efficiencies were better than laboratory tests indi-

cated. Batteries A, C, and D were then left to dis-

charge completely, and B was float charged in the

0.2 amp low-rate mode for the remainder of the

cruise phase. Battery B voltage stabilized at 34.2
volts and the temperature increased to 88 to 89 ° F.

Batteries A, C, and D discharged down to about 2

volts prior to the final charging for separation.

In May and June 1976, the Lander batteries
were conditioned for separation and landing by

performing a series of charge, discharge, and charge

cycles. These activities were performed to measure
and increase battery storage capacity. The Lander
1 and Lander 2 activities are summarized in Tables

III-5 and III-6. Battery B on both Landers had

been mainkdned in a charged state for cruise to
enable transfer to internal power and PCDA en-

abled charging. Therefore, battery B was subjected

to an additional discharge/charge cycle. These final

conditioning cycles were accomplished using Or-

biter power supplied through the BPA. During

charging, the charge logic repeated the cruise
charge operation and terminated battery charging

at 34.5 to 34.8 volts. The discharge logic termi-

nated the discharges at a nominal 27.3 w>lts. The

charge/discharge logic was again backed up by
Earth-commanded shutoff in case of a logic failure.

All operations were completely nominal with all

batteries indicating capacities in excess of 8 A-hr.

At the completion of these final conditioning

cycles, the batteries were placed on float charge.

Seven to ten days before the preseparation check-

outs, the float charge was terminated to allow the

Lander to cool dog, m, the battery voltage decreased

to 31.4 volts, and temperature decreased to 64.8°F
for Lander i and 68.5°F for Lander 2.

Table 111-5 Lander

Day of ]
1976 Event

i

114

114-115 Charge

115-116" Charge

116 Discharge

117 Discharge

Lander Cool Down

126-127 Charge

127-128 Charge

128 Disc barge

129 Discharge

Lander Cool Down

134-135 Charge

135 Discharge

Lander Cool Down

139-140 Charge

140.141 Charge

141-142 Charge

142

Final Battery Conditioning

Bat-

tery

All

A

C

B

C

Cycle
Length,
hr

Note 1

19.85

20.0

6.8

6.0

Input/
Output,
A-hr

10.5 In

10.6 In

9.9 Out

8.7 Out

End

Temperature,
oF

68.5

76.6

i 86.3

189.5

B

D

A

D

21.85

21.0

I 5.6

I 6.25

11.6 In

11.2 In

8.1 Out

9.1 Out

75

78.2

83

89.6

A

B

18.6 9.9 In 71

5.8 8.4 Out 83

C i 19.1 I 10.1 In 73.3
I

B 21.7 ! 11.5 In 84.7

D 21.0 : 11.1 In 84.7

All Note 2 -

Note: 1. Batteries A, C, and D are completely discharged and
at 11.3 V, 8.2 and 11.3 Vdc respectively. Battery B
is charged and at 31.7 Vdc.

2. All batteries on C/180 float charge. Stabilized
voltage and temperature average was 33.3 Vdc and

"80.2°F.

Table 111-6 Lander 2 F/nal Battery Conditioning

Day of Bat-
1976 Event tery

136 All

136-137 Charge A

137-138 !Charge C

138 Discharge B

139 Discharge C

Lander Cool Down

144-145 Charge B

145-146 Charge _ D

146 Discharge A

147 Discharge D

Lander Cool Down

156-157 Charge A

157 Discharge B

Lander Cool Down

162-163 !Charge C

163-164 Charge B

164-165 Charge D

165 - All

Note: 1.

2.

Cycle
Length,
hr

Note 1

20.87

21.1

6.6

6.3

Input/ End
Output, Temperature,
A-hr CF

11.1 In i 74.9

11.2 In 80

9.6 Out 90

9.1 Out I 91.2

22.5 11.9 In I 83.1

21.2 11.2 In 83.1

5.9 8.6 Out 90

6.4 9.2 Out 93

10.3 In 75

8.9 Out 86.3

20.1 10.7 In 76.6

22.4 11.87 In 90

21.1 11.2 In 88

Note 2 -

Batteries A, C, and D are completely discharged and
at 2.2 V, 1.9 and 2.5 Vdc respectively. Battery B is

charged and at 31.4 Vdc.
All batteries on C/160 float charge, Stabilized

voltage and temperature average was 32.97 Vck: and
82.6_F.
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C. CRUISE CHECKOUT 4. Communications Subsystem

A cruise checkout was performed on each

Lander. These checkouts were identical and very
similar to the prelaunch and preseparation check-

outs. Preseparation checkout is described in depth

in Chapter IV. The follo_dng paragraphs briefly

describe the tests and results by subsystem. No

anomalies were uncovered during either cruise

checkout. Because Lander operation was nominal

and no unexpected trends were observed, a second
scheduled cruise checkout on each Lander was can-

celled.

1. Guidance and Control Subsystem

The cruise checkouts were controlled on both

Landers from flight software contained in GCSC A.

All operations were executed exactly as planned
and evaluation of the memories after the checkouts

revealed no miscompares.

The IRUs were warmed up and operated and

all gyro and accelerometer biases were nominal and
essentially identical to prelaunch operation. The

warmup and spinup profiles were also nominal.

A TDLR self test was performed and minor

beam power variations were noted because of

lower than prelaunch TDLR temperatures. All

operations were nominal. The RAEs were powered
on. All digital and analog data, receiver false alarm

rate, and transmitter power were nominal.

2. Power Subsystem

The Landers were s_dtched for the first time

since launch to the landed power configuration and

internal power was used for battery charging. The
RTG output was 81.7 watts for Lander 1 and 83

watts for Lander 2 versus predicted minimum out-
puts of 75 watts. Battery performance was nomi-

nal. The PCDA performed its various switching_
conversion, and control functions exactly as re-

quired. Actual Lander loads were monitored and

were within 0.2 amp of predicted.

3. Telemetry Subsystem

The criticalelements of the telemetry subsys-

tem were exercised extensively.The DAPU used 20

different modes during checkout to collect,for-

mat, and transmit engineering and science data.

Various science and engineering data were stored in

and retrieved from the DSM. Data were recorded

and played back using allfour tape recorder tracks.

All operations were nominal.

Only the relay communications system was

checked out. The UHF transmitter was powered on
in the 1 watt mode and formats 2, 2A, 3, and 5

{engineering and science data) were transmitted at

4 kbps and 16 kbps to the Orbiter relay receivers,

stored on the Orbiter tape recorder, and trans-

mitted in real time to Earth. All operations were

exactly as required with nominal Lander and Or-

biter hardware operations. In conjunction with a
GCMS bakeout sequence in February 1976, a simi-

lar checkout was performed with the UHF trans-

mitter in the 10-watt mode. Again, all operations
were nominal.

5. Propulsion Subsystem

Using the VDA, the terminal descent engine

throttle valves were commanded to various posi-
tions and the RCS and terminal roll thruster feed-

lines were vented to vacuum. During the RCS vent

operation, a higher than expected VDA current

was observed. This was caused by operation of the

total set of redundant solenoid valves from only

one of the two redundant VDA power supplies.

The power supplies were designed for such single

string operation and all operations were nominal.

Since the purpose of the RCS operation was to

vent the Earth atmosphere pressure trapped in the

feedlines, this portion of the test was not repeated

during preseparation checkout. Both LPCA 1 and 2

on both Landers were powered on and monitored.

This very limited operation indicated that their in-

ternal power supplies were operating properly.

6. Thermal Control Subsystem

Thermal control circuitry used during presepa-
ration (thermal control 2) and entry through land-

ing {thermal control 3) was activated and moni-

tored. All operation was nominal. As a result of

various Lander hardware being powered on during
the course of the cruise checkout, the Lander inter-

nal temperature increased from about 70 to 74°F

as predicted.

7. Science Subsystem

Table III-7 lists the science instruments operat-

ing during the cruise checkouts and gives a brief

sequence description for each of the instruments.

The instrument performance follows.
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Table 111-7 Science Instrument Operation during
Cruise Checkout

Science

Instruments

Operated Sequence Description

Cameras

XRFS

Meteorology

RPA

UAMS

Ambient

Temperature

Ambient

Pressure

Stagnation

Temperature

Stagnation
Pressure

Camera 1 and 2 scan verification: check servos
and contamination window. Camera 1 and 2

internal calibration: diode response.

7 sec count per channel for 64 channels.
PC-l, 2, 3, and 4 tested.

10 frames; 4 sec sampling internal. Obtain
zero-wind calibration.

Instrument turned on for 10 minutes during
format 2A data acquisition. Measured back-

ground noise level in electrometer. Instrument

sequencing checked. Retarding grid potential
and temperature checked.

Instrument turned on for 30 minutes (20-

minute warmup, 10-minute data collection):

format 2A. Collected mass scans on residual

gases in the analyzer plus engineering data,

2 samples/sec for duration of format 3.

1 sample/sec for 10 minutes: format 2A.

1 sample/see for 10 minutes: format 2A.

1 sample/sec for 10 minutes: format 2A.

Lander Camera System--Two sequences were

performed on each of the Lander cameras: scan
verification and internal calibration. The scan veri-

fication sequence provided information concerning

azimuth and elevation servo performance and
transmittance of the removable outer window. The

internal calibration sequence provided data relative

to diode response. The cameras on both Landers

performed nominally. Scan verification images in-
dicated nominal servo performance. Internal cali-

bration data showed some sensitivity loss in all di-
odes. The worst case was an 8 to 12% reduction in

the infrared diode outputs at gain 2. This corres-

ponds to 3% loss at gain 4 {gain 4 is used for the

initial postlanded imagery). Similar sensitivity loss

was observed in the scan verification images. Dur-

ing cruise these reductions were believed to be

caused by the lower temperatures, but it was later

determined that some permanent loss had been sus-
tained because of neutron radiation of the diodes

by the RTGs. Over the entire cruise period this

damage is estimated at a maximum of 14% for the
infrared diodes.

X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometer (XRFS)--
Each of the four proportional counters (PC) were

tested whereby the 64 energy channels were read

out following a 7-sec count per channel. The pur-

pose of the test was to determine that all propor-

tional counters and instrument functions were op-
erational. The test also provided gain stability data

at a low PC tube bias voltage (nominal -50 V).
Following sterilization, a gain shift in all four PC

tubes was noted where the gains were down 11 to

20%, and the temperature coefficient had in-

creased. Detailed tests and failure analysis of the

generic proportional counter showed that with age,

the epoxy adhesive inside the PC tube outgassed

depolymerization products that acted as a quench

gas in the counter. After sterilization the gain im-
mediately began to recover toward its original

level. Following the cruise checkouts, all four PCs

on each Lander showed an increase in gain and
appeared to be stabilizing.

Meteorology--The Lander 1 meteorology in-

strument performed nominally. Close agreement

existed between the platinum thermometer (PTT),

ambient temperature sensor (Ta), and footpad

temperature sensor (Tfp) as indicated by selected
data given below:

Frame 1

Frame 1

Frame 10

PTT, ¢K

246.1

246.4

246.1

Ta, °K

244.5

244.3

244.4

Tfp,°K

246.2

246.2

246.2

The difference between the reference temperature

sensor and ambient temperature sensor was less

than 10°K, which is the specification value. The

ambient sensor was not noisy and the wind sensor

overheat circuit operated nominally.

The Lander 2 meteorology instrument opera-

tion was nominal with two exceptions: (1) the dif-

ference between the reference temperature sensor

and the ambient temperature sensor was greater
than 10°K, which exceeded specification limits;

and (2) the ambient sensor was noisy with a spread
of approximately 3°K. These same characteristics

were observed during prelaunch checkout. As a re-
sult, a series of additional checkouts on both the

Lander 1 and 2 instruments were conducted during
the cruise phase to determine if a pattern could be
uncovered or if stabilization occurred. Table IlI-8

lists the checkouts on each Lander (performed in

conjunction with tape recorder maintenance)and

gives a brie; sequence description. Throughout
these checkouts the Lander 1 instrument remained

stable in performance and satisfied all performance

criteria. The ambient temperature sensor on
Lander 2 continued to exhibit erratic behavior
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Table 111-8 Meteorology Checkouts during Cruise
Phase

Lander

1

Date

12/8/75

1/5/76

3/9/76

4/17/76

1214175

1/7/76

2/3/76

3/10176

4/16/76

5/9/76

Sequence Description

10 frames: 1-sec sampling interval

15 frames; 2-sec sampling interval

15 frames; 1-sec sampling interval

30 frames; 2-sec sampling interval

15 frames; 1-sec sampling interval

15 frames; 2-sec sampling interval

10 frames; 4-sec sampling interval

30 frames; l-sec sampling interval

30 frames: 2-sec sampling interval

20 frames; 4-sec sampling interval

with the difference between it and the reference

sensor ranging from 14.5 to 20.0°K throughout the

checkouts. The ambient temperature noise con-
tinued, with the Lander 2 sensor noiser than the

Lander 1 sensor by a factor of 1.5 to 3.

Entry Science Instruments--The RPA, UAMS,

ambient and stagnation temperature sensors, and

ambient and stagnation pressure sensors were oper-
ated during the cruise checkouts for both Landers.

All instruments performed nominally.

D. GCMS VENT, BAKEOUT, ._ND OVEN
CHARACTERIZATION

A series of GCMS activities were planned for

the cruise phase of the Viking mission. The ulti-

mate goal of these activities was to prepare the

GCMS for performing the organic and atmospheric

analyses on the surface of Mars. Specifically the

GCMS sequences were designed to:

1) Vent the two inlet systems that go to the mass

spectrometer, the gas chromatograph assembly

(GCA), and the atmospheric filter assembly

IAFA) to space, thereby reducing the level of

the terrestrial gasses _sthin the sample paths.

2) Bake out the components of the GCA and the

ion source of the mass spectrometer to further

reduce the instrument background.

3) Characterize the sample oven to be used for the

analyses of the first surface sample on Mars by

performing a "blank" organic analysis by heat-

ing that oven to 500 ° while it is sealed in the

sample path.

4) Obtain background spectra from the mass spec-

trometer for both filaments and both ionizing

energies following the last bakeout of the ion
source.

5) Perform sequences that permit identification of
problems that were encountered by the instru-

ments during prelaunch activities or during
planned cruise activities.

Eleven sequences were conducted on the
Lander 1 GCMS. Table III-9 summarizes these ac-

tivities and the GCMS performance. Seven se-

quences were performed on the Lander 2 GCMS.
Table III-10 summarizes these GCMS activities and

the instrument performance. A more detailed sum-

mary of the anomalies that occurred is given be-
low.

Table 111-9 Lander 1 GCMS Cruise C 9erarions

Sequence GCMS Event Sequence Description Performance

1 Vent 1 Vent LPAIPDA, AFA, GCA

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Ion Pump Test

Research Test 1

Research Test 2

Bakeout 1

Rakeout 2

Oven Characterization 1

Oven Characterization 2

Bakeout 3

Bakeout 4

Vent 4/5

Correlate ion pump restart with Vent 1 anomaly

Vent GCA, AFA; heat GCA zone

Obtain background MS data

Heat ion source and thermal zona; vent GCA and AFA

Heat ion source and thermal zone; vent GCA and AFA

Preheat oven 1 ; organic analysis

Preheat ovens 1 and 2; OA

Heat ion source

Heat ion source

Vent AFA sample chamber. CO/CO2 filter cfiamber
H20 filter chamber; atmospheric analysis; reposition oven
carriage

Date

10130/75

11/17/75

12/10/75

12/15/75

1/8/76

1/14/76

1/29/76

2/2/76

2/7/76

2/12/76

2/17/76

Off-nominal: ion

pump turn-on
transient

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal
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Table III- 10 Lander 2 GCMS Cruise Operations

Sequence

5

6

GCMS Event

Combined Vent

Open VO/Bakeout 1

Oven Characterization 1

Oven Characterization 2

Oven Characterization 3

Bakeout 2

7 Vent 4/5

*Not identified until Vent 4/5,

Sequence Description

Vent LPA/PDA, HSA, AFA, GCA

Open hydrogen inlet valve; heat ion source and thermal zone:

vent GCA, AFA

Preheat oven 1; organic analysis

Preheat ovens 3 and 1; organic analysis

Preheat oven 2: organic analysis

Heat ion source

Vent AFA sample chamber, CO/CO 2 and H;O filter

I chambers; atmospheric analyses

Date

11/25/75

i 12/3/75

12/19/75

1/13/76

1/21/76

1/31/76

2/6/76

Performance

Nominal

Nominal

11 Oven time-to-

temperature
reached maxi-

mum value

during preheat
and OA;

2) Loss of mass

i scan data

Oven time-to-

temperature
reached maxi-

mum value

during preheat

and OA (oven 1)

Nominal

Carriage strobe

anomaly f

Carriage strobe

anomaly

1. Lander 1 GCMS Anomalies

On Lander 1 only one anomaly occurred dur-

ing vent 1 (sequence 1). After a 2-hr power inter-

ruption the ion pump current peaked at 23 u A

decreasing to 1.3/_A over a 50-minute period. As a
result of the ion pump test and Research Tests 1

and 2 (sequences 2, 3, and 4), it was determined

that the ion pump was capable of handling the
loads from a bakeout and oven characterization.

No long-term problems resulted from this anomaly.

Following the oven characterizations on Lander 2

(sequences 3, 4, and 5) an analysis of prelaunch
Lander 1 GCMS data indicated that oven 3 on

Lander 1 exhibited the same time-to-temperature

anomaly as experienced on Lander 2. Conse-
quently, it was concluded that oven 3 was inoper-

able and two surface samples were scheduled for

the Lander primary mission using ovens I and 2.

2. Lander 2 GCMS Anomalies

1)

On Lander 2, three anomalies occurred.

The time-to-temperature counter reached a
maximum value during the preheat of oven 1

and the subsequent organic analysis (sequences

3 and 4}. As a result, it was concluded that

oven 1 was inoperable and two surface samples

2)

3)

were scheduled for the Lander 2 primary mis-

sion using ovens 2 and 3.

During oven characterization 1 (sequence 3)
the 20:1 divider shifted its conductance in the

vicinity of 100:1. Since the sequence was run

in the hydrous mode, mass scan data were lost.
Future oven characterizations were run m the

anhydrous mode, and this problem did not re-
cur.

During backout 2 (sequence 6) the carriage

strobe signal changed states and remained in-

valid. This anomaly became apparent during

the vent 4/5 sequence (sequence 7) when the

seal clamp and carriage movements failed to

execut.e because of the position and state valid-

ity checks encoded into their command words.

No corrective actions were taken during the
cruise mission. However, the Lander 2 initial

computer load (ICL) was modified to schedule

a sol 1 sequence which: (1)ebacked up the car-

riage to position 1 (flight station position}; (2)

forward indexed the carriage to position 2

(load position); and (3) performed a dummy

load operation. The purpose of this sequence
was to verify as early as possible following

touchdown that the load position could be ac-

quired and that the load would occur normally

without moving the carriage. These sequences

ran nominally.
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IV. PRESEPARATION PHASE

A. Preseparation Checkout

B. Preseparation Battery Charging

C. Separation - 9.5-Hour Update

D, Separation 3.5 Hours to Separation

These two photographs were taken from Lander 1 using

camera 1 on July 24 (left photo) and camera 2 on July 21,
1976 (right photo). A stereo effect may be achieved if
viewed through a standard stereo viewer.





IV. PRESEPARATION PHASE

The preseparation phase was one of the most

active and time-cntical periods of the Viking mis-

sion for both the Landers and the flight team. In

this period, many activities had to be performed

flawlessly at exactly the required time to permit
the eventual separation of the Landers from the

Orbiters and landing on Mars on the selected day.

The Landers had to function and sequence ac-

curately through a series of tests and updates be-

fore being committed to separation.

A timeline of the preseparation phase showing

the major events for the Lander, Orbiter, and flight

team is shown in Figure IV-1. Figure IV-2 shows

where these events occur relative to the space-

craft's orbit about Mars and the descent to landing

trajectory. The preseparation phase is defined as

the time period from sep_ation minus 62 hr to

separation (S - 62 hr to S - 0).

Orbite_

Checkout)

Figure I V-2 Preseparation Sequence of Events

Once the selection of a landing site and day of

landing was made, the flight team prepared the set

of parameters needed to update the GCSC memory
with the descent trajectory design. A critical ele-

ment of the preseparation phase was the validation

of the descent design. This was done by two inde-

pendent methods. One was a ground software pro-

gram run at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at Pasa-

dena, California. This was a complete digital simu-

lation of the Lander attitudes and trajectory dy-
namics for the entire descent with external effects

(such as Mars atmosphere) also simulated. The

other method used the Viking Control and Simula-

tion Facility (VCSF) at the Lander Support Office

(LSO) in Denver, Colorado. This highly sophisti-

cated analog/digital hybrid computer laboratory

"flew" a simulated descent with a computer model

of the Lander and planet. This simulation was com-

plete down to the flight computer instruction level. 1
The transfer of. data to and from the VCSF and

JPL was accomplished via a high-speed data line.

After verifying that all details of the separation and

descent command loads were proper, the Lander

computers were updated during the S - 39-hr up-

date period. Also, the Orbiter onboard computer

was updated with its required sequence for the pre-

separation through descent phase.

r
-6O

I

Descent Validation and Update Phase _ I_

Hours to Separation

-50 --40 -30 -20

I I I I
Lander Landor

Presepatation--1 Battery
i Checkout - l Charging

Lander Descent
Design

f 1

Checkout and Separation Phase

Lander Descent
Validation

I 1
Update

61

"_ _-- Separation

--10 0

I 1

m

l _ L S-- 3.5 Lander Update

l and Separation

Update

Flight Team Operations

Lander Operations

Figure I V- 1 Preseparation Phase Timeline

Lander Descent
Validation

I'
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A majormilestonein the preseparationphase
wasthe commitmentto starttheS- 30-hrpresepa-
ration checkout.Thischeckoutconsumessomuch
powerand generatessomuchinternalheat,that a
"no-go" for separationanytimeafterthecheckout
wouldhaverequireda five-daywaitingperiodfor
the Landerto stabilizethermallybeforethecheck-
out sequencecouldbeperformedagain.Theobjec-
tiveof the checkoutsequencewasto calibrateand
verify the operationof the critical entry andland-
ing hardwareon the Lander.Whenthe checkout
sequencewascomplete,Landerbattery charging
wasbegunto restorefull batteryelectricalcapacity
andthe flight teamstarteda detailedanalysisof
the preseparationcheckoutresults.If analysisindi-
catedthat any late flight softwareupdateswere
required, the capability wasprovidedby a S -
9.5-hr updateperiod. If any changesweremade,
this would require validation by the aforemen-
tionedmethodsto insurethechangeswouldnot in
anyway impactthe descentdesign.Also,by this
timethe flight teamwouldhavedeterminedif any
changeto theselectedtime of separationwasnec-
essaryandcapabilityto accommodatethis change
wasprovidedas shownon the timeline (Orbiter
TSEPUpdate}.

The final elementof the preseparationphase
wasthe S- 3.5hr to separationsequence.In this
period,anothercapabilityto makeminor updates
to the GCSCwasprovided.Thiscapabilitywasnot
exercisedoneitherLander.Alsoin this period,all
the final checksweremadeon Landersubsystem
status before a commitmentfor separationwas
made.On both missions,thesefinal checksindi-
catednominal Landerperformanceand readiness
for separation.A "SeparationGo" commandwas
thensent to the Landersto allowseparationand
startthe descentphase.

A. PRESEPARATION CHECKOUT

The basic intent of the preseparation checkout

was to check systems that were critical for descent

through landing and those operations necessary im-

mediately after landing. This included checking

systems that contained redundancy or selectable

operating modes to determine if any change was

necessary to the preprogrammed selections. Addi-

tionally, some subsystems provided the capability

for in-flight calibration.

The preseparation checkout sequence was be-

gun by the Orbiter issuing a series of discrete com-
mands to the Lander that turned on the PCDA

power supplies and the GCSC side A. (Even though
both GCSC sides on both Landers had performed

equally well up to this time and either side could

have been used, side A was preferable for software

and Lander/Orbiter interface considerations.} At

exactly S- 30 hr, the preseparation checkout com-

mand was sent from the Orbiter. The Lander re-

sponded by t_ansferring to internal power and ini-

tiating the preseparation thermal mode. The GCSC
also started the 4 hr 40 min automatic checkout

sequence. The data were telemetered during the

test via the Orbiter to the ground for flight team
evaluation. There was no on-board evaluation of

the data. The test consisted of 11 checkout mod-

ules that were sequenced under direction of the

GCSC and concluded with a complete memory
readout of the GCSC. These modules were the

Lander camera system, meteorology, biology,

XRFS, entry science, RCE, VDA, IRU, TDLR/

RAE, RAE CFAR, and telemetry. A description of

each module, with results from both Landers, is

given below. Although there were no checkout

modules for the Lander power or thermal subsys-

tems per se, they were tested by virtue of execut-

ing the other modules.

A timeline of this sequence is shown in Figure

IV-3. As can be seen, each test was sequenced es-

sentially serially with some functions occurring in

parallel.

1. Camera Module

The purpose of the Lander camera test was to

verify the scan capability and diode integrity of
each camera. Since the GCSC had been prepro-

grammed to use camera 2 for the first pictures im-

mediately after touchdown, it was important to
know the status of that camera. The health of cam-

era 1 was also important if camera 2 performance

indicated a need to change the camera selected for

the first pictures. Additionally, knowledge of diode

characteristics was necessary to assure the prese-

lected camera gain and offset selections were cor-

rect for the expected Mars lighting conditions.

The camera test consisted of turning on ther-

mal power for warm-up purposes and later turning

on operating power on each camera sequentially.

During the periods when each camera was on, a

series of scan, calibration, and stow commands

were issued by the GCSC. The scan verification

sequence consisted of taking a 5-deg azimuth pic-
ture of two pin lights mounted on the camera post.
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Figure I V-3 Lander Component Operation during Preseparation Checkout

Not only did this verify both azimuth and eleva-

tion scanning, but analysis of the pin light intensity

was a check on any outgassing product condensa-
tion on the camera's external window since launch.

The camera diodes were checked by an internal

calibration sequence that consisted of exposing the

cameras' 12 diodes to an internal pinlight and
checking 11 of the 12 diodes' response and noise

level. The twelfth diode, designed for imaging the
sun directly, shows no response to the pin light and

is therefore not checked by this sequence.

Camera data from both Landers indicated that

the cameras had received minor damage from neu-

tron radiation from the RTGs as expected. This
was reflected in both the internal calibration and

scan verification data, which showed a reduction in

camera sensitivity {from prelaunch tests) of up t%

12% at the commanded gain. However, the above
changes were not significant enough to update the

preprogrammed camera parameters.

2. Meteorology Electronics Assembly (MEA)
Module

The purpose of the MEA test was to verify that

the meteorology electronics and sensor assemblies
were operational, and also to obtain a wind and

temperature calibration in a zero-wind and rela-

tively stable temperature environment. Approxi-

mately 11 minutes of meteorology data were ac-

quired, consisting of wind/temperature samples at
4-sec intervals in response to GCSC commands.

The Lander 1 meteorology instrument per-

formed nominally and similar to that during cruise
checkouts. The difference between the MEA refer-

ence temperature sensor and the ambient tempera-
ture sensor was less than 10°K. The Lander 2 mete-

orology instrument, however, continued to show

the Same erratic behavior as exhibited during the
cruise checkouts. The difference between the MEA

reference temperature sensor and the ambient

temperature sensor was greater than 10°K, which

exceeded the specification value, and the ambient

sensor remained noisy.

3. Biology Module

Two sequences were performed on the biology
module: (1) the valve matrix driver was cycled four

times to ensure thai the relays controlling the

valves were functioning properly; and (2) several

valves were closed to prevent contamination of the

internal passages from Lander exhaust gases during
terminal descent.

The instrument performed nominally and no

updates due to preseparation checkout were re-

quired before separation. However, on Lander 2

one biology sequence update was made at S - 9.5

hr (refer to Section C of this chapter).

4. XRFS Module

The XRFS test consisted of a calibration of

each of the four proportional counters (PC),
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wherebythe 64 energychannelsarereadout fol-
lowinga 7 seccountperchannel.Thepurposewas
to verify propergainsand voltagesfor the sol 0
calibrationon the Martiansurface.On Lander1,
thedatashoweda 10%dropinPC-1andPC-3gain
from cruisecheckouts.Asa result,achangein the
nominalvoltagesto be usedfor thesetubesafter
landingwasuplinkedat S- 9.5hr {referto Section
C of this chapter).On Lander2, the XRFSper-
formednominally.Thegainshad stabilizedat pre-
sterilizationvalues.

5. Entry Science Module

Table IV-1 summarizes the entry science instru-

ment operations during preseparation checkout.
All instruments continued to operate nominally as

they did during the cruise checkouts.

Table I V- 1 Entry Science Instrument Operation during
Preseparation Checkout

Instruments Sequence Description

RPA

UAMS

Ambient

Temperature

Ambient

Pressure

Stagnation
Temperature

Stagnation
Pressure

Instrument turned on for 10 minutes during

format 2A data acquisition.

Data measured background noise level in
electrometer.

Instrument sequencing checked,

Retarding grid potential and temperature
checked.

Instrument turned on for 30 minutes (20-

minute warm up, 10-minutes data collec-

tion), format 2A.
Collected mass scans on residual gases in the

analyzer plus engineering data,

2 samples/sac for duration of format 3.

1 sample/see for 10 minutes, format 2A.

1 sample/sac for 10 minutes, format 2A.

1 sample/sac for 10 minutes, format 2A.

6. Relay Communications Equipment (RCE)
Module

The RCE test was a verification of the capabil-

ity to transmit data via the relay link from the
Lander to the Orbiter. The results of this test were

important since the relay link is the prime return

path of entry and landed science and engineering
data.

The RCE has three output power operational

modes: 1, 10, and 30 watts. Only the 1- and 10-

watt modes could be checked in the preseparation
checkout because of concern for Orbiter receiver

damage in the presence of the signal level produced

by the 30-watt mode. All of the real-time engineer-

ing telemetry data formats and the two data rates

(4 and 16 kbps) that would be used during descent

and landed operations were transmitted by the
RCE to the Orbiter receiver and stored on the

Orbiter tape recorder. Additionally, the 4 kbps
data were fed directly through the Orbiter and
transmitted to Earth in real time. The Orbiter re-

corded data were played back to Earth at 4 kbps

immediately after preseparation checkout, com-

pletely simulating a postlanded relay link. As an

additional benefit, the recorded data could then be

compared to the real-time feedthrough data as a

check on the Orbiter recording system. The results
of the test for both Landers were that all RCE

engineering measurements were as expected and-

the same as measured during the cruise checkout.

The test demonstrated that the complete link from

the Lander through the Orbiter to Earth func-

tioned as expected. The data recorded on board

the Orbiter, which was played back, compared ex-

actly with the data received in real time. The test

showed that the RCE performed perfectly in all

commanded modes and was ready for separation.

7. Terminal Descent Valve Drive Amplifier (VDA)
Module

The terminal descent VDA test was an opera-

tional and functional integrity test of the terminal

descent engine throttle valves and driving electron-
ics. The reaction control deorbit system

(RCS)/VDA was not checked because it contained

passive nonselectable redundancy. After VDA

power on, all three terminal engine valves were
commanded simultaneously on 3-sec intervals to

10 preselected positions {50%, 10%, 30%, 50%,

70%, 90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, and 10%). Results were

verified by comparing the commanded position
against the actuals from the returned telemetry.

Only a gross check of valve response or any over-

shoot was possible due to the telemetry sampling

rate; however, results from both Landers showed

extremely accurate commanded versus actual posi-
tions and an overall successful test.

8. Inertial Reference Unit (IRU) Module

Due to the criticality for descent, the IRU in-

ertial sensors, electronics, and thermal system
underwent a detailed evaluation. After an 88-min-

ute thermal power warmup, operating power was

applied to IRU inertial sensor and electronics string

1 with gyro spin-up time and power consumption
verified to be within limits. One minute later, a

high-rate test was Performed. If this test were to
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fail, this stringwouldbepoweredoff, IRU string2
powered on, and the sametest performedagain.
This did not occuron either Landerandstring1
remainedprime.Then,a2-hrstabilizationandcali-
bration periodwasbegunwith the Orbiter main-
tainingsun-Canopuslock, thus providinga stable
reference. During this 2-hr period, the GCSC
sampledall eight sensorsat 20 msecintervals,ac-
cumulated these samples, and provided the data
accumulations at a 200-msec rate to the downlink

telemetry. These data were then compared with

the Orbiter's IRU data over the same time period

to filter out Orbiter.limit cycle motion. The gyro
and accelerometer biases repeated the values deter-

mined in cruise checkout so closely that no change

Was required to the preprogrammed compensation

values. An apparent bias instability of the Y-axis
gyro on Lander 2 °was observed, but was deter-
mined to be an Orbiter celestial sensor scale factor

error. At the conclusion of the 2-hr calibration per-

iod, the high torque load was tested. The torque

test applied a calibrated torquing function to the
IRU gyros and the resulting rate function was eval-

uated for proper response. After this test and be-

fore removing power, a power redundancy and fuse

bypass test was performed. In this-test, relays were

cycled to check redundant power paths, and relays

used to bypass the thermal and operate power

fuses during descent were cycled. All aspects of
this exhaustive and thorough test of the IRU were

very nominal for both Landers.

9. Radar Altimeter Electronics (RAE) Constant

False Alarm Rate (CFAR) Module

The RAE CFAR test was basically an RAE re-

ceiver health.check. Each RAE was powered for1

minute arid the CFAR measurement monitored.

The CFAR measurement is an analog voltage versus

level of threshold increase sampled near the end of
the intrapulse period (where a target return would

not bccur). This gave a measure of receiver amplifi-
cation and also determined that no excessive noise

existed in the system. RAE power output was also

checked while each RAE was powered. Both RAEs

on both Landers passed this test with values well

within expected limits.

10. Terminal Descent and Landing Radar (TDLR)
RAE Module

The TDLR and RAE tests were run sequen-

tially and in parallel with the IRU calibration. Not

only were these functional tests of the radars them-

selves, but since radar data are acquired by the

GCSC and then passed to the telemetry system, the
radars/GCSC interface was also verified.

Starting the 6-minute TDLR test, power redun-

dancy was checked by applying power to one

power supply string, then the other. Transmitter

power output was measured throughout the test in
all four channels. A self-test mode was theft com-

manded, which caused the TDLR to generate an

internal 10 kHz test signal (equivalent to approxi-

mately 370 ft/sec). Verification was obtained that

all four TDLR beams acquired lock and read the

correct velocity. "Tracker Lock" and "Data Good"
discretes to the GCSC were also verified for the

correct state. An "Altitude Mark" command was

issued while locked and verification obtained that

the TDLR remained locked. The self-test command

was then removed and verification made that the

TDLR unlocked and searched in a lower velocity
range in response to the "Altitude Mark" com-
mand. Then the "Altitude Mark" command was

removed and a 5-minute "False Lock" test was run

with the TDLR searching in the higher velocity
range. TDLR performance on Lander 1 was nomi-

nal in all respects with all parameters well within
the tolerance of expected values. Lander 2 was also

nominal except for a series of four anomolous

tracker acquisitions in channel 2 during the "False
Lock" test. There were insufficient data to isolate

the cause of the anomaly; consequently a decision

was made to exercise the preprogrammed option of

commanding the GCSC in the S - 9.5-hr update

period to ignore the channel 2 data during descent.
Only three of four TDLR beams must operate

properly for a successful descent.

Each RAE has four operational modes corres-

ponding to different altitude search ranges starting

at mode 1 for the highest altitude to mode 4 for

the lowest. In the test, RAE 1 was powered on and

each mode initiated at 1-minute intervals. Verifica-

tion was made of tracker searching with no false

locks. In mode 4, tracker lock at minimum altitude

was expected due to reflections within the encap-
sulated Lander. At that time, a "breaklock" com-

mand was issued five times at 2-sec intervals, veri-

fying that function. The same test was duplicated

for RAE 2. RAE performance on both Landers

during these tests revealed no change or degrada-

tion in oPerating characteristics since prelauncb.
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11. Telemetry Module

Only specific aspects of the telemetry subsys-
tem were checked in this module, namely tape re-

corder and data storage memory (DSM). However,

extremely thorough checkout of the total telem-

etry system was obtained by virtue of the various

telemetry modes used throughout the presepara-
tion checkout. All engineering formats were used

except one (format 4, a landed telemetry format),
and all science formats were acquired for which

there was a science test. In addition, all telemetry

rates were checked except for the three lower

landed rates (500, 250, and 8-1/3 bps). In the te-

lemetry module itself, the tape recorder and DSM
were checked using data from the science module
tests which simulated the landed mission. The tape

recorder was powered and conditioned to a known

tape position so that when the test was complete,

the tape position would be that desired for record-

ing descent telemetry--the next planned usage of

the tape recorder. Camera 1 data were first re-
corded on track 1 in the reverse direction at 16

kbps; then camera 2 data were recorded on track 2
in the forward direction at 16 kbps. These data

were subsequently played back at 1 kbps. Since bit

errors can be easily seen in imaging data, this test

provided visibility of the tape bit error rate as well

as functional performance of the recorder. Both
Lander 1 and 2 tape recorders performed excep-

tionally well with negligible bit errors. The DSM
was tested by writing the meteorology, biology,
and XRFS data from their module tests into the

DSM with subsequent complete DSM readout.

Since these data only partially filled the DSM,
"old" data that were in the DSM from cruise test-

ing were read out also. This provided confidence in

DSM memory retention over time. The results
from both Landers indicated bit error-free data.

thermal control system heaters were still powered
from the BPA and continued this way until 30 sec

prior to separation. From a power subsystem

standpoint, all loads were properly turned on and
off at the specified times and the power levels were

within 5% of predicted values. During high current

load periods, current sharing between the four bat-
teries was checked and was well within the accept-

able variations of 20%.

A ground computer program called LPWR that

was used throughout all phases of the Viking mis-

sion to predict the Lander power subsystem status
was employed to predict use of battery-stored en-

ergy during the preseparation checkout. An LPWR

plot of the Lander load and the total battery state-
of-charge (SOC) versus time is shown in Figure

IV-4. A few representative actual Lander 1 data

points are shown.

13. Thermal Subsystem

The response of the thermal subsystem during

preseparation checkout was of interest for several
reasons. Successful operation of the terminal en-

gine pyrotechnic valve 2 thermostatic heater and
the deorbit and terminal descent engine continuous

heaters was required to ensure proper propulsion

subsystem operation. The temperature profile of
individual components as they were powered dur-

ing the sequence served as additional verification

that the component was functioning properly.
Confirmation that the thermal subsystem as a

whole was responding as expected was required to

give confidence in the ground thermal computer

model (LTEMP) predictions. This was particularly

important because the touchdown temperatures of

several components were predicted to be quite

close to flight acceptance limits.

12. Power Subsystem

When the preseparation checkout command

was given, the power subsystem underwent a signif-

icant planned change. The power transfer switches
in the PCDA were activated and the Lander RTGs

unshorted. The RTG power level began to rise im-

mediately to about 50 watts, then slowly to the

full power output of 81.5 to 84.5 watts in 1 hr.
The Lander equipment, which was powered from

the BPA, was now powered by the converted RTG

power. All RTG temperatures, pressures, currents,

and voltage levels were right on the predicted per-
formance curves. To conserve battery energy, the

All Lander temperatures responded as expected

during preseparation checkout and were very simi-
lar to those experienced during the cruise check-
outs. At the end of the sequence, the Lander in-

ternal temperatures were generally within 1 to 2°F

of predictions {generally cooler), thus giving confi-
dence in the subsequent predictions. All deorbit

engine heaters operated normally, raising the en-
gine module temperature above minimum design

requirements. The equipment bus current trace ver-
ified successful operation of the terminal descent

engine heaters and terminal engine pyro valve 2
heater. There were no thermal subsystem anom-

alies during this period.
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Figure I V-4 Lander Loads during Preseparation Checkout

B. PRESEPARATION BATTERY CHARGING

During the preseparation checkout, approxi-

mately 250 W-hr of electrical energy were taken

out of the four Lander batteries. Following presep-

aration checkout, battery charging activities were

performed to replace this energy before separation.
One battery at a time was sequentially charged for

a 1-hr period. The charge sequence was battery A,

C, B, D, A, C, B, D. The batteries were charged
from the Lander PCDA battery charger, which sup-

plied 1.5 amp for this period. To preclude over-

charging the batteries during this final charge, the

redundant PCDA charge control logics were en-

abled, which stopped the charge based on the pre-

determined voltage/temperature relationship

shown in Figure III-7. Battery temperatures during
charging were between 68.5°F and 81.4°F and be-

low the predicted maximum of 84°F. A typical

battery voltage profile during charge is shown in

Figure IV-5. Actual charge times are in Table IV-2.

Lander 1 batteries were fully charged as indi-
cated by four PCDA logic cutoffs. Lander 2 bat-
teries were estimated to be about 17 W-hr less than

Table I V-2 Actual Battery Charge Times (hr.'rain)

Battery Lander 1

A 1:47

B 1:47

C 1:50

D 1:59

Charge
Stopped
by PCDA
Logic

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lander 2

1:53

1:41

2:0

2:0

Charge
Stopped
by PCDA
Logic

Yes

Yes

No

No

full charge {1060 W-hr), which was well within the

allowable margin of 132 W-hr.

Having successfully completed battery charg-

ing, the power subsystem was then put into a mode
where excess RTG power was shunted around the

shunt regulator directly into a load bank located

external to the Lander body to minimize heat in-

put into the Lander. The power subsystem stayed

in this mode, except for a 62-min period during the

S - 9.5-hr update, until the S - 3.5-hr update. At

this time, the power subsystem was returned to its

normal shunt regulator operation where it re-
mained during descent and landed operations.
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C. SEPARATION - 9.5 HOUR UPDATE

As mentioned previously, the primary purpose

of this update was to change any of the GCSC

preprogrammed data base values or component se-

lections as a result of knowledge gained from the
preseparation checkout. On Lander 1, the only

change required was an adjustment to selected

XRFS proportional counter tube gain voltage set-

tings due to observed gain drifts of 10 to 15%, This

adjustment would increase the argon analysis ac-

curacy to be performed on sol 0. On Lander 2, two

changes were required: one for the GCSC to ignore

TDLR channel 2 data during descent due to the

false locks observed during preseparation checkout,

and the other to not turn on the biology lamp for

the first landed pyrolytic release analysis. The biol-

ogy change was not a result of preseparation check-

out analysis, but an on-going thermal analysis that

revealed the biology would reach too high a tem-

perature during the first pyrolytic release experi-

ment if the Martian environment approached the
design "hot case." Consequently, a decision was

made to leave the lamp off until later in the mis-
sion.

The GCSC had been counting down the presep-

aration sequence since the S- 30-hr preseparation

checkout command and initiated the update mode
at S - 9.5 hr by turning on the command detectors

and commanding the DAPU to format 5. This for-

mat gave an uplink segment verification capability.

The command file consisted of the update ele-

ments and an "end of message" segment, which
forced a memory read out. The GCSC had been

programmed to stay in this update mode for 2.5 hr

to allow for a worse-case uplink duration. To keep

the Lander internal temperatures down, a com-

mand segment was sent after the memory read out

was received to return the DAPU to standby, re-

turn to the shunt regulator bypass mode, and turn
the command detectors off. This resulted in an

hour-long sequence and was accomplished without
anomalies on both Landers.

D. SEPARATION - 3.5 HOURS TO SEPARA-

TION

At S - 3.5 hr, the GCSC commanded the

Lander to a command upate mode, continuing its

preprogrammed countdown to separation that had

begun at S - 30 hr. The command detectors were

turned on, telemetry changed from a low data rate
cruise mode to the 2 kbps format 5 mode, and the

GCSC awaited any update commands from the

ground. Also, the power system was commanded

to discontinue ,the shunt regulator bypass mode.

Before this time, due to the 30-min roundtrip com-

munications time, the flight team checked Lander
status, then transmitted a command file so that it

would arrive at the Lander 2 min after entering the

update mode. No further GCSC updates were re-

quired on either Lander, so only a test command

was transmitted as an end.to-end test of the ground

and spacecraft command systems in preparation

for the "Separation Go" command. The test com-

mand for both Landers consisted of two segments,

one to establish a set of memory readout param-

eters and the other to force the memory readout

for command capability verification. This activity

was accomplished successfully on both Landers.
I.ander status continued to be monitored while the

GCSC counted down to the next major event--the

separation command from the Orbiter. This com-

mand was not one for actual separation, but was a
command loaded in the Orbiter to be sent at ex-

actly S - 2 hr 47 min to provide the capability to
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adjust the actual time of separation by a small

amount if new data relative to the descent trajec-
tory indicated a need. This also allowed the Orbiter

and Lander to be synchronized to the same exact

separation time. The descent design was verified to
be so nominal that no separation time update was
required for either mission and the time that had

been established at S - 62 hr was used. At this

time, the Orbiter also enabled a Lander separation

inhibit routine that would safe the Lander and pre-
vent separation if it detected certain selected Or-

biter anomalies. The GCSC had been programmed

to look for the separation command and resyn-

chronize its countdown sequence to exactly S - 2
hr 47 min.

Upon receiving this command, the GCSC ini-

tiated format 3 to provide better engineering sub-
system status, then 1 min later commanded IRU

thermal power on to start its required warmup per-

iod. The warmup was started on the Lander entry
bus due to an initial high power turn-on transient,
then switched to the BPA to minimize use of the

Lander batteries. IRU power consumption was

checked at this time, with a ground commanded

abort capability if not within prescribed limits.

This was not necessary because both Landers met

expected values. At S - 2 hr 43 min, the Orbiter

transferred from sun/Canopus attitude control to
IRU roll inertial control. Lander status was contin-

ually monitored. Then, at S - 1 hr 45 min, each

telemetry measurement was checked against a pre-

defined set of narrow limit separation go/no-go cri-

teria. Both Landers were well within predicted

limits. At S - 1 hr 28 min, IRU operate power was

commanded on and the telemetry mode switched

to format 2P to provide visibility of IRU health

before committing to separation. Again, IRU

power consumption, gyro spin up time, and the
gyro and accelerometer pulse counts were checked
against a predetermined set of criteria limits. Addi-

tional telemetry measurements provided by this
telemetry mode were also verified to be within

limits. Both Landers passed these final checks with-

in expected performance and a "Go for Separa-
tion" report was given to the Viking Mission Di-

rector at S- 1 hr 16 min. After the IRU check, the

GCSC returned the telemetry mode to format 3.

After all elements of the Flight Team were polled,

Mission Director approval for separation was ob-
tained and the "Separation Go" command was
transmitted at S - 1 hr 4 min. This command

which had to reach the spacecraftbefore S-15

min (spacecraft time) consisted of two segments
(for redundancy of acceptance) which would set a

flag in the GCSC software to enable separation.
This was to be the last command sent to both

Landers until after landing. From this point on, the
Landers were on their own to continue autono-

mously the countdown to separation and eventual

descent to landing.

At S - 1 hr, the Lander IRU was switched from

the BPA to the internal entry bus. At S - 14 min

34 sec, command detectors were turned off, the

RCS VDA powered on, and both Lander LPCAs

powered to charge their capacitor banks in prepara-

tion for the first pyrotechnic event--separation. In

another 30 sec, all RCS engine valves were com-

manded on {with no propellant flow), beginning a
13.5-min warmup period to avoid the freezing of

the propellants in the solenoid valves prior to use.

At this time the Lander equipment bus delivered

almost 500 watts to the various loads powered.

Two minutes before separation, the RCE trans-

mitter was turned on in the 1-watt mode, format 2
initiated, and the Orbiter switched to the feed-

through mode thereby supplying Earth with telem-
etry over the Lander-to-Orbiter relay link. Previous

to this time, telemetry had been routed via hard-
line from the Lander to the Orbiter. When the

switch was made, there was no noticeable degrada-

tion in data quality from either spacecraft. Thirty

two seconds prior to separation, all RCS engine
valves were commanded off, thermal control

heaters that were powered from the BPA were

transferred to internal power, and the PCDA

undervoltage sensor disabled (it was locked out of

this automatic safing until after landing). Three

seconds later the GCSC made four very important
tests to verify: capability to read the R6 tested

discrete register, no error interrupts (ERI) had oc-

curred, the IRU is on the entry bus, and the "Sepa-

ration Go" flag has been set. Failure of any one of

these tests would have aborted separation, causing
the GCSC to safe the Lander and go into an update

mode awaiting further direction from the ground.
At S - 11 sec, the GCSC started separation initial-

ization, which involved GCSC and IRU protection

circuits being bypassed to preclude shutting down
these components during the critical descent. Ten

seconds prior to separation, the bioshield base stag-
ing connector, through which all electrical signals

and power from the Orbiter and BPA had passed to

the Lander, was electrically disconnected. Finally,
at S - 0, the GCSC sent the commands to the

redundant LPCAs to fire the pyrotechnic explosive

bolts resulting in Lander/Orbiter separation. This

whole series of events were executed flawlessly on
both Lander 1 and 2.
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This large rock (named "'Big Joe" by the flight team] is
about 7 feet long, 3 feet high, and 26 feet from Lander 1.
The horizon is about 1 mile away.
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V. SEPARATION THROUGH LANDING PHASE

During this phase, the Lander engineering hard-

ware was called upon to perform in a very exa_:ting
manner, in some cases for the first and last time as

an element of the Viking Lander. The entry science

was initiated and performed the entry investiga-
tions, and shortly after landing, camera 2 was acti-

vated and the landed science investigations were

begun. This chapter describes Lander subsystem
performance during this most critical mission

phase. This performance was extracted from real-

time and stored data relayed to Earth from Lander
1, and data received from Lander 2 after its land-

ing. (Chapter II of this report describes the Orbiter

anomaly that delayed the Lander 2 data.) A more

complete analysis of the entry data is contained in

TN-3770218, Entry Data Analysis for Viking
Landers 1 and 2. General system performance data

are described in the. guidance and control section

following, along with specific subsystem data.

A. GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

During this phase, the guidance and control

subsystem not only controlled and sequenced all

Lander operations, it also performed the naviga-

tion, guidance, and steering functions necessary for

separation through landing.

1. Deorbit Burn

The first major event was deorbit burn. The

Lander 1 burn was 1759.8 sec and Lander 2 was

1757.1 sec as compared with a required burn time
of 1757 sec for both. The differences of 2.8 and

0.1 sec were well within the acceptable difference

of 6 sec. During deorbit burn, attitudes were with-

in the predicted maximums, but attitude rates
exceeded predictions as shown in Table V-1. No

adverse effects were noted from the departure
from nominal rates. Simulations have shown that

Table V-1 Observed A ttitudes and Rates during
Deorbit Burn

Item

Roll Rate, deg/sec

Pitch Rate, deg/sec,

Yaw Rate, deg/sec

Roll Attitude, deg

Pitch Attitude, (:leg

Yaw Attitude, deg

Observed Maximum

Lander 1 Lander

0.41 0.39

-1.81 -2.08

-1.09 -2.07

0.25 0.26

0.34 0.31

0.35 0.33

Predicted

2 Maximum

1.69

-0.85

0.85

_D.25

:b0.35

_0.35

reasonable combinations of cg offsets, engine

thrust mismatch, and thrust vector misalignments

can duplicate rates in the above range.

2. Deorbit Coast

After the deorbit burn, the Lander was re-

oriented to collect high altitude science data. In

addition, a 180-deg roll maneuver was accom-

plished to equalize sun-induced temperatures on
the base cover. All attitudes remained within the

planned course limit cycles of -+5 deg. Again the

attitude rates exceeded nominal predictions with

no detrimental effects. The factors given above
apply in this case also.

The net result of all accumulated errors at the

end of coast is shown in Table V-2. The targeted
conditions were those desired and entered in the

GCSCs prior to separation. It can be observed from
data in Table V-2 that the reconstructed estimates

of the critical conditions at entry are-excellent
when compared to the targeted values.

Table V-2 Estimated Conditions at Entry

Item

Inertial
Velocity,
hlsec

Inertial

Flight Path
Angle. deg

Aerographic
Latitude,
deg N

Aerographic
Longitude,
deg W

Lander 1

Targeted

15.124.7

"-16.90

12.78

62.00

Recon-

structed

15,124.3

-1 6.99

12.70

62.15

Lander 2

Recon-

Targeted structed

15,138.8 15,131.7

-17.01 -17.08

36.89 36.78

243.04 243.13

Based upon a preprogrammed time from deor-

bit burn and prior to predicted entry, the descent

capsules were oriented for entry. These maneuvers

were performed as planned.

3. Entry to Parachute Deployment

Entry had been arbitrarily defined as 800,000

ft, although the atmosphere is apparent only from
about 300,000 ft. However, the altitude estimates

used in the navigation software were markedly.im-
proved because the radar altimeters were turned on

at entry. This phase is mechanized as follows: RA
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2 is turned on at 800,000 ft as derivedby the
inertial navigator.If thereis no lock in 30sec,RA
2 is turnedoff andRA 1turnedon for 30sec.This
sequentialoperationcontinuesuntil lock is ob-
tained.Theseradardata arenot useduntil about
260,000ft. For both Landers,RA 2lockedon the

planet on the first sweep after turn on. This lock is

expected to be ambiguous--the signal return from

the planet reaches the radar after the next outgoing

pulse is transmitted. For the Landers, range is am-

biguous beyond about 700,000 ft. As the Lander

approaches 700,000 ft, an unlock is forced. Relock
cannot occur until the return, which is now unam-

biguous, indicates an altitude of approximately

450,000 feet or less. For both Landers, RA 2 was

on _when the target came within this range gate,

lock then occurred again on the next sweep, and

no unanticipated loss of lock occurred. RA 2 was
used on both vehicles until touchdown. The perfor-

mance of the system during this high-altitude

region of entry is shown in Table V-3. The initial
error is the difference between inertial altitude esti-

mate and radar altitude measurement at the time

these data are first used to update inertial esti-

mates. Convergence time is the time required to
reduce the difference to about 2% of the initial

error. The da_a were first used in navigation at

about 258,600 ft.

Table V.3 Entry High Altitude Performance

Item Lander 1 Lander 2

Ambiguous Lock Altitude, ft

Ambiguous Unlock Altitude, ft

Unambiguous Lock Altitude, ft

Initial Error, ft

Convergence Time. sac

779,400

704,900

432,200

11,000

<4

792,300

728,000

432,700

-30O

<4

The aerodynamic portion of the entry phase

began with sensing of 0.05 g deceleration and ends

with parachute deployment. A programmed pitch
maneuver was performed just before this time to

point the descent capsule axial centerline in a di-

rection so that when aerodynamic flow occurred,

the angle of attack would be at -11.1 deg. Upon

sensing 0.05 g, the control mode was switched

from full attitude control in pitch and yaw to rate

damping only. Attitude hold in roll was retained to

keep the RA antenna pointed toward the planet.
Table V-4 summarizes the results.

Lift was used to give the high drag forces suffi-

cient time to dissipate entry velocity. A forward

center of gravity position was used as a passive
means to perform this function. The net result was

Table V-4 Maximum Observed Attitude Rates during

Aerodynamic En try

Item Lander 1 Lander 2 Desired

Roll Rate, deg/sec 1.4 -1.4 <2

Pitch Rate, deg/sec -1.3 1.4 < 2

Yaw Rate, deg/sec 1.6 1.7 < 2

a temporary reduction in the magnitude of the

flight path angle followed by a sharp increase near

the point of parachute deployment. The results
were dramatic. The descent capsules flew almost

horizontally over 100 miles on the approach to the

landing site. Table V-5 gives the key data at the

time of parachute deployment. These results are

entirely satisfactory. Both vehicles trimmed at
about 2 deg higher negative angles of attack than

expected and thus both displayed a higher lift-to-

drag ratio, which was beneficial. Side slip angles of

less than 1 deg were observed.

Table V.5 Conditions Observed at Parachute Deployment

Item

Radar Altitude, ft

Relative Velocity.
ft/sec

Flight Path Angle. deg

Mach Number

Dynamic Pressure.
Ib/ft 2

*NA = Not applicable.

Lander 1

19,273

763

-53.4

1.1

6.7

Lander 2

19,224

778

-50.8

1.1

7.9

Design
Limit

19,000 _ 550

NA"

NA

<2.1

<8.6

Entry loads and heating results are shown in

Table V-6. Only the base cover heating results were

significant departures from expected values. No
detrimental effects were observed.

Table V-6 Entry Loads and Heating Results

Item Lender 1 Lander 2

Aeroahell

Heating Rate, Btu/ft2/
sac

Total Heat, Btu/ft 2

Dynamic Pressure, Ib/ft 2

Base Cover

Heating Rate, Btu/ft2/

sac

Total Heat. Btu/ft 2

Collapse Pressure, mb

Burst Pressure, mb

20.9

1035

98

Sensor

Failed

Sensor
Failed

0.1

0.14

21.4

1046

96

0.9

43.9

Sensor
Failed

Sensor
Failed

Design
Limit

25.6

1240

144

0.5

24.8

1.44

6.76
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4. Parachute Phase

As shown in Table V-5, the conditions at para-

chute deployment were well within the desired

conditions. The parachute was pyrotechnically de-

ployed when an altitude of 19,300 ft was com-

puted. Shroud line extension was completed in
about 1 sec and inflation occurred less than 2 sec

after mortar fire. The peak loads imparted to the

Lander by the parachute were about 11,000 lb,

and well within the design limit of 17,500 lb. The

attitude rates were 60 deg/sec on Lander 1 and 51

deg/sec on Lander 2. These may be compared to

the gyro rate-torquing capability of 100 deg/sec.

Parachute drag coefficients of between 0.65 and

0.70 were slightly higher than expected. Very little

wind was encountered during parachute opera-
tions. Data indicated wind velocities of about 85

ft/sec for Lander 1 and 35 ft/sec for Lander 2

compared to a design capab!lity of over 250 ft/sec.

The aeroshell was released pyrotechnically 7

sec after parachute deployment. The RA was inhib-

ited temporarily to permit transfer of the signal

path from the aeroshell antenna to an antenna lo.

cated on the Lander body. Three seconds after
aeroshell separation, the RA was re-enabled and

the velocity radar (TDLR) turned on. Use of both

altitude and velocity data by the navigator began at

this time. On both Landers, TDLR channel 2 de-

tected the presence of the aeroshell as it fell .away.

According to plan, drop-lock was forced in this

channel momentarily, and upon reacquiring lock,

the planet's motion was sensed. No further false

targets were observed. It is interesting to note that

although velocity channel 2 on Lander 2 had been
locked out of use in the GCSC software as a result

of preseparation checkout results, this channel
functioned nominally.

Table V-7 shows the initial errors between the

navigator estimates and the measurements by both

the RA and TDLR. These errors quickly converged
in less than 3 sec and were quite low by the time

altitude and velocity data were required for termi-
nal descent.

Table V.7 Initial Errors after Aeroshefl Separation

Item Lander 1 Lander 2

Radar Altitude, ft 14,924

--101

102

Altitude Error, ft

Velocity Error, ft/sec

14,968

-56

143

Landing legs were deployed and locked in place
in this phase and a roll maneuver was accomplished

to align leg 1 with a desired azimuth. This roll

maneuver was accomplished to provide proper

lighting angles for imaging after landing. A swivel

in the parachute suspension provided roll torque
isolation.

The final conditions on the parachute at the

time of terminal descent engine ignition are shown

in Table V-8. These conditions were quite satisfac-

tory. The total elapsed time between mortar fire

and engine ignition was 62 sec for Lander 1 and 64

sec for Lander 2, a comparison which shows the

similarity of the two flights.

Table V-8 Reconstructed Conditions, End of
Parachute Phase "

Item Lander 1 Lander 2 Desired

Altitude. ft 4787 4718 4798 -+300

Relative Velocity. ft/sec 175 167 _ 360

Flight Path Angle, deg -70 -80 _" -45

5. Terminal Descent

The final phase began with terminal engine

ignition while the Landers were still attached to

their parachutes. This event was initiated after

4800 ft was computed. Following a 2-sec engine •

warmup period, the parachute and base cover were

separated and the Lander accelerated toward the

planet under idle-thrust conditions. At this time,

the steering loops were closed and the terminal

guidance phase began. During this fall toward the

planet, a maneuver called tipup was performed to

place the thrust vector opposite the total velocity
vector so the lateral velocity may be removed in a

gravity turn trajectory prior to touchdown. After

this maneuver, the Landers descended essentially

vertically. Upon reaching the altitude of the pro.

grammed altitude-velocity contour, high thrust was
commanded to allow the Landers to match the

planned contour. From the point of ignition to the
start of high thrust, about 12 sec elapsed. Both

Landers maintained high thrust for about 23 sec,

averaging about 50% thrust level. The conditions

during the very critical tipup maneuver are shown
in Table V-9.

From about 135 ft above the surface, RA data

were ignored as planned and inertial navigation was

used to touchdox_q_. A constant velocity descent
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wasplannedto beginat 55 ft and both Landers
enteredthis phaseabout8 ft high. Thissuggestsa
systematicerror somewherein the system,but
only resultedm this phasetaking about I sec
longerthanplanned.

Table V-9 Maximum Observed Conditions at the

Tip Up Maneuver

Item Lander 1 Lander 2

Pitch Atlitude, deg

Yaw Attitude, deg

Pitch Rate, deg/sec

Yew Rate, deg/sec

Completion Time, sac

6.3

12.5

11.5

13.4

1.0

Design
Limit

0 _60

-5.3 _o0

0 230
7.9 :_30

0.3 3

Attitude perturbations and rates were almost

zero during the entire terminal descent phase and

touchdown occurred with only a minor incident.

During the last 0.5 sec, both Landers indicated a

momentary increase in throttle settings for one or

more engines. This has been attributed to the sen-

sing by the velocity radar of dust blown up from
the planet in the last few feet of descent. There
was no effect on the Landers. The touchdown was

sensed by contact of the landing legs with the sur-
face, resulting in a signal being sent by the GCSC

that pyrotechnically closed a propellant valve and

shut down the engines. Table V-10 shows the dy-
namic conditions at touchdown.

Table V-11 is a tabulation of the final positions
of the Landers after they had come to rest on
Mars.

Table V- 10 Maximum D ,namic Conditions at Touchdown

Item

Pitch Attitude, dag

Yaw Attitude, deg

Pitch Rate, deg/sec

Yaw Rate, deg/sec

Axial Velocity, ft/sec

Lateral Velocity, It/sac

Lander 1

0.6

0.3

-0.9

-0.4

8.2

-0.5

Design
Lander 2 Limit

-1.2 -+5

-2.2 _5

-1.2 -+7

1.9 -+7

8.1 8+-3

-0.6 0+3

Table V- 1 1 Final Landing Positions

Item

Elevation from Mean Surface Level, ft

Aerographic Latitude, deg N

Aerographic Longitude, deg W

Tilt Angte, deg

Slope Azimuth (E of N)o deg

Azimuth of Leg 1, deg (E of N)
(Targeted Azimuth)

Total Landing Error. mi

Lander 1

--4600

22.46

48.01

3.0

285.2

321.6

(320)

18.3

Lander 2

-8860

47.96

225.77

8.2

320.7

209.1
(210)

3.7

6. Initial Landed Operations

Immediately following landing, the GCSC initi-
ated deployment of the high-gain antenna, meteo-

rology boom, and biology processor and distribu-

tion assembly cover; initiated camera 2 activities;

and generally controlled the Lander activities re-
quired for the landed mission. The GCSC also cal-

culated landed orientation and prepared a software

table for high-gain antenna pointing. All guidance

and control components except for the GCSC were
then powered down for the remainder of the mis-

sion. Lander engineering data, a GCSC memory

readout, an image of footpad 3, and a panorama of

the landing site were relayed to the Orbiter for

storage on the Orbiter and subsequent transmission

to Earth. This initial landed relay link lasted for 15
minutes.

B. COMMUNICAT]ONS SUBSYSTEM

The voice of the Lander following separation
was the UHF link to the Orbiter with real-time

feedthrough of data to Earth via the Orbiter S-

band telemetry. A real-time performance measure

of the UHF link was the instrumented receiver sig-
nal level (RSL) at the Orbiter receiver. These data

are shown in Figures V-1 and V-2 for Lander 1.
The Lander 2 performance was almost identical.

The Lander transmitter was sequenced "on" in

the 1-watt power mode 2 min before separation,

transmitting Lander engineering data to the Orbiter
at a rate of 4 kbps. The RSL measurement was in

saturation for the first 10 min following separation
due to the close proximity of the two vehicles. The

communication range increased rapidly during

deorbit burn. The RSL dropped below the satura-
tion level of-50 dBm and exhibited near nominal

predicted performance throughout the deorbit

burn phase.

During the following 2 hr the UHF transmitter

was sequenced on in the 1-watt power mode for 71

sec approximately every 6.5 min for transmission

of entry science and engineering data to the Or-

biter for relay to Earth at a rate of 4 kbps. The

communication link geometry remained as predic-
ted during this phase with the observed decrease in

the RSL being indicative of the expected increase
in communication range.

The UHF transmitter was sequenced "on" in

the 10-watt power mode 40 min before entry

(800,000 It). The increased power level was pre-
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programmed before separation to compensate for

the anticipated Lander dynamics during entry and
physical Lander configuration changes that were to

occur during the parachute and terminal descent
phases.

The RSL measurement became the sole indica.

tot of Lander 2's progress toward the surface of

Mars when the real-time feedthrough capability
containing all Lander science and engineering data
was interrupted shortly after separation. These

data were not lost because they were being re-
corded on the Orbiter and Lander for playback to
Earth at a later time. The Orbiter low-rate data link

containing the RSL measurement was reacquired

while the Lander was in the deorbit coast phase

just before the seventh RPA sequence. A quick

assessment of the RSL indicated the Lander perfor-
mance was near nominal. The subsequent 5 dB in-
crease in the RSL verified that the Lander trans-

mitter had switched to the 10-watt power mode as

scheduled. The increase in RSL before entry was
indicative of the Lander entry orientation maneu-
vez, although this maneuver was not modeled in

the predictions. The RSL profile became quite

dynamic following entry due to changes in the

Lander altitude, configuration, and the entry
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environment.However,theRSLshowedno indica-
tion of a Landermalfunctionthroughoutthecriti-
cal entry phase.The questionof whetheror not
link degradationhado(}curreddueto plasmain the
wakecreatedasthe Landerpassedthroughmaxi-
mumQ cannotbeconclusivelyanswered.A 6.5dB
reductionin the RSLwasobservedduringLander
1 entry at theexpectedtimeof possiblecommuni-
cation blackout.This dropin RSLwasnot obser-
ved during Lander 2 entry but may havebeen
misseddueto therelativelyslowRSLsamplerates.

Elevensecondsafter landing,the Landerdata
ratewasswitchedto 16 kbps.This eventwasveri-
fied throughmonitoring of the Orbiter UHF re-
ceivertelemetryand providedthe only real-time
verificationthat Lander 2 had successfully landed.

The initial landed link was completed as expected,

which verified deployment of Lander hardware and

provided imaging and memory readout data for
verification of the landing site latitude and Lander

orientation on the surface of Mars. The relay radio

equipment on both Lander 1 and 2 performed

exactly as expected throughout the separation to

landing mission phase.

C. TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM

The three telemetry formats used from separa-

tion to landing were formats 2, 2A, and 3. The

performance of the Landers throughout this period
was monitored and entry science data acquired by

transmitting these data formats in a preprogram-
med sequence illustrated in Figure V-3. Format 2

was designed so that if the link from Lander to

Orbiter was interrupted for as long as 1 min or less
there would be no loss of data. This was accom-

plished by transmitting all of the data twice--first
in real time, and again 1 minute later, interleaved

with the then real-time data. The DSM was used as

a circulating buffer 120,000 bits long (the amount
of new data collected in 1 min). New (real time)

data continually replaced the oldest data in the

buffer as the old data were read out and inter-

leaved bit-by-bit with the transmitted real-time

data.

Interruptions in the link were considered possi-

ble just after separation because of the strong

Lander signal and the short distance to the Orbiter

relay receiver. Again, in the period shortly after

sensing 0.05 g deceleration, it was expected that

the signal would be attenuated by ionization of the

atmosphere sufficiently to interrupt the link for up

to 45 sec. During both of these periods, format 2
was used to avoid loss of data. These predictions

appear to have been conservative; no interruptions
were observed on either Lander.

At 32 min 38 sec after separation, a sequence
of 18 bursts of format 2A at about 6.5-min inter-

vals was begun. Each burst of data was 71 sec long.

After the 18th burst, format 2A was turned on

continuously until 0.05 g deceleration was sensed.

This format was designed to collect entry science
data. Of the total data allocation, 20% was for the

RPA and 20% for the UAMS. Guidance data were

allocated 30%, and other engineering data the re-

maining 30%.

Format 2 was initiated at 0.05 g and continued

to 6 sec after parachute deployment. At this point,

format 3 began and continued until 11 sec after
touchdown. In each of these formats, 60% of the

data allocation is to guidance and 40% to other

engineering performance data.

At about 20 minutes before the predicted

touchdown, the Lander tape recorder was turned
on and recorded all transmitted data through

touchdown. Had the Lander-to-Orbiter relay link

S + 00:32:28
B

S -- 2 rain I S + 02:30:28

I I I

Start

Tape Recorder
S + 2:59:53

Sense 0.05 g
"_S + 3:14:00

I

Touchdown

Deploy Parachute + 11 sac

+ 6 sac I
I

'_S + 3:20:00 II

l Format 2A I Format 2A Format 2

i

Format 2 18 Bursts Continuous
I

__ 4,000 bps
Lander Separation

Figure V-3 Telemetrv Data Sequence from Separation through Touchdown

I Format 3 I Format 5

_-- Touchdown

Touchdown

+ 25 sac

I

Imaging

16.000 bps
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failed or been badly degraded during this entry and
descent phase, the data would have been recovered

by tape recorder playback at some time after land-

ing. The relay link was excellent and this backup

entry data provision was not required. However,
these data were played-back later during the landed

mission and indicated nominal tape recorder per-
formance during entry.

The telemetry subsystem flawlessly executed

its planned operations for both Landers during this

phase. As previously noted, Lander 2 separation to
landing data were not received in real time because

1000

of an Orbiter orientation problem. These data were

stored on the Orbiter tape recorder and success-
fully played back a few hours later.

D. POWER SUBSYSTEM

The power subsystem supported the Landers as

anticipated from separation to their successful

landings on Mars. Figure V-4 shows the predicted

Lander power consumption and the minimum pr-

edicted battery state of charge versus time from

separation. A few data points from Lander 1 have

900 -
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Figure V-4 Separation through Landing Power Profile
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been included to show how closely the Lander per-

formed to the nominal mission load profile. Lander

2 load profile was within 5 watts of the Lander 1
data. The actual battery state of charge (SOC) was

higher than that predicted, indicating that less

energy was used than predicted.

After touchdown the batteries were recharged

2 to 4 hr earlier than the 24 hr predicted. At an

estimated 25 W-hr charge rate, this indicated that

the energy used during descent was 100 W-hr less

than predicted for Lander 1 and 50 W-hr less for
Lander 2.

The power subsystem performance, such as

RTG power output and PCDA converter/charger
efficiencies, was as expected and is discussed in

Section D of Chapter VI of this report. In general

the performance was nominal with no surprises.
Table V-12 shows the average power consumption

Table V. 12 Viking Lander Loads

Item

POWER/PYROTECHNIC CONTROL

Power Condition and Distribution Assembly

Standby

Operating

Lander Pyrotechnic Control

Assembly 1 or 2

COMMUNICATIONS

UHF Transmitter

1 W Mode

10 W Mode

30 W Mode

S-Band Antenna Controller

S-Band Transponder

S-Band Modulation Exciter (1 or 2)

Command Receiver (1 or 2)

S-Band TWTA and Power Supply (1 or 2)

Command Detector/Decoder (1 or 2)

TELEMETRY

Data Acquisition and Processor Unit

Standby

Operating

Tape Recorder

Standby

Operating

Data Storage Memory

Standby

Operating

Aeroshell Pressure Transducer

Base Cover Pressure Transducer

GUIDANCE AND CONTROL

Guidance, Control, and Sequencing Computer
(GCSC)

Sleep

Operating

Inertial Reference Unit

Electronics

Heater

Terminal Descent and Landing Radar

Radar Altimeter (1 or 2)

Average
Load,
watts

1.8

23.5

43.0

118

2.0

4.2

3.1

90.0

2.5

0.1

10.2

0.6

0.2

42-138.0

125.0

70.0

25.0

item

Valve Drive Amplifiers

RCS/Terminal Rot!

Terminal Engine Throttle Valves

Electronics

THERMAL CONTROL

RCS/Deorbit Engine Heaters

Terminal Descent Engine Heaters

Feed Line Heaters

RCS/Deorbit Tank Heaters

Backup RCS/Deorbit Heaters

Terminal Engine Tank Heaters

Terminal Engine Pyro Valve No. 2 Heaters

RCS Pylon Heaters 2 and 3

RCS Pylon Heaters 1 and 4

PROPULSION

Reaction Control System

Terminal Propulsion

Terminal Roll Engines

SCIENCE

Surface Sampler Subsystem (1 or 2)

Standby

Soil Acquisition

Imagery

Heater

Operating

Standby

Camera Duster Control

Seismometer

GCMS

GCMS Ion Pump

Atmospheric Analysis

Organic Analysis

Biology

Meteorology

X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometer

Upper Atmosphere Mass Spectrometer

Ambient Pressure

Stagnation Pressure

Retarding Potential Analyzer

Average
Load,
watts

3.0-33.0

28.0

7.8

37.4

4.4

8.0

6.0

8.0

1.5

14.4

3.6

292

220

29

14.0

40.0

2.0

16.2-25.4

16.2.

5.0

3.3

1.0

22-35

22-180

8-28

7.0

2.6

12.3

0.2

1.0

3.1
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of the various Lander loads that are switched ON

and OFF by relays contained within the PCDA.

Loads other than those used during descent have

been included for completeness. Double entries

under the "watts" column show the operating

power range of any given load for various operating
modes. The unit variations for Lander 1 and 2 were

less than 3%.

E. PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM

The RCS/deorbit and terminal descent propul-

sion systems performed without anomalies on both

Landers. Thrust levels and specific impulses were

within expected tolerances. Tank pressures were

higher during blowdown than predicted, resulting

in additional thrust margin.

1. RCS Deorbit Performance

The RCS/deorbit propulsion system provided

attitude control and deorbit thrust from separation

to parachute deployment. A summary of propel-

lant used is given in Table V-13. Estimates were

calculated based on both tank temperatures and

pressures. The temperature-derived propellant-used

data are given in Table V-13. These data are con-
sidered the most accurate and the most consistent.

Analysis of the data indicates that all engines fired
when commanded without valve failure and atti-

tude rates verify that no measurable valve leakage
occurred.

Table V-13 RCS/Deorbit Propellant UsageSummary

Item

Vehicle Separation Weight,
Ib

Initial Propellant Load, Ib

Oeorbit Consumption, Ib

Coast and Entry
!Consumption, Ib

Usable Margin, Ib

Lander 1
Estimated

2330

187

163

4.6

17.4

Lander 2
Estimated

2328

187

161

3.6

20.5

*NA = Not applicable.

Predicted

NA*

NA

162

4

18.8

2. Terminal Descent Performance

The terminal descent propulsion system pro-

vided thrust during terminal descent for the soft

landing and roll control during the parachute and

terminal descent phases. Table V-14 summarizes

the amount of propellants used during this phase.

Table V.14 Terminal Descent Pro

Item

Initial Vehicle

Weight, Ib

Initial Propellant
Load. Ib

Consumption, Ib

Usable Margin, Ib

Final Vehicle

Weight, Ib

oellant Usage Summary

Lander 1

1498 1496

185 185

151.9 152.0

28.3 28.2

1345 1347

Lander 2 Predicted*

NAt

NA

147.7

32.5

NA

*Assumed mean atmosphere and no winds.
tNA = Not applicable.

Of the propellant consumed, it is estimated
that 0.5 lb was used for roll control on each

Lander. A review of throttle valve positions indi-

cates the largest difference between commanded

and achieved valve position was 0.5%, which indi-

cates low valve hysteresis at all positions. Excellent

agreement between predicted thrust and calculated

force verifies that the terminal descent engines per-

formed as expected by providing nominal thrust

and specific impulse

F. THERMAL SUBSYSTEM

The thermal subsystem performed nominally

from separation through landing. All component
temperatures were within flight acceptance test

limits and structural temperatures were withinde-

sign limits. All propulsion system thermostatic

heaters operated normally.

At touchdown, internal temperatures were gen-

erally 4 to 8°F cooler than predicted. Because the

Lander interior is an insulated compartment, its

temperature is primarily dependent on component

power consumption and only slightly on external

environmental factors during the brief separation-

to-landing sequence. As previously noted, the total

power consumption was below expectations, which

was consistent with the lower temperatures experi-
enced.

During the deorbit burn sequence, the base

cover temperatures rose approximately 70 °F, con-

siderably less than the 300°F rise predicted using

worst-case plume heating assumptions. This indi-

cated the assumptions were quite conservative.

Consequently, other external components did not

warm up as much as expected during this time.

The aeroshell and base cover temperature re-

sponse to the entry environment was different than
predicted. The aeroshell backface temperatures
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wereasmuchas200°F cooler thanpredictedby
the simulationprogram,whichhadassumedworst-
caseatmosphericconditionsandminimumablator
performance.The basecover temperatureswere
much hotter than predicted.This wasto beex-
pectedconsideringthe previouslydiscussedresults
which had shownbasecoverheatingratesnearly
double the designvalue {Table V-6). The base
coverinnerandouter ring temperaturesareshown
in FiguresV-5andV-6.

From entry throughtouchdown,temperatures
of all exteriorcomponents(IRU, RAE,TDLR,etc}
wereasexpected.

G. PYROTECHNICS SUBSYSTEM

The operation of the pyrotechnic subsystem is
difficult to quantitize, although the quality must

have been excellent since all 29 Lander pyrotech-

nic events occurred exactly as planned. The small

amount of engineering telemetry data available
indicated nominal LPCA performance. All pyro-

technic events were implemented by commands
from the GCSC. These events and associated de-

vices in the order they occurred in this phase are
tabulated in Table V-15. After the initial landed

pyrotechnic functions were completed, both
LPCAs were powered down for the remainder of
the mission.

'°°t --I:0 r ......°..1,
.u. Lander 2 I

200

iloo_

--1 O0

_OOt t I = I I t t
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Time from Entry at 800,000 fl, sec

Figure V-5 Base Cover Inner Ring Entry Temperatures

Table V. 15 Lander Pyrotechnic Functions

Event Pyrotechnic Function

Separate Lander

Start Deorbit Bleed-In

Enable Deorbit Propulsion

Separate UAMS Cover

Start Terminal Bleed-in

Deploy Stagnation Temp Sensor

Deploy Parachute

Separate Aeroshell

Enable Terminal Roll Control

Release Lander Legs

Enable Terminal Propulsion

Separate Parachute

Stop Terminal Propulsion

Release HGA

Enable Camera Duster

Release Biology PDA Cover

Release Meteorology Boom

Fire 3 Separation Nuts

Open 1 Valve

Open t Valve

Fire Rotary Cutting Device

Open 1 Valve

Fire Bolt Cutter

Fire Parachute Mortar

Fire 3 Separation Nuts

Open 2 Valves

Fire 3 Pin Pullers

Open 3 Valves

Fire 3 Separation Nuts

Close 2 Valves

Fire 1 Pin Puller

Open 1 Valve

Fire 1 Pin Puller

Fire 1 Pin Puller

6OO
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Figure V-6 Base Cover Outer Ring Entry Temperatures

H. STRUCTURES AND MECHANISMS

SUBSYSTEM

All Lander structure and mechanism subsystem

elements performed in a very nominal manner.

Their general performance is summarized by phase.

1. Separation

Separation of the Landers from the bioshield
base/Orbiter was very smooth. Axial separation

rates were 0.25 ft/sec on Lander 1 and 0.33 ft/sec

for Lander 2, as compared to an expected maxi-
mum of 0.6 ft/sec. Lateral velocities, tipoff rates,

and roll rates were negligible.
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2. Entry

Aeroshell and base cover performance during
entry was excellent. Loads and heating results are

given in Table V-6 (in Section A). The overall aero-

dynamic performance was better than expected

because of high lift-to-drag ratios and the aero-

shell/base cover combination provided atmospheric
entry protection and reduced vehicle velocities as

required.

3. Parachute Operation

Parachute deployment was nominal with mor-

tar impulse providing velocity increments of 4.6

ft/sec for Lander 1 and 5.05 ft/sec for Lander 2

(5.04 ft/sec was expected). Vehicle disturbance

caused by deployment damped with time so that

peak rates ataeroshel] separation were well within

the 30 deg/sec allowable. Aeroshell separation was

nominal with any tipoff transients masked by the
dynamic motion of the parachute/Lander combina-

tion. Parachute inflation was accomplished within
0.6 sec after line stretch, somewhat faster than ex-

pected. Parachute drag was also somewhat higher

than expected, No parachute coning was detected.

Base cover/parachute separation was very nominal

with no recon[act with the Lander body observed.

4. Landing

The landing legs performed their functions per-

fectly, permitting a soft landing and providing a

stable platform for landed operations. Table V-16

summarizes landing leg stroke and footpad surface
• t_

penetratmn. The Lander 1 data indicate that leg 2
probably touched the surface first with legs 1 and

3 then touching. At a landing velocity of 8.2 ft/sec,

a stroke of approximately 3 in. could be expected

by legs 1 and 3, which would impact the surface

somewhat harder than the first leg that touches.

The data from Lander 2, however, are somewhat

inconsistent. These data indicate that leg 3 prob-
ably touched first and because of the small stroke,

a sizeable rock may be partially supporting the

Lander somewhere under the body or propellant
tank near leg 3. This speculation is also supported

by the fact that the Lander 2 body is tilted up

approximately 8.2 deg in the general direction of

leg 3. Whatever the cause, no damage has been ob-

served and the landed operation has been com-
pletely nominal.

In the'-first few minutes following the landings

the high-gain antenna and meteorology boom were

deployed. Eventual operation of the antenna and

Table V. 16 Landing Leg Operation

Lander 1

Stroke,

Leg in.

1 2.8 *

2 1.3 6.5

3 3.3 1.4

Lander 2

Surface

Penetration, Stroke, Surface

in. in. Penetration

1._ .*

2.8 Negligible

0.4 Negligible

*Neither camera 1 or 2 can image leg 1 footpad.

meteorology sensorsand images of these compo-

nents concluded that thedeployment operations

were exactly as required. This concluded the active
operations of the Lander structures and mecha-

nisms subsystem.

I. SCIENCE SUBSYSTEM

The Lander science instruments that operated

during the separation-through-landing time frame
consisted of:

1) Entry science (RP2_, UAMS, pressure, and

temperature sensors);

2) Camera 2 (initial landed);

3) Meteorology boom deployment (after touch-

down);

4) Biology PDA cover deployment (after touch-
down).

Each of these instrument operations

cussed in the following paragraphs.

l. Entry Science

is dis-

The purpose of the entry science investigation

was to characterize the Martian atmosphere both

physically and chemically during the entry phase
of the mission.

Table V-17 outlines the entry science sequence
of events starting with deorbit burn. Entry science
measurements terminated at touchdown. The se-

quence is described as follows. Deorbit burn began

at separation + 7 min. Approximately 3 min after

the deorbit burn, the upper atmosphere mass spec-

trometer (UAMS) cover on the aeroshell was sepa-

rated by its pyrotechnically operated cutter, and

its ion pump was powered on. During the coast

period the RPA was operated periodically. On

Lander 1, 18 retarding potential analyzer (RPA)

sequences were performed, where a sequence was
initiated every 6 min 29 sec, and 71 sec of data

(142 frames of format 2A) were acquired. On
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Lander2, the operationwasidenticalexceptthe
sequencewasinitiatedevery6 rain20sec.

Table V-17 Entry Science Sequence of Events

Sequence

Oeorbit burn + 3 rain

Entry - 60'min

Entry - 40 min

Entry - 12 rain

Entry - 10 rain

Entry (0.05 g)

1.1 kin/see relative velocity

5.9 km above local terrain +

6 se¢

Aeroshell separation + 12 sec

Event

UAMS cover separated.

UAMS ion pump powered on.

Initiate RPA intermittent

sampling.

UAMS power on.

UHF powered in 10 watt mode.
Initiate RPA continuous sampling.

Initiate UAMS sampling.

Tape recorder power on.

Pressure sensors on (ambient and

stagnation).

UAMS and RPA power off.

Stagnation temperature probe

deployed.

Stagnation pressure instrument
off.,

Lander legs deployed.
Foot pad temperature sensor

deployed.

At entry - 60 min, the UAMS was powered on

for a 30-min warm-up. The UHF was powered in

the 10-watt mode at entry - 40 man. At the same
time RPA continuous sampling and UAMS sam-

pling were initiated. At entry - 10 rain the pressure
sensors on the aeroshell and Lander were powered

on. When 0.05 g was sensed, the UAMS and RPA

were powered off. When 1.1 km/sec relative veloc-

ity was computed, the temperature probe on the
aeroshell was deployed through the heatshield.

Probe deployment was initiated by a cartridge-
actuated bolt cutter that releases a spring to extend

the probe. Useful temperature data were acquired

until aeroshell separation. Six seconds following

sensing of 5.9 km above local terrain the pressure

instrument on the aeroshell was powered off. The

Lander pressure sensor continued to acquire data

through touchdown. Twelve seconds after aeroshell

separation, the Lander legs were deployed. At that
time, the footpad temperature sensor began col-

lecting useful data and did so through touchdown.

All of the entry science instruments on both

Landers performed in a nominal fashion.

The engineering data returned from each
UAMS showed good agreement with that obtained

both before launch and during the cruise check-

outs. These data showed the instruments operated

normally and in. good health. Each sealing cap cut-

ter mechanism worked as planned. The mass spec-
tra obtained from both instruments were of good

quality although those obtained from the Lander 2

instrument exhibited somewhat more noise than

those from Lander 1. Lander 2 appears to be gen-

erally noisier than Lander 1. The RPA on Lander 2
exhibited more noise in the data than that on

Lander 1 and other instruments on the Lander ap-

pear to be more affected by noise on Lander 2
than Lander 1.

Housekeeping and science data from both RPA
instruments indicated normal operation and se-

quencing.

The RPA and UAMS instruments showed good

agreement w_th each other in areas where the same

science parameters can be determined from the
data from each instrument. Good agreement with

the lower atmospheric data was inferred.

Both pressure instruments and both tempera-
ture instruments on each Lander operated in a
nominal fashion. These instruments do not provide

any direct engineering information, but all of the

data gathered were self-consistent and in good

agreement with pressure and temperature data in-

ferred from the measured spacecraft trajectory

parameters during descent to the surface.

The parachute phase temperature instruments,
which are mounted on a footpad on each Lander,

survived the landings.

2. Camera 2 (Initial Landed)

At 25 sec after touchdown, a real-time imaging

sequence, using camera 2, was initiated_ Two pic-
tures were acquired: a 60-deg high-resolution image
of footpad 3 and a 300-deg survey panorama

image. For both Landers, the camera performance

was outstanding, with images of excellent quality

received on Earth shortly after landing.

3. Meteorology Boom Deployment (after

Touchdown)

By 7 min after touchdown, the meteorology

boom was deployed by firing a pin puller. The

camera 2 survey panorama acquired after touch-
down verified that the meteorology boom had

deployed.

4. Biology PDA Cover Deployment (after

Touchdown)

Approximately 6 min after landing, the biology

processor and distribution assembly (PDA) cover

was opened by a pyrotechnic pin puller. Nominal

deployment was verified by imaging data.
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VI. LANDED OPERATIONS

Viking Landers 1 and 2 landed on Mars on July

20, 1976 and September 3, 1976, respectively.
From the time of touchdown until the time of

conjunction a proliferation of data was acquired by
both vehicles and transmitted to Earth.

Nine scientific investigations were conducted

on the surface of Mars. The purposes of these in-
vestigations were to:

1) Search for living organisms present in Martian

surface material {Biology Investigation);

2) Search for and identify organic molecules in

the Martian surface material (Molecular Analy-
sis Investigation };

3) Determine the atmospheric composition at the

surface of Mars {Atmospheric Analysis Investi.
gation };

4) Visually characterize the Martian landscape and

the atmosphere (Imaging Investigation);

5) Determine the elemental composition of the

surface material (Inorganic Chemical Investiga-
tion);

6) Determine temperature, pressure, and wind

speed and direction and their temporal varia-

tions at the Martian surface (Meteorology In-
vestigation );

7) Determine the level of tectonic activity (Seis-
mology Investigation );

8) Determine the physical characteristics of the

Martian soil (Physical Properties Investigation);

9) Estimate the abundance of magnetic particles

in the surface material and identify the types

that are present (Magnetic Properties Investiga-
tion).

To perform these investigations, seven instru-

ments were operated extensively throughout both

landed missions. On Lander 1, a 43-sol primary

mission was conducted. Prior to the landing of
Lander 2, Lander 1 was placed in a reduced mis-

sion mode, which continued until conjunction (ap-

proximately sol 108). On Lander 2, a 61-sol pri-
mary mission was performed. Figures VI-1 and

VI-2 summarize the Lander I primary mission and

reduced mission, respectively. Figure VI-3 summar-
izes the primary mission for Lander 2.

The performance of the Landers can almost be

summarized by the amount of data acquired and

the number of experiments conducted. On Lander

1, the surface sampler collected 12 samples: three

for the biology experiment, three for GCMS (only
two were analyzed), and six for XRFS. With these

samples the biology instrument performed four an-

alysis cycles, the GCMS performed two analyses on

the first sample and three on the second, and

XRFS conducted a total of 73 sequences. The
Lander cameras were operated almost daily for a

total of approximately 6.84 x 10 _ bits of recorded

data. In addition, the cameras provided real-time

imaging during many of the direct and relay links.

A total of 24 atmospheric analyses were per-

formed: four filtered, 15 unfiltered, and five en-

riched sequences. The meteorology instrument

collected data daily to a total of approximately 1.2

x 108 bits of data. Even though the seismometer

failed to uncage, a total of 500 buffer dumps per

sol were collected for 18 sols and 83 buffer dumps
per sol for 25 sols. The surface sampler conducted

one experiment exclusively for physical properties
and magnetic properties. In addition, these two in-

vestigations received support from imaging data
collected for surface sampler operations and from

engineering data collected by the surface sampler

and other Lander hardware {physical properties
only).

On Lander 2, the surface sampler acquired 16
samples: three for biology, two for GCMS, and 11

attempted acquisitions for XRFS. One sample for

both biology and GCMS was collected following a

rock-push sequence. The biology instrument per-
formed three analyses, the GCMS conducted four

analyses on the first sample and five on the second,

and XRFS performed a total of 32 sequences. Six-

teen atmospheric analyses were performed. The

cameras were operated almost dally for a total of
approximately 8.1 x 10 s bits of recorded data in

addition to the real-time imaging during direct and
relay links. The meteorology and seismology in-

struments were operated daily for a total of 9.7 x

107 bits and 2.4 x 108 bits of data, respectively.

The surface sampler conducted one sequence for

physical properties and magnetic properties.

The return of data to Earth from the Landers

during the primary landed missions was almost

overwhelming. Lander 1 returned approximately
1.8 x 109 bits and Lander 2 returned 2.5 x 109 for
a total of 4.3 x 109 bits.
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A. GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

During the initial landed operations (the 5 min-
utes or so following touchdown), all guidance and
control components except the GCSC were
powered down and remained off for the remainder
of the landed mission. The GCSC was the "brains"

of the Lander, controlling all events and receiving
frequent software updates from the Earth-based
flight team. Although prelaunch and cruise opera-
tions had indicated that both GCSC A and B on

each Lander were completely functional, GCSC A
was arbitrarily selected for both Landers and was'
used throughout the primary missions.

The flight software that controlled the landed
mission was originally loaded in tile GCSC at KSC.

This software was updated before separation to in-
clude all of the latest mission planning and exact
entry parameters for the selected landing sites.
Lander 1 software was revised to be mission 1 and

Lander 2 software was changed to mission 2.
Lander 2 was originally planned to launch first and
would have accomplished mission 1. However,

launch vehicle and Orbiter problems delayed
Lander 2 and Lander 1 was launched first, it was
not necessary to revi_e the software before launch

and the update was made about a month before

the Landers separated from the Orbiters. The flight
software was designed to allow updating of mission
design data (sequencing times, DAPU mode

changes, etc) by the flight team through the direct
uplink during the landed mission. This was done
every other day during the primary mission as nor-

mal activity. Nonstandard changes for engineering
data were also made. Finally, Changes to the basic
software logic (code changes) were also made. The
logic changes were independently verified by the
Lander Support Office, usually on the proof test
capsule, prior to uplinking. This flexibility was a
very strong feature of the software design because
it could adapt the Lander to changing mission en-
vironments. It allowed the flight team to respond
quickly to hardware failures, near-real-time inter-
pretation of data, and changes to mission priorities.
The Lander Support Office and flight team proc-
essed 70 software changes and uplinked them with-

out error. The flexible input-output and scheduling
algorithms provided by the flight software design
allowed data base changes to be made accurately
and quickly.

At the end of the primary mission, 842 mes-
sage segments had been uplinked to Lander 1
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GCSC A, 378 to Lander 1 GCSC B, 921 to Lander

2 GCSC A, and 328 to Lander 2 GCSC B. Since a

typical message segment contained up to 30 GCSC

words, over 60,000 words were updated in the

GCSCs without problems.

Mechanically, the GCSCs also performed in a
flawless manner. These functions included control

of all power switching of Lander components,

scheduling of direct and relay communications,

pointing of the high-gain antenna, scheduling of all
science experiments, and control of all DAPU

modes. Additionally, the GCSC reset a timer in the

PCDA once a minute to indicate nominal per-

formance and prevent switching to the alternate

GCSC. The GCSC also periodically refreshed its

own memory by reading and writing back each cell

in memory. The daily memory read outs during the

primary missions revealed no unexpected miscom-

pares. The accuracies of the GCSC clocks were also

well within specified requirements; both clocks

were fast by approximately 1 sec/sol.

The GCSCs performed all of the above func-
tions and no anomalies were observed'in either

GCSC on either Lander.

B. COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM

1. Landed Direct Commumcations System (DCS)

The high-gain antenna (HGA) under control of

the GCSC pointing program traveled from the ini-

tial deployed position to a predetermined park pos-

ition of 88-deg elevation and 30-deg azimuth ap-

proximately 2.5 hr after landing. This position was
selected before separation so that the Earth would

pass through the beamwidth of the HGA at the
scheduled time of the daily DCS downlinks in the
event of a HGA mechanical drive failure. This

"park" position was changed on sol 66 for Lander
] and sol 32 for Lander 2 to leave the HGA at each

previous sol's end-of-track position to reduce HGA

stepping and maximize lifetime.

The DCS sequence implemented for the first

several landed sols is illustrated in Figure VI-4. An

approximately 50-minute uplink frequency acquisi-

tion sweep, illustrated in Figure VI-5 was per-
formed to acquire the Lander command receivers.

Legend: i

O Assumed Receiver 2
Best Lock Frequency
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Best Lock Frequency

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
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The commandstrategythat involvedthereception
of the commands at the Lander coincident with

the start of the Lander data downlink permitted

the near-real-time verification of the command seg-

ments received and accepted by the Lander. An

approximate 30-minute contingency command

window was provided-following termination of the

DCS downlink, allowing enough time to retransmit

any lost command segments on that same sol.

However, due to the successful receipt of all com-
mand segments transmitted to the Landers, it was

not necessary to use either the contingency com-

mand window or the receiver 1 emergency com-

mand window for the primary missions of Lander
1 or Lander 2.

Tension mounted as the time approached for
the first scheduled DCS downlink; this would be

the first time in nearly 11 months of space travel

that the DCS radio equipment had been operated.

It was originally planned to have only one com-

mand receiver, the one connected to the low-gain

antenna, powered continuously throughout the

landed mission to provide emergency command

capability. The downlink data were acquired at the
Goldstone DSN station on schedule. These data in-

dicated that the low-gain antenna command re-

ceiver was not coherently locked with the uplink
and apparently drifted into lock several minutes

before the first commands were received. A review

of the DCS status data indicated that the received

signal level reading on that receiver was approxi-

mately 10 dB below the expected value; however,

commands were being processed by that receiver.

The HGA receiver 2 and the downlink radio equip-

ment operated as expected throughout the primary

mission. It was evident that a problem existed in
the low-gain antenna receiver 1 command stream

when receiver 1 failed to coherently acquire the
uplink signal on sol 2. From sol 2 on all commands

were processed through HGA receiver 2.

To determine the nature of the low-gain an-

tenna receiver 1 problem, 12 additional acquisi-
tions were attempted periodically when the mis-

sion timeline permitted. Increased DSN uplink
power and very slow frequency sweep rates were

implemented to offset the apparent 10 dB degrada-

tion, resulting in nine successful acquisitions, each

one at a receiver temperature greater than 60 °F.
This correlation indicated that the failure was

temperature dependent. However, additional acqui-

sition attempts at higher temperatures proved un-

successful, indicating a permanent failure.

The Lander 2 DCS performed as expected
through sol 32 using TWTA 2. A thermal analysis

indicated that longer downlink durations could be

realized by using TWTA 1 and this was imple-

mented beginning on sol 33. On sol 39 the sched-
uled downlink was not received by the DSN, conse-

quently, no real-time telemetry was received for

diagnostic purposes. However, analysis of stored

temperature data received via a later relay link indi-

cated that the TWTA was powered during its 90-

sec warm-up period and apparently ceased opera-

tion upon application of high voltage to the tube.
Analysis of the ranging performance for sols 33,

35, and 37 (ranging days) indicated a degradation.

In addition, it was found that the uplink command

signal-to-noise ratio was slightly degraded on sols

33 through 38. Based on a similar failure during

TWTA development and the above degradations, it

is believed that TWTA 1 experienced corona in the

high voltage power supply, which ultimately
caused a high voltage arc-over on sol 39. The over-

current protection circuit within the TWTA power
supply automatically removed the TWTA from the

Lander power bus. Also, the corona protection cir-

cuits between the TWTAs and the telemetry sub-

system prevented possible damage to the telemetry

subsystem. The Lander 2 sequence was changed to

use TWTA 2 on sol 63; it performed as expected

throughout the remaining primary mission. The

TWTA on Lander 1 has performed flawlessly
throughout the mission.

Other than the above described anomalies, the

DCSs of both Landers performed exceptionally

well during the entire primary missions. The

Lander 1 downlink performance was sufficiently

above the predicted nominal level to allow a data

rate increase from 250 bps to 1000 bps for sols 44

through 84. This rate was later reduced to 500 bps

to offset solar corona degradation of the downlink.
Similarly, the Lander 2 data rate was increased to

500 bps on sol 63. Both Landers supported 500
bps links until the Landers were reconfigured for

the solar conjunction radio science experiments. A

typical example of the downlink signal-to-noise-

ratio (SNR) and bit-error-rate (BER) performance

for the Landers is illustrated in Figure VI-6. Typi-
cal command performance for the Landers is illus-

trated in Figure VI-7.
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2. Landed Relay Communications

Based on the observed performance of the ini-

tial landed relay link, confidence was high that the

sol 1 relay link would be nominal. This proved to
be the case when approximately 3 x 107 bits of
data were transmitte-d to the Orbiter at a rate of

16,000 bps. These data were received at the Or-

biter, recorded and relayed to Earth within a few

hours after leaving the surface of Mars. The UHF

transmitter 30-watt power mode performed as ex-

pected, although it had not been tested since the

vehicles were mated before launch. Typical Orbiter

1/Lander 1 relay link performance is shown in Fig-
ure VI-8.

However, the success was short lived for

Lander 1 when the UHF transmitter came on in

the 1-watt power mode for the two subsequent

relay passes. The relay link sequence prepro-
grammed for the first 11 sols featured the redun-

dant playback and transmission of the Lander re-

corded data, preventing the loss of critical data.

The problem was suspected to be noise suscepti-

bility of the power mode control logic in the trans.

mitter. A command uplink was prepared that mod-

ified the Lander sequence to place the GCSC con-

trol logic in a state that reduced the noise suscepti-

bility on the GCSC/transmitter power mode con-

trol interface. On sol 4, one sol before implement-
ing the modified Lander sequence, the transmitter

functioned in the programmed 30-watt power

mode, further supporting the noise susceptibility
theory. The UHF transmitter performed as ex-

pected until about I week prior to the end of the
primary mission for Lander 1. At that time telem-

etry data indicated a potential transmitter anomaly

in the 30-watt mode. To avoid catastrophic failure
and reduce the thermal stress to extend the trans-

mitter life for the follow-on mission, it was decided

to use the 10-watt power mode for sols 40 through

43. Sol 43 was the last planned relay link for

Lander 1 before the Lander 2 primary mission
began.

Nominal hardware and link performance was

also observed for the Orbiter 2/Lander 2 relay
passes. This resulted in the return of over three

times the required volume of scientific and engi-

neering data from the surface of Mars. Typical per-

formance for the Orbiter 2/Lander 2 relay links is
shown in Figure VI-9. By sol 21 of the Lander 2

mission, Orbiter 1 was moved into position to sup-

port the Lander 2 relay links. This maneuver was in
the mission plan to allow Orbiter 2 to leave its

station over Lander 2 to conduct further scientific

exploration of the planet. Test relay links from

Lander 2 to Orbiter 1 were conducted on sols 21,

23, and 25, in addition to the planned Orbiter

2/Lander 2 links. Orbiter 1 took over sole support
of the Lander 2 relay link on sol 27 and continued

in this capacity for the remainder of Lander 2's

primary mission. An interesting feature of the Or-

biter 1/Lander 2 relay passes is that the relay link

was initiated when the Orbiter was very close to

the Lander horizon. The maximum elevation angle

achieved by the Orbiter was approximately 25 deg.

All previous relay links were initiated at approxi-

mately 5 deg elevation with the Orbiter passing

nearly overhead of the Lander. The observed per-

formance for a typical Orbiter 1/Lander 2 relay

pass is shown in Figure VI-10. The larger dif-
ferences between the observed and predicted per-

formance shown in the figure are believed to be the

result of surface reflections, surface ground plane
effects, and the inherent error in the scale-model

Lander antenna radiation pattern data at extreme

aspect angles used for the performance predictions.
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C. TELEMETRYSUBSYSTEM

The telemetrysubsystemfunctionsduringthe
landedmissionwereto collect, store, and enable
data transmissionuponcommandfrom the GCSC
overtherelaylink ordirectlink.

Formats4 and 5 wereusedfor collectionof
engineeringdataduring this missionphase.When
the DAPU was commandedto format 4, it se-
quencedthroughthat set of measurementsonce,
storedthedatain theDSM,andthenstopped.This
format was used to monitor the health of the
Landersubsystemsperiodicallythroughouteach
sol. Whenformat 5 wascommanded,the DAPU
acquiredandtransmittedengineeringdatacontinu-
ously,asit sampledthemeasurements.Thisformat
wasusedduringtherelaylink, typically interleaved
betweenreal-timeimagingandtaperecorderplay-
backs.Approximately25%of thesemeasurements
monitored the communicationsubsystemperfor-
mance.Transmissionduringthe directlink useda
two-channelsystem.Onechannelwasdevotedto
format 5 at 8 1/3 bps,eachmeasurementbeing
sampledeach92 sec.Theother channeltransmit-
ted sciencedatafrom the tape recorderor DSM,
imagingdata,or GCSCmemoryreadouts.Thedata
rate for this high-ratechannelwasselectablevia
GCSCcommandand wasrevisedbaseduponlink
performance.Themostcommonrateusedwas500
bpswith sometransmissionat 250 and1000bps.

Duringthe Lander1 sol3 direct link, thetele-
metry subsystemexhibited its first anomaly.A
DAPU modechangewascommandedfrom DT-6
(DSMreadout)to DT-14(imagingandformat5 to
DSM).At that time,a drop in the signal-to-noise
ratio in both the high-and low-ratechannelswas
observed.This characteristicrepeateditselfonsub-
sequentdownlinks,at timescausinglossof signal
up to severalminutes.Analysisof the problemre-
vealedthat the phaseof thesubcarrierclockin the
DAPUchangedby 90degwhengoingto or from a
DSM read mode. This suddenchangein phase
causedthe DSN subcarrierdemodulatorto drop
lock andthen reacquire.The DSNsubcarrierde-
modulatordid not have sufficient bandwidthto
compensatefor the resultinginstantaneousphase
shift. The reacquisitiontime causedthe apparent
lossof data.This problemwasresolvedbyextend-
ingthe repeatingGCSCmemoryreadoutfollowing
the DSMreadout to 3 minutes,thereby allowing
time for the DSNto lock up andstill allowsuffi-
cient time for recoveryof the memory readout
data.After implementationof thisoperationalpro-
cedure,no furtherproblemswereobserved.

Exceptfor the aboverelativelysmallproblem,
the telemetrysubsystemperformancewasnominal
duringtheprimarylandedmission.
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D. POWER SUBSYSTEM Table Vt-1 Lander 1 Power Subsystem Performance

When the GCSC received the touchdown signal,

it terminated the descent phase and initialized the

Lander for landed operations. Power subsystem
initialization included the following:

1) Safed the Lander pyrotechnic subsystem;

2) Disabled the entry bus (controlled power for

components not required for landed mission);

3) Enabled landed battery charging cycle starting

with battery A;

4) Enabled landed power system failure sensors

and emergency sequencing system.

All Lander power initial operations were satisfac-

torily completed and nominal Lander power opera-

tion was established by sol 2.

During landed operations, power was supplied

by the two RTGs with the batteries supplying

power during short peak load periods. The batter-

ies were then recharged when bus power require-

ments dropped below the RTG output level. The
RTGs through the power converter supplied 68 to

70 watts for Lander use. When bus power require-
ments exceeded this level, the bus voltage dropped
to a level where the batteries started to share the

load with the converter output. The equipment bus

operated in a 29- to 32-volt range, depending on

bus load, when operating in this battery share
mode. When the bus load decreased below the

fixed RTG output power level, the bus voltage

rose, and at 35 volts the PCDA chargers turned on

and charged the battery connected to the charge

bus at a charge rate determined by the excess

power available. If the battery was already charged

and the bus voltage rose to approximately 36 volts,

the shunt regulators turned on and dumped excess

power output to the load banks. During the landed

mission, the battery charging sequence commanded
one battery to the charge bus and then switched to

the next battery on 1-hr intervals. This sequence

was repeated continuously, alternating charging be-

tween battery assemblies to properly distribute

thermal loads inside the Lander body. The three

batteries not being charged were connected to the
load bus and were available for bus load that ex-

ceeded the RTG converter output.

Table VI-1 lists the Lander 1 parameters mon-

itored for power subsystem performance. The ini-

tial data are the average of the first 10 to 12 sols of

the landed mission, while the final data are the

average of the last 10 to 12 sole before conjunction

Initial Data Final Data

Measurement Min Max Min Max

RTG Power Out, W 80 82 78 80.5

RTG Current, A 9.2 9.4 9.0 9.2

RTG 1 Pre_ure, psia 6.3 6.3 6.5 6.5

RTG 2 Pressure, psia 16.5 16.5 17.4 17.7

RTG 1 Root
Temperature, CF 287 314 290 322

RTG 2 Root

Temperature, °F 283 312 285 319

RTG 1 Junction

Temperature, °F 988 1015 989 1020

RTG 2 Junction

Temperature, °F 955 983 957 989

Battery A
Temperature. °F 45 59 52 66

Battery B
Temperer ure, °F 48 60 54 69

Battery C

Temperature, °F 50 64 56 70

Battery D
Temperature, °F 52 66 58 72

Table Vl.2 Lander 2 Power Subsystem Performance

Initial Data Final Date

Measurement Min Max Min Max

RTG Power Out, W 81 84 80.5 83.6

RTG Currant, A 9,4 9.7 9.3 9.5

RTG 1 Pressure, psia 16.5 16.8 17.1 17.3

RTG 2 Pressure, psia 12.8 12.9 13.6 13.6

RTG 1 Root

Temperature, °F 288 315 284 313

RTG 2 Root

Temperature, o F 282 314 280 312

RTG 1 Junction

Temperature, OF 976 1002 973 9_9

RTG 2 Junction

Temperature, °F 965 993 963 991

Battery A
Temperature, °F 55 67 49 62

8artery B
Temperature, OF 55 68 49 62

Battery C
Temperature, °F 59 71 52 65

Battery D

Temperature. °F 60 73 54 66

(sol 109 for Lander 1). The min/max data primar-

ily reflect the diurnal affect of the Martian environ-
ment.

A comparison of initial and final data shows a

slight increase in temperatures and pressure and de-

crease in power as the RTGs slowly degrade. Other

discrete and regulated data indicate that all power
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Figure VI- 11 Lander Power Profile during Busy Sol

components operated nominally and well within
specification limits.

Table VI-2 lists the power subsystem perfor-
mance for Lander 2. These data also show the slow

RTG degradation. All Lander 2 data indicate nomi-

nal power subsystem operation.

Figure VI-11 is a typical "busy" sol showing
Lander activities from about 7:30 a.m. in the

Martian morning. The average EQBUS I (equip-

ment bus current) of approximately 1.4 amp is the

sum of the continuous bus loads, such as the PCDA
power supplies, GCSC, some communications

equipment, telemetry components, and some sci-
ence equipment. This current is less than the RTG

output and permits battery recharging. The line at

the top of the figure indicates total battery state-

of-charge (SOC) and decreases when batteries are

discharged during peak load periods and increases

during charge periods. BatteD' full charge level is
indicated when the SOC line reaches and maintains

1060 W-hr.

All power subsystem operation during the pri-

maD' landed missions was completely nominal and
no anomalies occurred.
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E. THERMALSUBSYSTEM

ThethermalsubsystemsonbothLandersmain-
tainedthe Landerhardwarewithin thedesigntem-
peraturerangesduring landedoperationsandno
anomalieswere observed.The ground software
thermalmodel(LTEMP)adequatelysupportedthe
landedmission,allowingidentificationof operating
constraintsand validationof proposedlandedse-
quencesfromathermalviewpoint.

The telemetrydata indicatedthat the equip-
ment plate temperaturewasgenerallycontrolled
between45 to 75°F for Lander1 and50 to 75°F
for Lander 2. Someisolatedtemperatureswere
cooler (32°F minimumat camera2 mastpenetra-
tion} andsomewerewarmer(TWTAinterfacewith
equipmentplate approached105°F at the endof
direct links) due to localizedcoolingandheating
effects. The Lander exterior temperatureswere
well within the designlimits of the externally
mountedcomponents.

The Lander1 externalenvironmentwarmed
about7°F throughoutthe primarymissionandin-
ternal temperaturesalso roseslightlyduring this
time. The Lander2 externalenvironmentcooled
about 15°F with a correspondingreductionnoted
on Lander2 internal temperatures.The thermal
responseof the two Landerswasquite similar.In
the early solsof the mission,Lander2 wasabout
5°F warmerthan LanderI becauseof longersolar
exposureat the more northerly latitude. As the
Lander2 environmentcooled,the Lander2 tem-
peraturesbecameslightly cooler than thoseon
Lander 1. Becauseof longer daysand shorter
nightsat theLander2 site,thediurnaltemperature
variationson Lander2 weretypicallysmallerthan
thoseon Lander1. TheLander1 and2 dailytem-
peraturerangesare shownin FiguresVI-12 and
VI-13.

Duringthefirst severalsols,LanderandOrbiter
surfacetemperaturedataandLanderimagingdata
wereanalyzed.Thisanalysisindicatedthat theen-
vironmentwasslightly cooler thanexpected,but
the Lander internal temperatureswere relatively
warm.To accountfor this apparentparadox,two
importantconclusionsweredrawn:
1) The Landersurfacewasdustcovered,thus in-

creasingsolarabsorptivityfrom 0.45to 0.85.A
verythin layerof dustcancausethissignificant
change.Imagesshowedduston the magnetar-
ray, andthe Landersurfaceseventuallyshowed
awell-definedreddishtint.

2) The effectiveradiation sky temperaturewas
about70¢Fmorethanoriginallyassumed.This
appearedreasonablesince the imaging data
showeda very bright sky dueto scatteringof
light by aconsiderableamountof dustparticles
in theatmosphere.

Usingthe abovedata,measuredmeteorological
data, andslightly revisedLanderthermal compo-
nent performance,LTEMPwasadjustedandpro-
vided a "correlated" model for subsequentuse.
Thismodelgenerallyagreedwithin -+5°Fof actual
Landertemperatures.Typicalresultsof thismodel
arecomparedto measuredvaluesin FiguresVI-14
throughVI-16.

Sincethe Landersarrivedat Marsduring the
Martiansummermonths,theenvironmentwasnot
cool enoughto causethermalswitchactivity.This
is completelynormalsincetheswitchesdonot op-
erateuntil the temperatureof theequipmentplate
near the actuatorsreachesapproximately38°F.
Duringthe primarymission,theminimumtemper-
ature at the actuatorswas50°F. As the Landers
cool in responseto thedecreasingwintertempera-
tures, the thermal switcheswill begin to supply
surplusRTGheatto theequipmentplate.

VI-12
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F. SCIENCE SUBSYSTEM

This section describes the performance of the

science hardware during the primary landed mis-

sion.

1. Biology

The objective of the biology instrument was to

analyze samples of Martian surface material for evi-

dence of living organisms. The biology instrument

was unique among the Lander science instruments
in that it consisted of three separate and very

nearly independent experiments each of which

sought to find evidence of living organisms by a

different technique. The biology instrument was

the single most complicated science instrument on

the Lander and performed a total of 21 analysis

cycles in all three experiments on both Landers.
Tables VI-3 and VI-4 summarize the biology activi-

ties up to solar conjunction for Landers 1 and 2,

respectively.

The performance of the biology instrument

was superb. There was no significant malfunction
of the hardware on either Lander and no science

data were lost. All commands sent to the biology

instrument were received and executed as planned.

In conducting the sequences listed in Tables VI-3

and VI-4, the instrument performed the following
activities:

1) Pyrolytic release experiment consisted of 480
hr of xenon lamp operation on Lander 1 and

20 hr on Lander 2, four gas injections on
Lander 1 and three on Lander 2, and one water

vapor injection on Lander 2;

2) Labeled release experiment consisted of seven
nutrient injections on Lander 1 and six on

Lander 2;

3) Gas exchange experiment consisted of 38 gas

analyses on Lander 1 and 33 on Lander 2, four

nutrient injections on Lander 1 and three on

Lander 2, and termination of one soil analysis
and initiation of a second on a fresh soil sample

in the same test cell on Lander 2.

Two minor anomalies occurred. Both were in

the pyrolytic release experiment. On Lander 1, in
the second soil analysis cycle (control), noise

spikes occurred in the carbon-14 detector data
after that detector had been heated to 90°C in the

first peak clean-up operation. The number of

counting periods containing noise decreased as
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Table Vl-3 Lander I Biology Activities

Sequence

Pyrolytic Release
light, dry, active

Labeled Release

active, 2 nutrient injections

Gas Exchange -89 Sols
active, 3 recycle operations,
38 gas analyses

Pyrolytic Release
light, dry, control

Labeled Release

control, 2 nutrient injections

Pyrolytic Release
light, dry, active

Labeled Release

long active, 3 nutrient
injections

Pyrolytic Release
light, dry, active

Sol on Which
Initiated

8

27

27

36

39

I Performance

Successful

Successful

Successful

91

Successful*

Successful

Successf ul

Successful

Successful

*Sea text discussion of the detector noise that appeared here but
did not alter the validity of the science data.

Table Vl-4 Lander 2 Biology Activities

Sequence

Pyrolytic Release
dark. dry, active

Labeled Release

active, 2 nutrient injections

Gas Exchange -42 Sols
active, 1 recycle operation,
21 gas analyses

Pyrolytic Release
light, wet, active

Labeled Release
50°C control, 2 nutrient
injections

Pyrolytic Release
dark, dry, active, subrock soil

Labeled Release

active, subrock soil

Gas Exchange -- 12 Sols

active, no recycle operations,
7 gas analyses

Sol on Which
Initiated

8

28

28

51

51

51

Performa nca

Successful*

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successfult

Successful

Succe_ful

Successful

*See text for discussion of detector leak which did not alter
validity of science data.

tSea text for discussion of unusual results whose cause is
unexplained.

time went on, which indicated a recovery from the

apparent heat-caused change. Counting of the sec-

ond peak wag extended to 4 sols compared to a

minimum requirement of 12 hr counting time. The

second peak data could reliably be recovered from

the extended counting period by discarding count
periods having anomalously high values.

On Lander 2 a slow leak in the pyrolytic re-

lease carbon-14 detector was observed during

analysis of the data from the first soil analysis

cycle. The leak did not change significantly

throughout the primary mission and some sequenc-

ing changes were made in the counting regimes to
permit a better correction of the data for the leak.

The science data were not invalidated by the leak,
but the absolute carbon-14 levels were determined

with lesser confidence due to the corrections that

were calculated and applied to the data.

One potential anomaly did occur on Lander 2
where the science data were unusual and difficult

to explain. Unlike the data acquired from other

labeled release analyses, the data obtained during

the 50°C sterilization analysis showed unexpected

and, to date, uninterpretable kinetics. Large per-
centage fluctuations in the carbon-14 level ob-

served by the detector occurred on a cycle that
seemed primarily to be diurnal. Such behavior had

never been observed in all testing of the experi-

ment on Earth. An engineering investigation was
conducted to determine whether an instrument

malfunction could account for the results. The in-

vestigation uncovered no instrument malfunctions

and at this time cause of the unusual behavior

remains undefined. A repeat of the 50°C control is
planned for the extended mission to remove the

uncertainty from the data interpretation.

2. Gas Chromatograph Mass Spectrometer
(GCMS)

This subsection summarizes GCMS perfor-
mance during the Viking primary mission (Lander

1 sols 0 through 108; Lander 2 sols 0 through 61).
Objectives of the GCMS experiment were to anal-

yze the atmosphere for vapor constituents and ana-

lyze the soil for organic materials. In terms of in-

strument performance, qualitatively and quantita-

tively, both objectives were met. In relationship to

the GCMS instrument specification, nearly every
performance criterion was exceeded, in some cases
by factors as great as 100.

During the GCMS cruise activities it was con-

cluded that oven 3 on Lander I and oven 1 on

Lander 2 would not heat, and that the carriage
position strobe signal was Iost on Lander 2 (refer

to Chapter III, Section D). The loss'of the two

ovens limited the number of soil samples to two
per Lander in the primary mission. The loss of the
strobe was not a detriment to instrument
performance.
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The major GCMSprimary missionactivities
consistedof a total of 39 atmosphericsamplings
(24 on Lander1} andmultipleanalysesof foursoil
samples(two soil samplesper Lander).A column
conditioningsequencewas run on eachLander
prior to the first soil sampleto furthercleanthe
chromatographicsystemand establishan instru-
ment backgroundlevel. The objectivesof the
Lander1 andLander2 activitieswerethe samein
that atmosphereandsoilwereanalyzed,yet differ-
ent in that the sequencesrun on Lander2 were
basedondatafrom Lander1.Scientificdiscoveries
of the two missionsaregivenin Science 193, p

801; 194, p 72 and 76, and p 1293. This subsec-
tion discusses hardware performance during the at-

mospheric and soil analyses. These sequences are

grouped by type of analysis to simplify presenta-
tion and are as follows:

1) Atmospheric Analysis-Unfiltered (AA-U)--This

sequence required two commands, one to ad-
mit a sample to the GCMS atmospheric inlet

assembly, and one to admit a sample from the
inlet assembly into the mass spectrometer,

where the sample is analyzed. Sample analysis

Consisted of scanning the mass spectrometer

background before the sample was admitted
(four scans}, then scanning the sample after ad-

mission {four scans}.

2} Atmospheric Analysis-Filtered (AA-F)--In this

sequence, a total of five commands were issued
to the GCMS; three of the five were used to

admit atmosphere, remove-carbon monoxide

(CO} and carbon dioxide (CO:), and remove

water. The remaining two commands were used

to analyze the sample as in the unfiltered anal-

ysis; however, the background from the second

analysis was not returned to Earth. Thus, a

filtered analysis consists of a tGtal of 12 scans.

3) Atmospheric Enrichment (AE)--The enrich-

ment process involved repetition of the se-

quences which admit the sample, remove CO/

CO2, and remove water. This cycle can be re-

peated up to 15 times (based on commands},
and was used to concentrate, in the inlet sys-

tem, those constituents that were not removed

by the filtering process. Upon completion of

the enriching process, the sample was analyzed

4)

in a manner identical to that in the filtered

analysis (a total of 12 scans).

Column Conditioning--In this sequence, por-

tions of the instrument that were required to

be hot during an organic analysis {valves, tubes,

separator, column, and ion source) were heat-

ed. While these assemblies were hot, hydrogen

flowed through the system, and purged out

contaminants. Mass spectra were taken periodi-

cally to record the instrument background.

5) Soil Analysis--In this sequence up to nine com-
mands were issued to the GCMS. The first

seven commands were used to preheat the

oven, place it in position for soil load, load the

oven, move to the analyze position, and seal

the oven into the flow path of the chromato-

graph. The final two commands of the nine

were used to perform the actual sample anal-

ysis (OA). Several major variables permitted

optimization of the soil analysis; among these
were oven temperature, choice of labeled CO_

oven purge gas, effluent divider control mode,

and duration of column high temperature iso-

thermal hold. Nominally, an analysis sequence
returned 411 scans.

6) Bakeout--Several types Jof bakeout sequences
were used to heat selected portions of the in-

strument to rid it of backgrounds.

Tables VI-5 and VI-6 summarize the sequences

that were run on each GCMS instrument. All se-

quences ran nominally with three exceptions. Dur-

ing an atmospheric analysis on Lander 1 (sol
5/01:00:00) and an organic analysis on Lander 2

(sol 61/02:56:00), the GCMS experienced a volt-

age transient and returned to the standby mode. In
this situation the instrument terminated mass scan

data, issued no commands, and transmitted engi-

neering data. In both cases, no instrument prob-
lems occurred as a result of this anomaly and sub-

sequent GCMS sequences performed nominally
without the need for special commands. When the

atmosphere was sampled on sol 102 (Lander 1} the

ion pump current rose to 532 uA, indicating that

the pump was showing signs of degradation due to

argon exposure. This degradation has been taken

into account in planning the extended mission for
Lander 1.
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Table VI-5 Lander I GCMS Activities Table VI-6 Lander 2 GCMS Activities

Sequence

AA-F

AA-F

AA-F

AA-F

AA-U

AA-U

Column Conditioning

Preheat/Unseal/I ndex

Load / Unseal/I nde x/Seal

No-Op (Preheat)

Load/Unseal/Index/Seal

No-Op (Preheat)

Load/Unseal/Index/Seal

OA:Hydrous-Short

AA -U

AA-U

AA-U

AA-U

AA-U

AA-U

AA-U

OA-Anhydrous--Medium

AE-10x

AE-10x

Dump/Unsea!

Preheat/Unseal/Index

Load/Unseal/I nd• x/Seal

OA-Hvdrous--Long

AE-10x

OA-Hydrous--Long

AA-U

AA-U

OA-Hydrous- Long

AA-U

AA-U

AA-U

AA -U

AA-U

AA-U

Sol/
hr:min ' Performance

4/18:12 Nominal

4/22:31 Nominal

5/01:00 Return to Standby
Mode

5/04:06 Nominal

5/11:00 Nominal

5/18:21 Nominal

6/02:00 Nominal

8/06:18 Nominal

(OA precursbr}

8/06:24 Nominal

(OA precursor)

14/6:00 Nominal

(OA precursor)

14/7:18 Nominal
(OA precursorl

17/6:30 Nominal
(OA precursor)

17/7:00 Nominal

(OA precursor)

17/11:45 Nominal

17/18:12 Nominal

17/19:40 Nominal

17/22:32 Nominal

18/01:00 Nominal

18/2:28 Nominal

18/4:06 Nominal

18/10:30 Nominal

23/6:30 Nominal

24/17:30 Nominal

27/16:10 Nominal

31/10:10 Nominal

31/10:27 Nominal

(OA precursor)

31112:35 Nominal

(OA precursor)

32/4:35 Nominal

33/16:50 Nominal

3715:00 Nominal

41/20:40 Nominal

42/06:00 Nominal

43107:00 Nominal

52/05:30 Nominal

62/06:30 Nominal

72/05:30 Nominal

82/06:30 Nominal

92/05:30 Nominal

102/06:30 High ion pump
current

Sequence
Sol/
hr:min

Open Seal Clamp/Index to 1/7:30
Position 1

Index to Position 4 • 1/7:38

Load 1/8:40

AA-F 3/14:54

AA-F 3/18:48

AA-F 4/2:00

AA-F 4/5:12

AE_Sx - 4/14:02

AE-10x 5/14:30

AE.10x 8/18:00

AA-U 9/13:40

AA-U 9/15:05

Preheat 9/16:30

Column Conditioning

Load/Unseal/Index/Seal 10/8:00

AE-15x 15/19:25

AE-15x 16/6:12

Load/Unseal/Index/Seal 21/11:46

No-Op 22/

OA-Hydrous-Medium 24/3:22

OA-Hydrous-Medium 26/3:30

No-Op/No-Op 35/3:14

OA-Hydrous--Medium 35/3:30

OA-Hydrous-Medium 37/3:30

Dump/Unseat/Index to 37/5:35
Position 1

Index tO Position 6 37/5:50

No-Op 37/6:04

Preheat 40113:15

Load/Unseal/Index/Seal 40/16:30

OA-Anhydrous-Medium 41/04:00

OA-Hydrous-Medium 43/04:00

No-Op/No-Op 45/3:43

OA-Hyd ro us-Med ium 45/04: 00

OA-Hydrous-Medi um 47104:00

Bakeout Cl I_ 48/03:00

Bakeout Cl I 50/03:00

AE-15x 52/20:00

AE-15x 53/09:00

AE-15x 57/16:50

AE-15x 6110:30

No-O p/No-Op 61/2:48

OA-Hydrous-Medium 61/2:56

Open V 10 61/5:10

Performance

Nominal
(OA precursor)

Nominal
(OA precursor)

Nominal

(OA precursor)

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

(OA precursor)

Nominal

Nominal

(OA precursor)

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal
(OA precursor)

Nominal

(OA precursor)

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

(OA precursor)

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal
{OA precursor)

Nominal
(OA precursor)

Nominal
{OA precursor)

Nominal
(OA precursor)

Nominal
(OA precursor)

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal
(OA precursor)

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal
(OA precursor)

Return to standby
Mode

Nominal
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3. X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometer (XRFS)

Lander 1--Table VI-7 summarizes the opera-

tion of the XRFS and its performance during the

Lander 1 primary mission and reduced mission. All
data were taken at nominal voltages throughout

the mission except for PC-3. PC-3's bias was low-

ered 50 volts for use in studying density of

samples. This change was made on sol 26.

The first landed data showed that the gain of

the proportional counters had returned to their

flight acceptance test level. During the mission, the

proportional counter gains did not vary signifi-
cantly. The temperature coefficient of thepropor-

tional counter sections appeared to be no greater

than that originally designed and tested.

Over the duration of the mission, PC-1 gain

increased approximately 2% with 2% "normal" var-
iation. "Normal" variation is caused by tempera-

ture, statistical variation due to short count per-

iods, start up drift, and aging phenomena. PC-2

gain was stable within 1% with 3% "normal" varia-
tion. PC-3 gain was stable within 1% with approxi-

mately 4% "normal" variation. PC-4 gain was also
stable within 1% with approximately 1.2% "nor-

mal" variation. Total operating time for sols 0

through 103 was 903.16 hr. The dump solenoid

was operated 19 cycles of 61 sec at 4 Hz each. The

flag solenoid was operated 18 cycles for a total
time of 12.5 hr.

Lander 2--Table V[-8 summarizes the XRFS

operation and performance during the Lander 2

primary mission. Instrument operation was nomi-
nal with one exception. The first landed data (cali-

bration sot 0) showed a small number of noise

counts in channels 0 through 24. During the execu-

tion of the last command of the sol 0 calibration

sequence, extra counts were evidenced in the data.
Detailed review of all the data from the sol 0 cali-

bration showed that most all commands in the se-

quence collected data that contained counts not
within the normal distribution limits expected.

Analysis of the data showed that the noise in the
XRFS data correlated to specific Lander events

and the seismometer high data mode caused more

counts to occur. Subsequent analysis of the data

from a sol 27 "quiet period" test sequence run on
Lander 2.showed that any GCSC activity caused

noise in the data of the lower channels (channels 0

through 24) of the XRFS. GCSC activity which

commanded DAPU activity increased the level of
extra counts. Circuit and laboratory analysis

Table VI.7 Lander 1 XRFS Operation and Performance

Sol XRFS Operation performance

0

8/9 thru

23124

25/26

26127

27/28
thru
30/31

31/32
thru

33/34

34135

35136

36/37
thru
39140

40/41
thru
59160

61 thru 65

66 thru 71,
76.78, 80,
83.87,90,
91.96,98,
100,103

Initial calibration sequence

Analyses of first sample

Analysis of first sample,
calibration flag raised

Analysis of first sample, lower
PC-3 voltage

Analyses of first sample

Calibration/dump sequences

Analysis of second sample

Analysis of second sample

Calibration/dump sequences

Analyses of third sample

Calibration/dump sequences

Analyses of dump residue

Succe¢¢ful

Successful

Successful

Succe_ful

Successf ul

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Table VI-8

Sol

10/11

14/15

16/17

17

27

28/29

29130 thru
41/42

42/43 thru
44

45146

46/47 thru
51/52

56/57 thru
59/60

.ander 2 XR FS Operation and Performance

XR FS Operation

Calibration

iAnalysis, no sample

Analysis of first

sample*

Analysis of first sample

Analysis of first sample

Test sequence

Calibration sequence

Analyses of second
sample

Calibration/dump

sequences

Calibration/dump and
calibration

Analyses of third sample*

Analyses of fourth
sample*

Performance

Normal except for noise
in PC-1 and possibly
PC-2 & 4

Gain stable; noise in
PC-l, 2, 4-715 V run on
PC-l, 2 show noise in
channel 0-24

Gain nominal, 715 V
run on PC-3 shows
noise in channel 0-21

Noise to channel 23

Noise to channel 24

715 V analysis

Noise effect minimized

by gain increase

Successful

Successful

Successful

Insufficient sample

Insufficient sample

*Attempt was made to deliver small rocks to the XR FS; however
the selected sample sites did not apparently yield rocks.
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showedthat increasednoisecurrentsin theLander
equipmentplate cancausenoiseto be inducedin
the proportion counter tube/chargeamplifier cir-
cuit of the XRFS.Failureof filter componentsor
bypasscomponentscreatesa veryhighnoiselevel

• in thesecircuits,resul_ngin a highcountrate un-
like that created by the Lander 2 noise. The con-

clusion was that a change in a Lander component
isolation impedance was causing an abnormally

high current to flow in the Lander equipment plate

when the GCSC or DAPU was powered up or

down. This high current was sensed by the XRFS
and counted in its lower channels. The affect of

these extra counts was minimized by increasing the

gain of the PC tube to effectively place the impor-
tant peaks out of the low channels. The noise did

not degrade the science information significantly.

The proportional counters, gain of each propor-

tional counter section, and temperature coeffi-
cients performed similarly to the Lander 1 XRFS

(refer to Lander 1 discussion). Data for the landed

operations showed PC-1 gain stable within 1% over

this period with "normal" variations of approxi-

mately 3%. Data from PC-2 showed gain stable to
1% with "normal" variation of less than 1.5%. Data

for PC-3 (also used at low gain for density analysis)
showed 1% stable gain with 4.5% "normal" varia-

tion. Data for PC-4 also showed gain stability

better than 1% and "normal" variation of approxi-

mately 1.5%. Total operating time for the primary
mission was 357.72 hr. The dump solenoid was

operated through seven cycles of 61 sec at 4 Hz

each. The flag solenoid was operated one time for a
total time of 0.64 hr.

4. Lander Camera System

The Lander cameras were operated throughout

the Lander 1 and Lander 2 primary missions and

the Lander 1 reduced mission. A total of 450 pic-
tures were taken by Lander 1 and 580 by Lander
2. These pictures included:

1) Characterization of the surface structure at

both Lander sites at various sun elevation

angles in color, infrared, high resolution, and

using various focus conditioning;

2) Complete panorama in high-resolution color,

high-resolution black and white, and survey
black and white for Lander 2;

3) Partial panorama in high-resolution color and

complete panoramas in high-resolution black

and white and survey black and white for
Lander 1;

4) Characterization of the Martian surface and

Lander surfaces photometrically on both
La nders;

5) Characterization of the atmosphere with re-
spect to particle sizes, densities, and vertical
distribution;

6) Support of surface sampler activities and the

Physical Properties and Magnetic Properties
Investigations;

7) Monitoring of the surface with single line
scans to observe particle motion;

8) Complete stereo in high resolution, color, and

IR on both Landers;

9) Spectrophotometric study of the satellite

Phobos;

10) Verification of the location of the surface

. sampler during anomalies;

11) Verification of high-gain antenna, meteorol-

ogy boom, and processing and distribution as-
sembly cover deployment and overall Lander

condition after landing.

The number and quality of these pictures testifies
to the outstanding performance of the Lander cam-

eras. Further details of the Lander camera perfor-

mance are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Lander 1--Camera parameters monitored for

general health and life included: scan verification

and dust coverage of the windows, internal calibra-

tion of the photosensor array output and tempera-
ture, and elevation motor scan cycles. Table VI-9
summarizes the scan verification and dust se-

quences on Lander 1.

Table VI-9 Lander 1 Camera Scan Verification

and Dust Sequences

Camera 1 Cycles

Sol Event

6 Dust
Scan Verification

7 Dust

12 Dust

13 Dust

27 Dust

Scan Verification
51 Dust

Scan Verification

71 Scan Verification

Dust
Scan Verification

91 scan Verification

Dust
scan Verification

Camera 2 Cycles

Sol Event

1 Dust

2 Dust
4 Dust

6 Scan Verification

Dust

scan Verification

7 Dust

11 Scan Verification

Dust

Scan Verification

27 Scan Verification

51 scan Verification

Dust

scan Verification

71 scan Verification

Dust

Scan Verification
91 Scan Verification
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Scanverification is accomplishedby imaging
two smalltungstenlight bulbson theinsideof the
camerastow post. The resultingimageis out of
focus,but it providesusefulinformationaboutthe
camera'sopticalsystemandabouttheazimuthand
elevationservoperformance.Changesof afewper-
centin thetransmittanceof theouterwindowinte-
gratedovera circle0.95cmin diameter,causedby
depositson thewindow,shouldbeobservable.The
outerwindowwasdustedby sprayingit with CO2
gasunderpressurefor 200 msecfrom a nozzleat-
tachedto the camerastow post. Datafrom the
scan verification imagesshowedno significant
changesduring the primarymissionfrom presepa-
ration checkout.Visual inspectionof the images
indicatedno deviationsfrom nominalscanservo
performance.Thescanverificationdust-scanverifi-
cation sequencesshowedthatdusting thewindow
did not significantly changethe window trans-
mittance.Theabsenceof anyapparenttrendover
the periodfrom sol1throughsol91 indicatedthat
therewasno long-termdust accumulationon, or
abrasionof, the camerawindowsduringthat per-
iod within the sensitivityof thetest.Thedataalso
indicatedthat the imageshadnot shifted.In con-
clusion,the scanverification imagesidentifiedno
cameraanomalies.No dustaccumulationwasseen
sincelanding,andthewindowdusterdid not affect
windowtransmittance.

Internal calibrationsperformedon both cam-
eras indicatedno reduction in sensitivityof the
diodessincepreseparationcheckout.Thiswasdue
primarily to therelativelyshorttimespanbetween
landingand conjunction.Cameraoperationduring
the extendedmissionisexpectedto showacontin-
uationof thediodedegradationfrom neutronradi-
ationfrom theRTGs.

Thelifetime limiting devicein the camerasis
consideredto be the elevationscanmotors.Table
VI-10showslessthan17%of thespecifiedlife scan
cycleshavebeenaccumulatedtotally from all cam-
eraoperationsup to conjunction.

TheCO2dusterwasoperatedeighttimesup to
conjunctionwith approximately190additionalop-
erationsavailable(the amountof remainingCO2is
not measured).

Lander 2--Due to the performanceof the
Lander1 cameras,no scanverificationsequences
wereperfromedon the Lander2camerasandmini-
mumdustsequenceswereperformed.Internalcali-
bration data were consistentwith the Lander1

Table Vl- 10 Lander Camera Elevation Scan Cycles

Vendor Test

Martin Marietta
Lander Test

Total Prelaunch
Scans

Preseparation
Checkout

Postlanded
Images

Total Scan

Cycles (up to
conjunction)

Percent of
3.8 x 10 6

Cycles*

Lander 1

Camera 1

294,340

134,746

429,086

100

151,807

580.993

Camera 2

294,340

184,371

478,711

100

144,508

623.319

Lander 2

Camera 1

294.340

120,006

414,346

100

244.319

658,765

Camera 2

294.340

126,819

421,159

100

206,555

627,814

15.3% 16.4% 17.3% 16.5%

*Designrequiramentsare3.8 xlO 6 _ancyct_.

camera data. Table VI-10 summarizes the camera

elevation scan cycles for Lander 2. Less than 18%

of the specified life scan cycles have been accumu-

lated up to the conjunction time frame. The CO2

duster has approximately 195 cycles available for

use during the extended mission.

Summary--Throughout the camera operation

on both Landers, no anomalies occurred. High-

lights of the camera performance are as follows:

1) In viewing preselected stable points on the

Lander body, there was no detectable change

in camera position;

2} By using non-nominal commands, the elevation

field of view was increased to 110 deg {approx-

imately -65 deg to 44 deg) whereas the nomi-

nal requirement was 100 deg (-60 deg to 40

deg);

3) Azimuth field of view was restricted to 335 deg
(nominal 342.5 deg) to avoid deployment of

the contamination cover;

4) At the conclusion of the primary missions, all

cameras were operating better than required by
specifications;

5) The CO2 duster reservoir is available for use

during the extended mission with 95% or bet-

ter of the original dusting capability remaining.

5. Meteorology

Lander 1--The meteorology instrument per-

formed nominally until sol 46. Confidence in the

temperature sensors and resulting measurements

was dependent on two factors:
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1}

2)

The differences between the thermocouple and

reference sensors were small and were predict-
able from effects due to conduction and radia-

tion;

A close correlation existed between the air

temperature (calculated from the meteorology

instrument data) and the ground temperature.

(measured by the instruments on the Orbiter).

During nighttime, the air and ground tempera-

tures were expected to coincide and they did.
Confidence in wind data (speed and direction)

was based on close agreement between wind

speed and direction values as calculated inde-

pendently by the quadrant sensor and hot film
sensors.

On sol 46 the quadrant heater failed. The quad-

rant heater voltage (i.e., voltage drop across the
heated post on the quadrant heater} went full

scale, indicating an open connection to the heater

power circuit. Intermittent operation of the quad-
rant heater continued for a few sols, at which time

the circuit remained open. The failure was prob-

ably caused by the temperature surge during power

on/off cycles. As a result, power has now been left

on continuously. Software techniques were devel-

oped to compensate for this failure and wind data
can be obtained.

Lander 2--The a/nbient temperature sensor ex-
hibited the same non-nominal behavior noticed at

KSC and during cruise. Software techniques were
again developed to work around the anomaly. All

other aspects of the instrument performance were
nominal.

6. Seismometer

Lander 1--Two anomalies occurred relative to

the seismometer on Lander 1. The first anomaly

was detected when the data from the relay link on

sol 1 were processed. It was clear that the seis-

mometer had not been uncaged in any axis by its

landed initialization sequence. Additional uncaging

attempts were made on sol 3, on sol 7, and on sol
32 with no success.

The seismometer functioned normally in all

other respects except for the second anomaly,

which was detected when the data from the relay

link on sol 6 were processed. All of the amplitude
data written into the seismometer data stream were

zero for the entire period between the sol 5 relay

link and the sol 6 relay link. All other aspects of

seismometer operation and the other parameters

written into the data stream appeared normal. This

anomaly has not recurred.

An attempt was made during the failure analy-
sis effort to find some common link between the

two anomalies. However, nothing was identified

and the two anomalies appear to be unrelated.

As a result of the uncaging anomaly, the

Lander 1 seismometer was operated in a reduced

mode throughout the primary mission. Approxi-

mately 500 buffer dumps/sol for 18 sols and 83
buffer dumps-/sol for 25 sols were received. During

the reduced mission, no seismology data were
collected.

Uncaging Anomaly--It was concluded from the

following evidence that the seismometer did not

uncage during its landed initialization sequence:

1) Uncaging produces large transients due to the

motions of the coils from their caged to normal

operating positions. The instrument output is

driven to saturation regardless of gain setting
and no such transient was observed. The ex-

pected transients were characterized during

ground tests conducted prior to landing when a
seismometer was uncaged by the flight-type
software.

Calibration pulses obtained before and after

"uncaging" are identical when corrected to a

common gain setting. This shows that the coils
are not free to move.

The pin pullers did not fire at the time that

uncaging was supposed to occur. This can be
deduced both from the fact that no current

flow was detected by the seismometer and
that, even if the coils were to remain stuck in

the caged position, the impulsive force gen-
erated by the pin retraction would result in a

significant output from the seismometer.

2)

3}

It is possible that the failure to uncage at the
correct time could have resulted from the seis-

mometer uncaging erroneously at some time before

landing and having the sensing coils damaged by
the dynamic environments. A review was made of

the sequences run at KSC and no inadvertant un-

caging sequence appears to have been run. In addi-

tion, the flight software separation sequence was

run on proof test capsule with an armed seismom-

eter and the seismometer did not uncage during the
sequence. A comparison was made between the

Lander 1 GCSC memory (from a landed memory
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readout}and the GCSCmemoryasusedin prior
verificationtests.Thecomparisonshowsthat there
were no changeseither in the programor in the
databasefor thelandedinitializationsequenceand
consequentlythe uncagingattempt shouldhave
beensuccessful.It is clear from the seismometer
data that electricalcontinuityexiststhrougheach
of the coils and flexuralpivots. Experiencewith
the failureof thedevelopmentunit in pyroshock
testing,in whichall six of theflexuralpivotsphysi-
cally broke, indicatesthat the probabilitythat all
threeof the sensingcoilsaresufficientlydamaged
to inhibit coil motionbut not sufficientlydamaged
to breakany flexureis verysmall.In addition,if a
coil wererestingagainstsaya magnetface,some
evidenceof motionwouldbeexpectedduringper-
iodsof S-bandantennamotion andsurfacesample
acquisition.Nosuchcoil motionwasobserved.All
evidenceto date indicatesthat the coils arestill
firmly cagedandthat uncagecurrentdid not flow
in theuncagingcircuits.

The detailed designs for the seismometer and

PCDA were reviewed but no circuit design prob-

lems or part overstress problems were identified.

Since the uncaging anomaly cannot be explained

by the failure of a single piece part and since no
overstress condition exists that may result in multi-

ple failures, failures of piece parts has been ruled
out as the cause of the problem. The following

potential single-point failures were identified:

1) Seismometer arming plug miswired;

2) Broken uncaging power return wire in the seis-

mometer;

3) Broken uncaging
Lander harness;

4}

5)

power return wire in the

Broken uncaging power return wire in the

PCDA;

Significant contact resistance or total lack of
continuity in either connector carrying the un-

caging power return wire.

The failure analysis indicated no systematic

problem that could be related to Lander 2 and, in
fact, the Lander 2 seismometer operated nominally

as described later in this subsection.

Data Anomaly--No convincing explanation has

been found for the data anomaly failure or why it

is self correcting by power cycling the seismom-

eter. It is highly coincidental that the same prob-
lem occurred on a development unitat the Califor-

nia Institute of Technology for the first and only

time two days before it occurred on the Lander 1
instrument for the first and only time. After the

problem occurred on the development unit, the in-

strument was power cycled 16 times and then

transferred to Denver where it was power cycled

99 times. The problem has not repeated. It is
thought that there was a significant power line

transient at the California Institute of Technology

at about the time that the development unit

started malfunctioning, but the indication of this is

not conclusive. Since it is believed that system

transients occur at the beginning of the relay link

sequence on the Lander, it is possible that the

problem may result from system transients, but no
reasonable mechanism has been identified.

Lander 2--The seismometer on Lander 2 per-

formed nominally at all times. After landing, but

prior to uncaging, the seismometer was operated at

maximum gain in each operating mode to provide
basic instrument electronic noise information. The

noise levels were low and compared well with simi-
lar data obtained before launch.

Following the completion of the electronics
noise tests, the seismometer was uncaged with the

instrument operating at minimum gain.

Each seismometer has a means of self calibra-

tion by forcing a displacement' of each of its sens-

ing coils. Lander 2 calibration pulses showed that
the sensor coils were moving freely. The pulses

were of the correct amplitude and an analysis of

the calibration sequence provided an angle for

Lander tilt which agreed well with other indepen-

dent measurements. The calibration sequence was

repeated on most days during the primary mission

and showed good stability.

In view of the low amplitude of motion of the
Lander, limited data were obtained at instrument

gains other than maximum gain. However, all data

to date indicate the gain changing is working cor-

rectly. The same comments apply to the instru-

ment low pass filters.

The operation in the trigger enabled mode was

used primarily during the conjunction period. The

triggering function worked correctly.

In summary, all three operating modes of the
seismometer on Lander 2 and all of the various

operational parameters appeared to be working

normally.
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7. Surface Sampler

The purpose of the surface sampler was to

acquire, process, and distribute samples from the
Martian surface to the biology instrument, G.CMS ,

and XRFS and to support the physical properties,

magnetic properties, and meteorology investiga-

tions. During the course of the primary mission the

surface sampler provided outstanding support to
the instruments and investigations as indicated in

the tabulation at the right.

Figures VI-17 and Vl-18 illustrate the sampling

areas for Landers 1 and 2, respectively, and sum-

marize the surface sampler activities for both
Landers.

Lander 1--Table VI-11 summarizes the surface

sampler operations for Lander 1, giving time the

sequence occurred, the sequence duration, number

of commands issued, and the results. Twenty se-

quences were performed (including biology and
GCMS PDA lid deployment). Of these, 17 se-

quences were successful, two resulted in a "no-go",

Lander 1

Biology

GCMS

XRFS

Physical
Properties

Magnetic
Properties

Meteorology

Three samples.

Two samples.

Three samples.

Trenches, boom mirror images of footpad 2
temperature sensor and terminal descent
engine disturbance, comminutor and boom

motor currents, collector head front porch
image, sample on top of Lander, subsurface
temperature measurements, and backhoe
penetrations into the surface.

Direct and magnifying mirror images of
backhoe magnets.

Atmospheric temperature measurements.

Lander 2

Three samples (one from under a rock).Biology

GCMS

XRFS

Magnetic
Properties

Physical
Properties

Meteorology

Two samples (one from under a rock).

One sample [several attempts made
unsuccessfully to obtain rocksl.

Direct and magnifying mirror images of
backhoe magnets.

Trenches, boom mirror images of footpad 2
temperature sensor and terminal descent
engine disturbance, comminutor and boom
motor current, and collector head front
porch image, subsurface temperature
measurements, rock excavations, and
backhoe penetrations into the surface.

Atmospheric temperature measurements.
i

Table Vl- 1 1

Operation

Lander 1 Surface Sam

Landing

Biology PDA Lid Deploy

Shroud Eject

GCMS PDA Lid Deploy

Pin Jam Recovery

Biology Sampling

GCMS Sampling

XRFS Sampling

XRFS Sampling

GCMS Sampling

Diagnostic Sequence

GCMS Sample Delivered

Dump GCMS Sample

GCMS Sampling

XRFS Sampling

XRFS Sampling

Biology Sampling

XRFS Sampling

XRFS Sampling

Physical/Magnetic Properties

Biology Sampling

Totals

oler Performance Summary

Local Lander
Time {LLT)

0/16:13:12

0/16:19:08

2/10:20:50

3/14:00:00

5/10:40:00

8/06:54:28

8/08:52:50

8/10:35:50

8/11:22:50

14/06:25:00

18/14:00:00

22/12:00:54

31/10:00:00

31/10:40:00

34/10:10:00

34/11:10:00

36/11 : 10:00

40/10:27:50

40/12:07:50

41/15:30:00

91/07:00:00

Universal
Time
Constant
(GMT)

202/11:53:06

202/11:59:02

204/07:19:54

205/11:38:39

207/09:37:49

210/08:05:27

210/10:03:49

210/11:49:49

210/12:33:49

216/11:19:07

220/21:32:48

224/22:11:43

234/02:07:06

234/02:47:06

237/04:15:52

237/05:15:52

239/06:35:02

243/08:31:13

;243/10:11:13

244/14:12:58

295/14:42:21

Duration,
hr

I

0.25

0.21

1.89

1.15

0.72

0.72

0.28

0.10

0.48

0.07

0.75

0.66

0.66

2.34

0.95

0.95

0.97

1.92"

15.07

No. of
Commands

I

i

13

12

58

76

38

38

13

29

29

11

49

41

41

60

47

47

40

61

703

' Results

Successful

Successful

Shroud ejected,, latch pin jam, no-go

Successful

Successful

Successful

Partial success-no sample "level full"

Successful

Successful

Acquired sample, no delivery, no-go

Successful

Successful

Successful

Success fur

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful
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Figure Vl-17 Schematic of Lander I Sampling Area Summarizing Nominal Mission Surface Sampler Activities

and one resulted in no sample "level full." The

three anomalies are described in the following para-

graphs.
Shroud Eject, Latch Pin Jam--On sol 2 during

execution of the 13th command (retract from 4.1

to 2.0 in.) the boom failed to attain position and a

"no-go" was generated when the 14th command

was issued. Subsequent analysis revealed that the
launch and cruise boom restraint pin was jammed,

and did not fall free from its guide during execu-

tion of the 6th command (extend from 2.3 to 6.0

in.). When the boom was commanded to retract

during the 13th command, the unreleased latch pin

misaligned and jammed against the boom pin sup-

port structure. A recovery sequence was performed
on sol 5 which:

1) Reset the "no-go" flag;

2) Commanded the boom to an azimuth position

of 186.6 deg and an elevation of 7.2 deg so

that it would be possible to image the released

restraint pin on the surface;
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Figure V1-18 Schematic of Lander 2 Sampling Area Summarizing Nominal Mission Surface Sampler Activities

3) Extended the boom to 12.0 in. and vibrated

the collector head at 4.4 Hz to provide vibra-

tion to assist the g_avitational drop of the pin

from its guide;

4) Repositioned the boom and acquired profile
images of the boom collector head area and the
surface to determine the location of the re-

straint pin.

The sequence was successfully executed on sol 5
with no anomalies encountered.

GCMS PDA Absence of Sample Level Detector

Full Indication--'On sol 8, a GCMS sampling se-

quence was initiated. All commands were success-

fully executed, but no sample level detector "full"

indication was received during the first acquisition

attempt• A second acquisition attempt commanded

by the do-loop logic again resulted in no sample
level detector "full" indication. The system com-

pleted its sequence in a normal manner and the
boom was parked as planned• The following po-

tential causes of the anomaly were considered:
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1} Insufficient sampleacquiredin the collector
headbecauseof identicalsamplinglocationas
that usedfor thepreviousbiologysample.

2) Insufficienttimeallowedfor thesampleto pass
from the GCMSPDAfunnel,throughthecom-
minutor augersection,andthroughthe 300-
micronsieveinto themeteringcavity.

3) Auger stirring spring not contacting the
300-micronsieve.

4} Sampleleveldetectorcircuit faulty.

Correctiveactionsweredesignedto correctfor
anyof thefour potentialcauses.A sol14sequence
wasdesignedto correct causes1, 2, and 3 and
includedthefollowing:
1) Revisedsamplingsite coordinatesto an un-

disturbedarea;
2) Added a GCMSdistributor vibratecommand

during thesamplemeteringoperationto assist
the flow of materialthroughthe 300-micron
sieve;

3) Increasedthe collectorheadvibratetimeover
the GCMSPDAfrom 17to 30sec;

4) Increasedthecomminutortimefrom 90to 120
sea;

5) Increasedthe sampledump sievingtime from
20 to 40sec.

The sequencewasinitiated, and a sampleac-
quired,however,a boom extend/retractproblem
{seebelow) resultedin a ':no-go,"whichprecluded
deliveryof the sampleto the GCMSPDA.This
problemwasanalyzed,correctedon sol18,anda
sol 22 sequencewasplannedto completethede-
livery of the sol 14 sample.The original sol 8
GCMSsamplingproblemwasfurther analyzedin
the interim, and the following additionalchanges
wereimplementedonasol21uplink for thesol22
delivery:
1) Increasedthe collector head vibration time

overGCMSPDA from the previousrevisionof
30secto 45sec;

2) Increasedthe comminutiontime from thepre-
viousrevisionof 120 to 140sec,andaddedan
additional120-seccomminutecycle.

This recoverysequencewas intendedonly to
deliverthe sampleto the GCMSPDA.Deliveryto
theGCMSinstrumentwasto bedelayeduntil com-
pletionof thesol22dataanalysis.

The sol 22 sequencewasexecutedproperly
with no anomaliesencountered._, samplelevel
detector full indication wasattainedduring the
first comminutioncycle.

A parallelplanwasalsoimplementedto deter-
mine whetheror not asamplewasactuallydeliver-
ed to the GCMSinstrumenton sol8 eventhough
the GCMSPDAsampleleveldetectorhadindicated
a "no sample"condition. A GCMSanalysiswas
conductedusingthe pyrolysisoven,whichwould
havereceivedany deliveredsample.The analysis
subsequentlyindicatedthat a samplehadbeende-
liveredto theGCMSinstrumentonsol8. Thissitu-
ation is possible,sincethe GCMSinstrumentre-
quireslessthan 0.1 cc of samplefor a reasonable
analysis,whereasthe GCMSPDA distributor re-
quires approximately0.7 cc of material in the
meteringtube beforea sampleleveldetector full
indicationispossible.

The MolecularAnalysisTeamdecidedagainst
usingthe sampleoriginally acquired on sol 14 and

delivered to the GCMS PDA on sot 22. Adequacy

of the sol 8 sample was eventually established on

sol 23. Therefore, both the PDA and GCMS instru-

ment loading hopper were purged of "Sandy Flats"

sample material on sol 31. The normal GCMS sur-

face sampler control assembly (SSCA) sampling

tables were revised in accordance with the changes

previously described, and a fresh sample was

acquired from the "Rocky Flats" area on sol 31.

This sequence was executed properly with no
anomalies encountered. The Lander 2 GCMS sam-

pling sequences were also subsequently revised in
the same manner, and all GCMS sampling se-

quences on that Lander were successfully executed
with no anomalies encountered.

Boom Retract Failure--On sol 14 a GCMS sam-

pling sequence execution was initiated. _malysis of
SSCA data indicated normal sequence performance

through execution of the 12th command. During
execution of the 13th command (boom retract to

10.5 in.), the commanded position was not at-
tained, and when the GCSC issued the 14th com-

mand (GCMS PDA distributor counterclockwise},

the SSCA "no-go" resulted in GCSC power down
of SSCA.

Analysis of the SSCA data indicated proper re-

sponses to all commands through the 12th com-
mand. Examination of the sol 14 imagery revealed

that the sampling trench was dug as expected, but
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the collectorheadwasnot presentovertheGCMS
PDAwhenexpected.Thiswasconsistentwith the
SSCAdata.A sol15 imagerevealedthe backside
of the boom, indicatingthat it wasgenerallyin a
•position consistent with the sampling azimuth of
107.7 deg and the last executed command of +15.4

deg elevation.

The following potential causes of the anomaly
were considered:

1) Failure of the SSCA power side 1 electronics;

2) Failure of the boom extend/retract motor, po-

sition feedback potentiometer, or interconnect-

ing wiring;

3) Jamming of the boom precluding proper

retraction.

Causes I and 2 were considered unlikely, because

all functions had operated properly during execu-
tion of the first 12 commands. Jamming of the

boom as it attempted to execute the retract com-
mand was considered to be the most likely cause of

the problem, particularly because of its similarity

to the problem on sol 2.

Frozen carbon dioxide or surface material were

rejected as potential causes of jamming the boom

mechanisms due to the absence of a slowly increas-

ing motor load, which would have been revealed by
the current measurements. Discussion of the anom-

aly with the boom designers revealed that a similar

problem had occurred during early test phases of
the boom. The problem was believed to be caused
when a series of successive retract (or extend) com-

mands are issued. The successive retract commands

cause the boom element to become very tight on

the storage drum. Additionally, the boom element
tends to store in a five- to six-sided configuration

(rather than perfect circular symmetry) on the
drum, which causes intermittent high loading when

the "points of the hexagon" pass under the boom
restraint brake shoes. These two factors in combi-

nation can result in excessively high retract motor

instantaneous starting torque requirements, which

rday be further increased when operating at low

temperatures of-50 to -100°F to the level where

the motor torque limiter decouples and movement
of the boom ceases

Two major operating procedures were incorpo-

rated to alleviate this potential anomaly:

1) All sequences were revised so that there were
no successive extend or retract commands. This

2)

precluded excessive tightening of the boom ele-

ment on the drum, and the command reversals

cause the extend/retract "flip-flop" gear to dis-

engage the load during each cycle, which allows

the motor to attain full speed and operating

torque before re-engaging the load in the oppo-
site direction.

Future operations were to be performed within

1 to 2 hr of the peak temperature during the

Martian sol, which would result in most opera-

tions occurring above 0 ° F.

An uplink diagnostic sequence was designed for
execution on sol 18. The sequence consisted pri-

marily of operating the boom in each axis of opera-
tion {extend, retract, up elevation, down elevation,

clockwise, and counterclockwise). Each movement

was protected by close timing control and "no-go"

inhibit sequences to preclude the generation of no-

go's and subsequent termination. Successive extend
or retract commands were eliminated.

The sequence was executed properly and no
anomalies were encountered.

All subsequent Lander 1 and 2 sequences were

redesigned: to exclude, wherever possible, succes-
sive extend or retract commands, and to perform

these operations during the warmest part of the
sol. No further problems were encountered on

either Lander. Operating temperature restrictions

were eventually waived because of the need to

acquire early morning biology samples on both

Landers. No problems were encountered during

these low temperature operations.

Lander 2--Table VI-12 summarizes the surface

sampler operation for Lander 2. A total of 28 se-
quences were performed {including biology and

GCMS PDA lid deployment). Of these, 18 were

successful, nine were partially successful because

insufficient rock samples were delivered to XRFS,

and one resulted in a "no-go." The insufficient

samples for XRFS were not caused by hardware

anomalies. (It is interesting to note that the Lander

2 boom extension/retraction cumulative total

travel was greater than the length of a football

field.) The one anomaly is described in the follow-

ing paragraphs.

Collector Head Rotation Switch Failure--On

sol 8 the biology sampling sequence execution was
initiated. Analysis of the SSCA data indicated nor-
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Table Vl- 12 Lander 2 Surface Sam oler Performance Summary

Operation

Landing

Biology PDA Lid Deploy

Shroud Eject

GCMS PDA Lid Deploy

Biology Sampling

Collector Head Diagnostic Sequence

XRFS Delivery

GCMS Sampling

Biology Sampling

XRFS Sampling

XRFS Sampling

GCMS Rock Nudge

GCMS Rock Push

GCMS Rock Push

GCMS Sampling

GCMS Sample Delivery

Biology Double Rock Nudge

XRFS Sampling

XRFS Sampling

XRFS Sampling

XRFS Sampling

Biology Rock Push

Biology Sampling

Physical/Magnetic Properties

Physieal/Magnet ic Properties

XRFS Sampling

XRFS Sampling

X R FS Sampling

XRFS Sampling

Local
Lander
Time (LLT)

0/09:49:05

0/09:55:53

1/10:44:50

3/14:00:00

8/16:00:00

10/15:30:00

13/16:45:00

21/10:00:00

28/16:00:00

29/13:30:00

30/10:30:00

30/11 :20:00

34/10:35:00

37/10:00:00

37/16:00:00

40/15:50:00

45/10:00:00

46/13:00:00

46/13:40:00

47/13:00:00

47/13:40:00

51/06:15:00

51/06:40:00

56/14:00:00

57/06: 43:00

57/08:00:00

57/08:45:00

58108:00:00

58/08:45:00

Universal
Time
Constant
(GMT)

247/22: 37: 50

247/22:44:38

249/10:05:32

251/14:39:53

256/10:05:27

258110:54:37

261;14:08:22

269/12:40:04

276123:17:11

277/21:26:46

278/19:06:22

278/19:56:22

282/21:49:43

285/23:13:28

286/05:13: 28

289/07:02:14

294/04:30:10

296/08: 09: 46

295/08:49:46

296/08:49:21

296/09: 29: 21

300/04:42:42

300/05:07:42

305/15:45:38

306/09:08:13

306/10"25:13

306/11:10:13

307/11:04:49

307/11 : 49:49

Duration,
i hr

0.36

1.66

0.02

0.06

1.06

1.95

0.5O

0,50

0.37

0.36

0.17

1.29

0.34

0.49

0.61

0.61

0,61

0.61

0.19

2.58

1.24

0.96

0.45

O.45

0.45

0.45

No, of
Commands

D

19

50

2

8

67

64

42

42

19

23

18

97

23

36

39

39

39

39

19

79

59

43

39

39

39

39

Total 18.34 1022

Results

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Partial success; no-go before
XRFS delivery

Successful

Partial success; insufficient rocks

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Partial success; insufficient rocks

Partial succe_; insufficient rocks

Partial success; insufficient rocks

Partial success; insufficient rocks

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Partial succm; insufficient rocks

Partial success; insufficient rocks

Partial success; insufficient rocks

Partial success; insufficient rocks

mal sequence performance through execution of

the 49th command. During execution of the 50th

command (collector head rotate counterclock-

wise}, there was no indication that the commanded

rotational position was attained. When the GCSC

issued the 51st command (extend to 8.4 in.), the

SSCA "no-go" resulted in GCSC power down to
the SSCA. Analysis of the SSCA data indicated

proper response to all commands through the exe-
cution of the 49th command. However, a collector

head rotation timing peculiarity was noted during

the execution of the 40th command (collector
head rotate clockwise).

The 7.56 sec required during execution of the

40th command was unquestionably excessive. It
was believed that the cam actuated switch did not

operate properly at the 45-deg position, and the
collector head continued its rotation to the incor-

rect backhoe down position, where the cam actu-

ated switch did operate and a position achieved

signal was generated. During execution of the 41st

command, the collector head was already in the
upright position. Therefore, the rotation motor

clutched the collector head against its hardstop;
and this vibratory action actuated the switch,

which resulted in a position achieved indication.

The 50th command issued by the GCSC during
this sequence was a collector head rotate counter-

clockwise to the 45-deg position. It was believed

that the rotation switch did not operate at all dur-
ing this command, and that the collector head ro-

tated to the fully inverted position, clutched
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againstthe hardstop,and an SSCA"no-go" was
generateddueto the absenceof a positionachieved
indication.

A diagnosticsequencewasuplinkedto execute
on sol 10 whichresetthe "no-go" flagandcom-
mandedthe boomto extendto 16.2in. (overthe
XRFS funnel}sothat the collectorheadcouldbe
imaged.The sequenceexecutedproperlywith no
anomalies.Imagingdataverifiedthat the collector
headwasin the suspectedfully invertedposition.

An uplink sequenceonsol13containeda"no-
go" inhibit sequenceandcommandedthecollector
headto rotateclockwisefor 10 sec.Thissequence
wasintendedto positionthecollectorheadin the
uprightpositionsothat any residualsamplecould
be deliveredto the XRFS instrument.The se-
quenceexecuted properly with no anomalies.
Imageryverified that the collector headhad ro-
tatedto theproperposition.

All subsequentLander 2 sequenceswere re-
visedto usetimedcommandsin conjunctionwith
"no-go" inhibit sequencesto precludetheneedfor
the rotationcamactuatedswitchsignal.No further
problemswereencounteredon Lander2 with the
revisedcommandingtechnique.

The accumulatedgroundand missionopera-
tions time on all motorsand solenoidswerewell
within specifiedoperatinglife times.

Summary--Performanceof the surfacesam-
pler subsystemhardwarewasconsideredexcellent
during the primary mission,andsufficientreserve
capabilityis availablefor performingthe goalsof
theextendedmission.Only threeof the 1725com-

mandsissuedby the GCSCresultedin the genera-
tion of an SSCA"no-go" with subsequentse-
quencetermination. Of thesethreeno-go's,one
{Lander 1 boom launch restraint pin jam) was
causedby a sequencingerror, and one(Lander1
boom retract failure} wascausedby a lack of
knowledgeof the performancecharacteristicsof
the boom.The third "no-go" {Lander2 collector
headrotation switch failure},wasprobablycaused
by either a microswitchfailure or a marginalad-
justmentof the cam.microswitchfailureor a mar-
ginaladjustmentof thecam-microswitchactuation
system.Thefourth anomaly(Lander1 GCMSPDA
absenceof sampleleveldetector full indication)
wasbelievedto be relatedto the unusuallyhigh
cohesivenature of the Martiansurfacematerial
ratherthan a hardwarefailure. Correctiveactions
or workaroundsequencesweredesignedfor all of
the anomaliesencounteredso that all operational
requirementsweremet.

Additional operational requirements (or goals}

were levied upon the surface sampler during perfor-

mance of the primary mission. These included rock

pushing sequences, and sequences to deliver peb-

bles and rocks (only) to the XRFS experiment.

The rock pushing sequences were successful due to

the design margin available in the boom extend/

retract system. The pebbles and rocks delivery se-

quences were marginally acceptable during Lander
1 operations, but insufficient quantities of rocks

were delivered during the Lander 2 attempts. This

problem is believed to be partially caused by the

lack of large quantities of small rocks in the Lander

2 sampling area. Additional sequences for attaining

sufficient quantit!es of small rocks for the XRFS
experiment will be executed during the extended
mission.
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VII. EXTENDEDMISSION

A. SCOPE

At the completion of the exceedingly produc-

tive and scientifically rewaxding primary mission,
both Landers continue to operate and support all

science investigations, with the exception of the

seismology experiment on Lander 1. In fact, both

Landers contain redundant equipment that has not

yet been operated during the landed missions.

Some examples of this are: GCSC-B, DAPU-B,
PCDA converter-B and SSCA-B. Because the

Lander instruments and supporting engineering

subsystems are in an operating mode and both Or-
biters are operational, NASA has funded an ex-

tended mission encompassing the solar conjunction

period and one Martian year from landing.

The objective of extending the Viking primary

mission is to make use of these operational space-

craft to obtain seasonal variations, long-duration

sampling for statistically important experiments,

and to obtain data not possible during the primary
mission due to time constraints or observational

limitations. A complete Martian year (approxi-
mately twice an Earth year) of data, primarily me-

teorology and seismology, is planned. However, all
Lander science investigations will be continued

from the primary mission and every attempt will
be made to achieve the objectives listed in the

following paragraphs.

1. Biology

In the primary mission, sufficient time was

available to conduct three analyses. The biology

instrument has been built to permit four possible

repeated analyses (three experimental sequences

and one control). The extended mission presents
an opportunity to provide a lengthy incubation

period for possible organisms and perform the final

analysis. On Lander 1, three samples for biology
are planned, one from a deep hole and two from

the surface. On Lander 2, two samples are planned,
one from the surface and one from subsurface.

Labeled Release Experiment--Lander 1 will

perform two experiment cycles on the surface sam-

ple and incubation will continue until March 1977.

On Lander 2 the analysis on acquired soil beneath

a rock will be completed and a new sample ob-
tained repeating the 500C control, "cold" incuba-

tion after nutrient injection.

Pyrolytic Release Experiment--There will be

two experiment cycles performed by Lander 1:

one on soil already in the instrument, and one on
newly obtained surface soil. On Lander 2 three ex-

periment cycles will be accomplished. There will be

one on soil already in the instrument, one on
newly obtained soil, and one "cold" incubation on

newly acquired surface soil.

Gas Exchange Experiment--Lander 1 will com-

plete a 200-sol incubation period on the soil ob-

tained on sol 8. A soil chemistry (02 release} anal-
ysis will be conducted on soil obtained from the

subsurface. Lander 2 will complete the incubation
of soil obtained beneath a rock.

2. Meteorology

The meteorology investigation requires signifi-

cant statistical data for interpretation. The seasonal

coverage, coupled with supporting data from in-

struments on the Orbiters will probably permit

global atmospheric modeling. An understanding of
Martian weather is likely to emerge from seasonal

variations of the diurnal cycle, pressure, and wind
measured..

3. Seismology

The seismology investigation also requires sig-
nificant statistical data because seismological

events occur randomly. A major seismic event on

Mars will permit the characterization of the core,
mantel, and crust of which very little is known.

This, in time, would reveal the thermal history of

the planet. The extension of the Lander 2 opera-
tion increases the possibility of an event occurring
during the investigation. Monitoring periods will be

concentrated in the most quiet periods of the

Martian day.

4. Molecular Analysis

Atmospheric Analysis (AA)--Seasonal or secu-
lax changes will be obtained to increase the knowl-

edge of atmospheric dynamics. Periodic filtered

and unfiltered atmospheric analyses will be con-

ducted to detect trends and compositional changes
at each landing site.

Atmospheric Emichments--Periodic enrich-

ments and analyses will be aimed at better quantifi-
cation of trace constituents in the atmosphere.
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WaterVaporDetection--Attemptswill bemade
to detectwatervaporin the atmosphereandthese
measurementswill becoordinatedwith theorbital
observations.

Soil Experiments--Incubationof soil in hydro-
genis aimedat detectionof reactionproductsand
volatiles.

5. InorganicChemistry Analysis

The capacity for analyzing soil samples still
exists with the XRFS in each Lander. If there is a

planetwide dust storm, an analysis of the newly

deposited material can be performed. On Lander 1,

attempts will be made to acquire and analyze rock

pebbles, "dark fines," and a very shallow sample to
determine if the thin surface layer is chemically

different from the bulk fines. A sample from a

depth in excess of 10 cm will test homogeneity of
surface material in the vertical direction. On

Lander 2, similar acquisitions and analyses will be

conducted, including a series of calibration opera-
tions to look for wind-blown material.

6. Magnetic Properties Investigation

Experiments will test the temperature depen-

dence, if any, of the magnetic particles, and will

attempt to pick up rock pebbles with the magnet.

The backhoe magnets must first be cleaned with

the magnet cleaning brush.

7. Physical Properties Investigation

Emphasis will be placed on trenching as deeply

as possible, performing bearing strength and impact

tests, mapping the area around the footpads and
under the terminal descent engines using the

boom-mounted mirrors, measuring surface temper-

atures through a diurnal cycle with the collector

head temperature sensor, and examining surface

material via the magnifying mirror. Long-term
observations of the UV degradable coating will be

conducted.

8. Surface Sampler

The boom will be operated to obtain the biol-

ogy, GCMS, and XRFS samples and support the
magnetic and physical properties investigations.

9. Imaging

The first objective will be to complete those

composite imaging sequences started during the

primary mission. The solar extinction, sky bright-

ness, and twilight rescan experiments for monitor-

ing the changes in the amounts and types of partic-

ulate matter in the atmosphere will be continued.

These experiments will aid in understanding the

normal state of the Martian atmosphere and the

changes during a dust storm. Monitoring of the fine

grained dunes and dust gathered on rocks will be

continued through any dust storms. Color observa-
tions of Phobos and Deimos will also be made to

determine their composition.

10. Data Return

To return the science data and stay within the

extended mission constraints, a maximum of four

relay links per Lander in every two-week period

will be scheduled. The relays will vary because the

Orbiters are "walking" around the planet. This in-

volves changing the periapsis of the Orbiter to al-

low investigation of other areas of the planet. Re-

lays are planned until October 1977, at which time
the direct link will become the only link used for

data return.

There will be one command uplink to each

Lander per week, -,_ith a contingency uplink plan-

ned on the next day. There will be two direct links

planned for each Lander in a two-week cycle, and
there will be no more than two Lander downlinks

per day, in any combination.

B. LANDER 1 CAPABILITIES

The two Landers proved that they could prop-

erly execute some 40 sols of the mission without

being commanded over the conjunction period.
Lander 1 performed its mission throughout the

conjunction period with only one anomaly detec-

ted: track 4 of the tape recorder produced data
that could not be data frame synchronized or iden-

tified by the ground data processing software.
Track 4 data had been recorded over a portion of

the conjunction period and is not usable. However,

the other three tracks continue to operate in an

excellent fashion and will be adequate for the re-
mainder of the extended mission.

The current operational configuration of
Lander 1 includes the continued use of GCSC-A,

DAPU-A, PCDA power converter A, modulation
exciter-2, TWTA-1 and SSCA-A. There are oper-

able backup components for all these items, if any
should fail. This redundancy certainly maximizes

the chance for successfully completing this long-
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duration mission.Table VII-1 lists the hardware
failuresexperiencedto dateand whenthe failures
weredetected.Table VII-2 lists the backuphard-
warestatusandwhenit waslastoperated.

Table VII- 1 Lander Landed Mission Hardware Fai/ures

Time of

Item Failure Description Detection

GCMS Oven 3

Saismomet er

Command Receiver 1

Meteorology Sensor

Assembly

Tape Recorder

Oven pyrolysis heater open
circuit

Three caging pinpullers
failed to actuate

Failure to Iockup on uplink

signal

Quadrant sensor heater

developed open circuit

Track 4 produced unusable

data

Cruise Test
of GCMS

Sol 0

Sol 2

Sol 46

Sol 150

playback

Table VII-2 Backup Hardware Status

Item

GCSC-B

OAPU-B

TWTA 1

TWTA 2

Cmd Receiver 1

Mod Exciter 1

SSCA 2

Lander 1

Last

Operated Status

aominaIn Mars

Orbit

Prelaunch

In Use

Sol 66

Sol 1

Prelaunch

Pralaunch

Nominal

Nominal

Nominal

Failed

! Nominal

Nominal

Lander 2

Last

Operated Status

In Mars Nominal
Orbit

Prelaunch Nominal

Sol 38 Failed

In Use Nominal

Sol 131 Not Usable

! Prelaunch Not Usable

Prelaunch Nominal

To maintain the command, data collection and

storage, and data transmission capability in an ac-

ceptable manner, operational workarounds (tape
recorder track 4 problem) and use of redundant

hardware (command receiver failure) have been

used to overcome the few hardware failures experi-

enced. The one exception is the failure to uncage

the seismometer. However, special uncaging se-
quences are planned during the extended mission

in an attempt to enhance the scientific data return

from Lander 1. All of these points substantiate the

fact that the Lander system is certainly adaptive
and sufficient to realize the objectives of the
extended mission.

C. LANDER 2 CAPABILITIES

Lander 2 performed its mission throughout the
conjunction period in a flawless manner. This

40-sol mission period gave us the first indications

of the oncoming Martian ranter. The dally average

temperature in the Lander equipment compart-

ment decreased about 8°F over this period. This
cooling trend was predicted.

The current operational configuration of

Lander 2 includes the continued use of GCSC-A,

DAPU-A, PCDA power converter A, and SSCA-A.

There are operable backup components for all

these items, if any should fail. Lander 2 also pro-

ceeds into the mission with hardware redundancy

which maximizes the chance of successfully com-
pleting the extended mission. Table VII-3 lists the

hardware failures experienced to date and when
the failure was detected. Table VII-2 lists the back-

up hardware status and when it was operated.

Table VII-3 Lander 2 Landed Mission Hardware Failures

Time of

Item Failure Description Detection

Open circu itBattery A Tempera-

ture Transducer

GCMS Oven 1

SSCA Collecter Head

Intermediate Switch

TWTA 1

Command Receiver 1

Oven pyrolysis heater open
circuit

Open circuit developed dur-

ing sample delivery (did not

affect subsequent operations)i

Indication of corona arching

Failure to lookup on uplink

signal

Prelaunch

Checkout

Cruise Test
of GCMS

Sol 8

Sol 39

Sol 102

Lander 2 will be severely stressed by the ther-

mal environment expected for this northerly land-

ing site. Figure VII-1 shows the calculated tempera-

ture profile projected for the next several months,

including the Martian winter. The diurnal cycle

decreases in magnitude until it disappears between

sols 290 and 370. During this period, the atmo-
sphere will begin to freeze out and maintain a con-

stant temperature.
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Ftgure Vii- 1 Lander 2 Environmental Predictions
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The two thermal switches,which conduct
wasteRTGheatinto theequipmentcompartment,
first beganto cycleonsol119andhavecontinued
to cycle eachsol sincethen. Thisheat augments
the heatgeneratedby thecomponentsthemselves.
Thermalanalysesindicatethat the Landerinternal
equipmentshouldbeoperablethroughoutthisex-
tremethermalexcursionif all of theRTGelectrical
power is usedby the right componentsand the
thermal switchescontinueto function. Minimum
flight acceptancetemperatureswill possiblybeex-
ceededfor the batteryassemblies,theGCMS,both
cameras,and the cameraduster,andmayrequire
restrictedusefor certainof theseitemsduringthis
period.

The high-gainantennaassemblyis of concern
becausecarbondioxide icing, which is not well
understood,could possiblycausethe antennato
stop tracking the Earth. This properpointing is
requiredsincecommandingmust utilize receiver
number2, whichisconnectedonly to thehigh-gain
antenna.

Weighingall of the abovefactors,it isbelieved
that Lander2 hasanexcellentopportunityof com-
pleting the extendedmissionin spiteof the po-
tentiallyseverewinteronMars.
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